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This investigation studied the use of the Greek term
raxpoipia in the Gospel of John.

In chapter i modern and

ancient writers who wrote about the itapoipicc are reviewed as
a background study.

The discussions are mostly limited to

the area of popular proverbs.

The list of xapot(ii(Xi in the

period before the Fourth Gospel revealed that not only
proverbial sayings

but also idioms and

maxims were included

in the category of

rapoi+ua. The use

the term in the

of

Septuagint translation and in Philo's writings shifted from
the earlier use of

the term because

the former,

places,

the Hebrew words

b®n and h i’n by

translated

in

several
rapoi+ha

and the latter replaced three words odviypa, JtapapoXf), and
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SiTflfhjia by rocpoipia.

This use provided an intermediate step

toward the drastic

shift in the term's meaning in the Fourth

In chapter

2 the use of the term in IS :4b-33 and the

problem of ev rcapoipiccK; are probed.

3y investigating the use

of tccma it is shown that Jesus referred to the passage of
v s s . 5-24 by -ccnka in 16:25.

The crucial sayings of vss .

25,

29 are conditioned by the questions of the disciples.

The

questions were caused by the difficult sayings of Jesus,

which can be identified with racpoipiai.
are found in vss. 5 (10b), 16.

The difficult sayings

They are not parables,

proverbs,

illustrations,

riddles.

Features of the Johannine riddles which occur in

chap.

or figures of speech.

They are

16 were observed: short; expanded by the use of a

parable; cause questions; Jesus centered; Jesus' sayings;
and use of ambiguous w o r d s .
In chapter 3 the rtapoipicc of 10:1-5 was investigated
to determine its literary form.

Several possibilities were

considered: parable, allegory, and riddle.

'Riddle' is the

most appropriate English equivalent for Jtapoipia.

Additional

features of the Johannine riddles were observed:

lengthy;

cause of misunderstanding; and expansion by the use of
proverbs.
In chapter 4 further Johannine riddles were located
in light of the features observed in the previous chapters.
These riddles culminate in the death of Jesus.

Jesus is

portrayed as a teacher of riddles in the Gospel.
The Johannine use of the term irccpoipia shows a

Reproduced with perm ission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.

dramatic shift from its use in the classical and Hellenistic
literature before the Gospel.
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IN T R O D U C T IO N

Stephen S. Smalley epitomized the riches of the
Gospel of John in these words:
The Gospel of John is a source of endless
fascination for the student of the New Testament. Its
problems deserve and receive constant investigation,
and yet its secrets show no sign of being fully
discovered.
This is not surprising, since--in Luther's
phrase--its incomparably 'simple words' are at the same
time 'inexpressible words.'1
His statement summarizes the impressions of those who read
the Fourth Gospel

(FG), whether trained in the New Testament

discipline or not.
Even though the FG possesses several peculiar
characteristics,

it has been widely accepted that it does

not include parables.2

In recent scholarship,

however,

a

’Stephen S. Smalley, John: Evangelist and
Interpreter (Exeter: Paternoster Press, 1978), 7.
2A. M. Hunter, According to John (London: SCM Press,
1968), 78, notes that in 1863 Renan asked why the FG does
not contain a parable.
This question is accepted by many
critics as valid.
When Walter Schmithals wrote an
introduction to the translation of Bultmann's commentary on
John, he stated (contrary to what Bultmann believed):
"Parables are altogether absent.
Even the characteristi
cally Johannine I-words, which often announce the theme of a
great parabolic discourse (ch. 10, the Good Shepherd; ch.
15, the Vine), are not parables, but must be understood as
direct statement."
Rudolf Bultmann, The Gospel of John: A
Commentary (Philadelphia: Westminster Press, 1971), 4.

1
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number of exegeces have come to see the presence of parables
in che FG.1
Problem

It is a well-known fact among New Testament scholars
that the Synoptics use the Greek term rcapa0oA.T| for the
parables of Jesus and the FG does net use it.
term rcapoi(J.icc.

It uses the

Since the Greek term jcapoipia is the only term

John uses to designate any form of literary device,

it has

long been understood to be a synonym for the Synoptic
counterpart,

that is, rtapaPoXf).

In addition,

the Hebrew

term b’OG has been translated by these two Greek terms.
Therefore it has been commonly accepted that both terms
designate the same

kind of literary form. Nevertheless,

this assumption is

simpler than the facts warrant.

In spite of the majority scholarly opinion that the
Johannine term rcapoipia ana the Synoptic term jcapa0oA,f| are
based on the same Hebrew term b&O, they do not seem to have
the same meaning.

Furthermore, the Johannine term Jtapoi|iia

does not seem to be in accord with the classical and
Hellenistic use of the term.
What is a jcapot+iia in the FG?

This question

in turn

raises a number of other questions:
1.

To what does it refer in the FG?

'See chapters 2-4.
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2.

What is the genre of the items referred to by

the term?
3.

Are there any other portions in the FG which can

be properly designated with the same term?
4.

What is its function?

5.

How does it compare to the meaning and function

of 7tapaPoA.fi in the

Synoptics?

What are the similarities

and

differences between the Synoptic rtapaPoA.fi and the Johannine

Ttapoipia?
Concerning points 1 and 2, there are diverse
opinions among scholars.

The other issues have not been

adequately discussed.
Thus far,there have been many
Synoptic 7tapapoA.fi,
been minimal,

studies of the

but the study of the Johannine 7tapoifha has

as the topic has not been taken seriously.

It

is handled only as a subsidiary topic under the discussions
of 7tapaPoA.fi or bttfn.

A number of scholars have devoted

several pages to the meaning of bz?D, 7tapaPoA.fi, ana 7tapot+ha in
their introductions to parable studies.1 They have not.
1C f . for example, Richard Chenevix Trench, Motes on
the Parables of Our Lord (New York: Appleton, 18510, 1-10;
Adolf Julicher, Die Gleichnisreden Jesu. Zweiter Teil,
Auslegung der Gleichnisreden der drei ersten Evanglien
(Darmstadt: Wissenschaftliche Buchgesellschaft, 1969), 25118; Leopold Fonck, Die Parabeln des Herrn im Evangelium:
exegeticsh und praktisch erlautert (Innsbruck: Druck und
Verlag von Felizian Rauch [Karl Pustet], 1909), 3-18; R. C.
McQuilkin, Studying Our Lord's Parables (Grand Rapids, MI:
Zondervan Publishing House, 1935), 15-22; B. T. D. Smith,
The Parables of the Synoptic Gospels (Cambridge: The
University Press, 1937), 3-15; Maxime Hermaniuk, La Parabole
Evangeliaue: enauete exeaetiaue et critique (Paris: Desclee
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however, made a serious investigation of the meaning and
function of the Johannine term rcapoifua as a primary topic.
What they have done for this problem is at best to
state a probable difference between the two Greek terms,
but they could not make it clear because they did not study
the relevant texts systematically.

At least they admitted

the presence of the difference, but did not give enough
attention to its nature.1

Therefore we assume that the

nature of raxpoifua in John still remains a problem worth
de Brouwer, 1947), 35-61; Max Meinertz, Die Gleichnisse
J e s u . 4th ed. (Munster: Aschendorffsche Verlagsbuchhandlung, 1948), 9-28; Joachim Jeremias, The Parables of
Jesus (London: SCM Press, 1954), 9-19; Philip 0. Deever,
Lending the Parables Our Ears: Toward a meaningful
experience with the Gospel Parables (Nashville: Tidings,
1975), 9-28; Eta Linnemann, Parables of Jesus: Introduction
and Exposition (London: SPCK, 1966), 3-50, first published
in 1961 in German; Madeleine Boucher, The Mysterious
Parable: A Literary Study (Washington, DC: Catholic Biblical
Association of America, 1977), 11-25; Peter Rhea Jones, The
Teaching of the Parables (Nashville: Broadman Press, 1982),
27-51.
1Leon Morris, The Gospel According to John (Grand
Rapids, MI: Wm. B. Eerdmans Publishing Company, 1989), 504:
"It is difficult to put a real difference of meaning between
them, and both probably reflect something of the Hebrew 'j&n
. . . . This is not to say that there is no difference
between the parables so characteristic of the Synoptic
Gospels and such a passage as the present one.
The
differences are plain.
All that I am saying is that it is
difficult to make a hard and fast distinction between the
meanings of the two words."
Also, John Drury, The Parables in the Gospels:
History and Allegory (New York: Crossroad, 1985), 159,
observed: "It [napa{k>A.f|] contains what we can only consider
to be parables, but he [John] prefers the label ;capoip.xa
usually translated 'figure'.
The significance of this is
hard to assess because the difference is not clear."
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investigating.

So one may still ask and investigate the

problem: What is the Johannine Jtccpoipia?
Purpose and Scope of the Study

It was the purpose of this study to (1) clarify what
the biblical category of Johannine jcapoinia indicates,

(2)

make a list of the Johannine Jtapoipiai, and (3) see how they
function in the FG.
Review of Literature

There is a relative lack of relevant literature
dealing with this problem.

For the Johannine use of the

Greek term Jtapoipia, only a few dissertations and articles
are relevant --most of them very indirectly--apart from the
commentaries and periodical articles that deal with the
particular texts

(10:6; 16:25, 29)

in which the term occurs.

Edwin Hatch contributed a valuable piece of research
on the relationship between jtapapoA.fi and jcapoipta as they
occur in the LXX and other Greek translations of the Hebrew
Bible and in the New Testament.1
observations,

Based on a few

he concluded that 7capaPoA.fi and 7tapomia are

interchangeable--there is no sharp distinction between them.
His conclusion might be applicable for the translations of
the Hebrew Bible, but not for the difference between the
Synoptics and the FG.
1Edwin Hatch, Essays in Biblical Greek
Clarendon Press, 1889), 64-71.

(Oxford:
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Karl Rupprecht has contributed two related articles:
"ITapoxiiia"1 and "Paroimiographoi."2

In the first article he

discussed the etymology of rcapoi|ua and the origin of
proverbs.

He arranged Greek proverbs according to inner

forms and external forms.

The worldview in the proverbs was

described and the world of proverbs was portrayed.

He

arranged proverbs according to their contents: historical
proverbs and proverbs based on the characteristics of
animals, plants, and inorganic material.

He also mentioned

four elements which symbolize important feelings and ideas
of the ancient Greek people--namely, earth, fire, wind,
water.

and

In the discussion he presented a great number of

Greek proverbs as illustrations.

This article remains a

thesaurus of Greek proverbs.
The second article deals with the collectors of
proverbs and their collections.

Rupprecht did not mention

the Book of Proverbs in the Old Testament because he dealt
only with Greek and Roman proverbs.
James Kelso contributed a survey article.3

He

described the chief characteristics of proverbial sayings,
and he posed two possible origins: popular proverbial
sayings and literary proverb or gnome.

He also discussed

’PRECA, s.v.

"Ilapoifiia, " by Karl Rupprecht.

2PRECA,

"Paroimiographoi," by Karl Rupprecht.

s .v .

3James A. Kelso,

"Proverbs," ERE, 10:412-415.
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metrical forms and the occurrences of proverbs in Greek
society.
Herman L. Strack and Paul Billerbeck's commentaries
on the gospels contain about 150 rabbinic proverbs,1 but
they do not seem to be directly related to the rocpoipia of
the FG.
Friedrich Hauck contributed an article entitled
'TTapoijiia"2 in which he has two sections:
outside the New Testament,

(1) The Word

and (2) The New Testament.

He

summarized the understanding of jrapoipia by the Greeks,
discussed the Hebrew term ^©D, and observed that Philo often
used mapcrip.ta for "proverb."

He observed that the use of the

term in 2 Pet 2:22 is for a proverb.

However,

He also

noticed a proverb in Luke labeled as 7axpa($okf|.
For the Johannine rcapoijria Hauck said that it "occurs
3 times at 10:6 and 16:25,
in 16:25,

29. "3

Actually it occurs twice

thus making four times altogether.

He considered

it to mean "hidden, obscure speech" which stands in need of
interpretation.

He understood "all Jesus' words up to the

Parting Discourses as obscure speech which can only
’Hermann L. Strack and Paul Billerbeck, Kommentar
zum Neuen Testament aus Talmud und Midrasch (Munich: C. H.
3eck'sche Verlagsbuchhandlung Oskar Beck, 1922); see under
"Sprichworter" in the index of volume 4.
2Friedrich Hauck,

"riapoifha, " TDNT. 5:854-856.

3Ibid., 856.
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imperfectly indicate supraterrestrial truth in human
words."1

This article can give us a good starting point,

but Hauck did not analyze the Johannine rcapoipia sufficiently
to show its characteristics.

He did not directly compare

the use of rcapomia in the Greek literature with the
Johannine rcccpotfha.
Herbert Leroy finished his Inauauraldissertation in
1967.2

This work is closely related to my topic, but it

does not deal with the Johannine Ttccpoi+ha per s e ; instead it
investigates the misunderstandings.
parts:

His study has three

the form of riddle, the Johannine misunderstandings,

and the hidden riddle.
misunderstandings.3

He listed eleven Johannine

Raymond Brown summarized the

conclusions of this study:
After a study of the riddle in varied cultures and
literatures, Leroy decides that from the viewpoint of
form criticism Johannine misunderstanding is a type of
riddle concealed in a dialogue.
It is based on a
twofold meaning whereby the words employed have a
general meaning for outsiders, quite distinct from the
special meaning they have for those on the inside, "in
the know. "4
'ibid.
2Herbert Leroy, Ratsel und Missverstandnis: Ein
Beitrag zur Formqeschichte des Johannesevanqeliums. Bonner
Biblische Beitrage, vol. 30 (Bonn: Peter Hanstein, 1968) .
3They are dealt with in the following order: (1)
7:33-36; S:21f; (2) 8:31-33; (3) 8:51-53; (4) 8:56-58; (5)
4:10-15; (6) 6:32-35, 41f; (7) 6:51-53; (8) 3:3-5; (9) 2 :1922; (10) 4:31-34.
4Raymond E. Brown, review of Ratsel und
Missverstandnis, by Herbert Leroy, in Biblica 51 (1970):
152 .
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Due to his assumptions Leroy did not deal with all the
scenes of Johannine misunderstanding in his study.1

His

aim seems to lie in his expectation Lc see the Sitz im Leben
of the church when the FG was composed.

He believed that

from an analysis of these misunderstandings he could draw
the picture of a gnosticizing Johannine community.
Carl Heinz Peisker in his article "ITapoijiia" traced
the occurrences of this term in the Greek literature
briefly, and then he considered rapotpia in the LXX.2

He

also mentioned Philo and the popularity of proverbs among
the rabbis.

He thought it striking that many sayings of

Jesus that can be classified as proverbs are not designated
as such.

He believed that it is only in the FG that rcapoipia

occurs in the sense of dark saying,

or riddle.

Kim E. Dewey has written an article closely related
to my topic.3

He discussed the Johannine use of 7iapoipicc and

made a list of thirty-four rcapoipiai.

He followed Bultmann

and Brown in accepting that the use of rcccpoipia in 16:25,

29

was "to be a reference not merely to the immediately
1All his misunderstandings are isolated from
chapters 2-8, while we see two scenes of misunderstanding or
failed understanding in 10:6 and 16:17-20.
Since in both
places the cause of failure seems to be the rcapoipia
(apparently so in 10:6), the study of the Johannine concept
of misunderstanding is a crucial part of this search.
2C. H. Peisker, "Paroimia." NIDNTT, ed. Colin Brown
(Grand Rapids: Zondervan Publishing House, 1986), 2:756-758.
3Kim E. Dewey, "Paroimiai in the Gospel of John,"
Semeia 17 (1980): 81-99.
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preceding verses, but to all the words of Jesus in the
Gospel."1

He also believed that John's use of the term

rcapomicc "embraces a range of literary forms, devices,

and

concepts,

including riddle, proverb, parable,

metaphor,

allegory,

irony, paradox, enigma, aporia, and so on."2

By

this statement he has presented 7tapoifha as one of the most
important words in the Gospel.

He included almost every

verse in the Gospel in this category of rcapoipia.

Dewey

believed that the use of the proverb is "with little risk of
being misunderstood."

His definition of proverb defies its

inclusion in John's use of the term,3 because wherever
Tcapoipia is used, there is misunderstanding.

His article is

useful in indicating the probable existence of a list of
Johannine ropoifuca.

Also it focussed attention on the

significant role of rcapoifha in the FG.
D. A. Carson has written an article on the Johannine
misunderstandings.4

He suggested sixty-four misunder

standings in the FG.

R. Alan Culpepper discussed the

Johannine misunderstandings in the sixth chapter- of his
11bid., 82.
2Ibid.
3She says (91), "The proverb is a sanctioned vehicle
for expressing one's thoughts and intentions, without fear
of public censure and with little risk of being
misunderstood."
4D . A. Carson, "Understanding Misunderstandings in
the Fourth Gospel," Tvndale Bulletin 33 (1982) : 59-91.
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book,1 providing a short survey of literature on the topic.
He suggested that there are eighteen Johannine misunder
standings2 and a number of variations of misunderstanding.3
Then he described how they function in the Gospel.

It is

not clear how he related the Johannine misunderstandings to
rcapoifitai.

He did not discuss the Ttapoipaai explicitly, but

some misunderstandings were caused by them.
Linda Bridges4 studied the aphorisms in the FG.
Aphorisms are closely related to proverbs, but they are not
equivalent.

She observed that "the aphorism was a highly

polished rhetorical skill and literary technique developed
by every good young Greek pupil."5

She followed Leo Perdue

in asserting that "the aphorism tends to shock and
disorient;

the proverb, however, attempts to sustain the

traditional world view."6

She added,

external forms may appear similar,

"Although the

the proverb and the

1R. Alan Culpepper, Anatomy of the Fourth Gospel: A
Study in Literary Design (Philadelphia: Fortress Press,
1983) , 149-202 .
2Ibid., 161, 162.

He provides a list of them.

3Ibid., 160, 161.
4Linda McKinnish Bridges, "The Aphorisms in the
Gospel of John: A Transmissional, Literary, and Sociological
Analysis of Selected Sayings," Ph.D. dissertation. Southern
3aptist Theological Seminary, 1987.
5Ibid., 21.
6Ibid., 25.
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aphorism evoke different responses in readers."1

The list

of twenty-six Johannine aphorisms is given.
Methodology

The method of defining the meaning of the term and
its function in the gospel must be a complex one.
entails philological and exegetical operations.

It
Therefore

it seems proper to explain the methodology by way of
describing the chapters about to be presented.
In chapter 1 I first discuss the definition of the
term as it was used before the FG, reviewing lexica,
dictionary articles, and monographs.

Definitions given by

the Greek authors or rhetoricians are then discussed.
they do not give a unified view,

Since

it is necessary to embark

on a philological investigation of 7iapoi|iia in the Greek
literature, utilizing a search for occurrences of the word
by means of the TLG on CDROM to compile a collection of
rcapoifhcn. before the FG.
collection,

Based on the analysis of this

I attempt to define the term.

Greek writers after the second century A.D. have
been excluded because we are neither interested to see how
John's use of jcapoipia affected the subsequent writers in
Greek in the way they used the term nor are we focusing on
the way it was interpreted by later expositors, but how it
came to be used in the FG.

Jewish and Christian writers in

11bid.
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the first and second centuries A.D. are examined to see how
near-contemporaries understood the term.
Then I discuss the rcapoipia found in Hellenistic
Judaism and also discuss Hebrew terms baa and tlTTt, which the
term translates.1

The purpose of this section is to see

whether the term suffered any semantic shift by the use of
translators and writers.

This chapter is a philological

background study for the Johannine rtapoi+ucc.
Chapters 2 and 3 discuss two passages of the FG,
namely,

16:4b-33 and 10:1-5,2 which include all four

occurrences of the term in the FG.
careful exegesis of the passages.

This attempt requires a
My goal in this effort is

to pick up what are referred to by rcapoifua in each passage
and to categorize them by literary or oral form.

The

results need to be compared among themselves to find any
common characteristics between them; these characteristics
may then help to locate any other Johannine 7«xpcn+ucc in the
Gospe l .
In chapter 4 the result of the above investigation
is applied to the whole Gospel to see whether it is possible
’in the LXX 7tapa0oA.f| frequently translates the Hebrew
noun baa.
The LXX translates rrvn by cdvrflia four times, but
by rcpof&Tina in Judg 14:12-20; Pss 49:5; 78:2; Dan 8:23 and
Hab 2:6.
In Ezek 17:2 it is represented by 5if|7T^ia. riapoi|ita
translates mTt in Sir 8:8; it translates baa in 6:35 and
47:17.
For Sir 18:29 and 39:3 we do not have Hebrew text.
2There is a reason behind the order of these two
passages.
The passage of 16:4b-33 has three occurrences out
of four.
It has more to say about laxpc^na.
Its importance
commands priority.
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to find any other jrcr.poipiai, which are not explicitly so
labeled.

I collect jtapoipiai using the identifying marks

indicated by the previous chapters.

A brief discussion of

the function of the Johannine napoifhai follows.

The result,

it is hoped, will be that our knowledge of the Johannine
:capoi|iia will be brought into clear focus.

Some suggestions

follow to answer the question of relationship between the
Synoptic rcapaPoA.f| and Johannine rapoijiia.
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CHAPTER I

I1APOIMIA

IN GREEK LITERATURE

Introduction

This chapter is a philological study of the
background of the Johannine term 7tapoip.ict.

I studied both

ancient Greek literature and secondary sources to discover
how rcccpoijiaa is employed and understood by various writers.
One asks a question: What does the term Jtapotfua mean in the
classical and the Hellenistic Greek literature and in
Hellenistic Judaism?

This question can be paraphrased thus:

To what literary form(s)

does the literary phenomenon of the

Greek rtapoi+ha belong?
I first investigate various definitions of rcapoipicc
in lexica,

the secondary literature,

and those given by the

Greek authors themselves to see the meaning of the term and
to determine the usage.
In the second main section I investigate how the
term 7tapoipia was actually employed in the Classical and the
Hellenistic literature.

napoipia may often be translated as

proverb,1 for many proverbial sayings, along with others,
’There are other Greek words which designate
proverbs: for example, 6 Xfrfoq, to Xeyopevov, 6 oclvo<;, 6 frox;.
Herbert Pierrepont Houghton, Moral Significance of Animals
as Indicated in Greek Proverbs (Amherst: Carpenter &
15
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were labeled as jrapoipia.

However,

many other proverbial

sayings in the same literature are not so labeled.

Since

the problem of the Johannine rcapoifha1 arose with the
particular use of the term, I focus only on the materials
which are so labeled in Greek literature.2
suggested a wider scope of collection,
were collected.3
'old'.

Paul Martin

in which old sayings

The common denominator among them is

His scope is narrower than what is widely accepted

among scholars.

Nevertheless,

his scope is not helpful for

this study because he collected proverbs, not raxpoipica.

Our

interest is not in the Greek proverbs as such, but in what
is actually called napoifiia.

I collected the Jtapomiai, then

analyzed them in order to discover what literary form(s)
they should be assigned to.
Morehouse, 1915) , 3-4, comments on the terms of crfvcx;, Xirfoq,
p.'OQcx;, and rcapoipia. According to Richard Volkmann, Die
Rhetoric der Griechen und Romer in svstematischer Ubersicht
(Leipzig: Druck und Verlag von B. G. Teubner, 1385), 417,
rcapoijliais the last of 38 Tpomi mentioned by Trypho.
10ne problem that needs to be dealt with is that the
Johannine Jtapoipiai were misunderstood or not understood by
the audience, while other rcccpoijiica before the FG were well
understood.
2This is the method mentioned in Erich von
Prittwitz-Gaffron, Das Sorichwort im qriechschen Epiaramm
(Munich: Giessen, 1911), 3, who employed it to collect
genuine proverbs .
3Paul Martin, Studien auf dem Gebiete des
griechischen Sorichwortes (Ostern: F. E. Neupert, 1889), 4.
He observed as the marks of genuine proverbs the following
designations in the writings of Plato: raXcci, tfiv dpxaitxv
Ttapovpiav, rcaXaux rocpoipia, tffv rccdairiv Ttapoipiav, rf]v rapcapiav -cfjv
raXaxriv. Actually he distinguished between the old and new
proverbs.
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In the third main section,

I examine how the Jews

adopted the Creek terms for their translation of the Hebrew
words bdQ and h"’" in the LXX.

The Jewish writers who wrote

in Creek are investigated to see how they employed the Creek
term rcapoipia in their writings.
Christian patristic writers do not constitute a
helpful resource for this study.
rrapaPoA.fi, as did Hennas.

3arnabas used only

Justin, who wrote in the middle of

the second century A.D., provides not a single case of the
use of itapotg.ia.

A number of Greek Church Fathers used the

term JMXpoipia, but employed both rcapoi|iia and roxpaPoA.fi without
attempting to distinguish one from the other.

Furthermore

they do not explain why and how John came to use this term
in the Gospel.

Their use of the term was definitely

influenced by the Johannine roxpoi+na;1 further investigation
of the usage in their writings can be another subject, which
may be developed apart from this dissertation.
Various Approaches to ITapoi^ia

In this section I survey different views of the
mapoifua.

First,

I look at the lexica to see what possible

meanings are listed under the term TOtpoifiia ana investigate
the secondary literature to see how modern scholars have
tL. 3ieier, "Die Namen des Sprichworts in den
kiassischen Spracnen," Rheinisches Museum 35 (1936), 241.
He said: "It is significant that the Church Fathers took
John and the Book of Proverbs as the starting point when
they explained about proverbs, and also 3yzantine lexica
occasionally refer to them."
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understood it.

Then, a review of the ancient Greek writers'

own definitions of the term follows.

This investigation is

particularly interested in the definitions of 7tapotpia made
before the FG.
Lexica
The etymology of the Greek word jcapoifha is not clear
semantically, v/hether it is an abstraction of nap -oifux; or
reap' oinov (way, road) , oipr|v (song, saying) ,1

It probably

came from the notion that it is said along the way.
context it means by-word.

In this

For this study an etymological

search is not profitable.
We turn to three lexica: those of Henrico Stephano,
Henry G. Liddell and Robert Scott, and G. W. H. Lampe.
Stephano listed Proverbium. Adaqium. and Vulgare dictum as
meanings for the term.

The references he made to the

definitions of different authors are considered in the last
part of this section.2
story,
riddle,

He explained that cclvcx; represents

fable, and saying; and jrapoipia represents proverb,
decree, and resolution.

1Hjalmar Frisk, Griechisches Etvmologisches
Worterbuch. 2 vols. (Heidelberg: Carl Winter Universitatsverlag, 1970), 2: 476.
2See Henrico Stephano, Thesaurus Graecae Linguae
(Graz: Akademische Druck- u. Verlagsanstalt, 1954), 7:532.
He tends to depend upon the writers who came after the
period of present study.
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Henry George Liddell and Robert Scott have listed
several meanings in three lines:1 (1) proverb, maxim,
(2) figure, comparison based on John 10:6; and
digression,

saw;

(3)

incidental remark.

Although Lampe is limited to the literature after
the FG, it is well to note how he dealt with the term.

He

understood that rcapoipia meant proverb or saying2 and then
described its etymology.
of proverb:

He listed five different aspects

(1) straightforward moral observation,-3 (2)

popular saying in cryptic form,-4 (3) idiom,-5 (4) parable,
or dark saying, with emphasis on its obscurity,

a meaning

based on the Johannine Jiapoipia; and (5) Old Testament book
of Proverbs.
The first usage is scarcely found in classical and
Hellenistic literature,
background.
influence.

rather having a more Christian

The fourth usage definitely reflects Johannine
The fifth is apparently derived from the

’Henry George Liddell and Robert Scott, A GreekEnglish Lexicon (Oxford: Clarendon Press, 1973}, 1342.
2G. W. H. Lampe, A Patristic Greek Lexicon
Clarendon Press, 1961), 1042.

(Oxford:

3Examples were given: "For this same 7capoipia is
remembered saying 'from iniquities sprang out the trespass'
"about the rcapoipia that it is necessary for the friends to
share with the least."
4According to the so-called Jtapoijiia, ovou cncidq jia%T|<;.
Marcellus called pagan proverbs thus.
5The formula "XiYEtai 6ju xdjv" often signals an idiom.
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Septuagint.

The second and third usages seem to remain

valid for our discussion.
Articles on riapoijita
There are many articles about the proverbs, but
articles on the word 7capoip.ia are rare.

The scholars who

attempted to define jrapoijna always began their study with
the idea of proverbs in mind.

Karl Rupprecht devoted his

whole article of Tcapoipia to proverbs.1
world of proverbs: history, animals,

He talked about the

plants, and inorganic

nature.2
Friedrich Hauck described raxpoifua outside the New
Testament in these words:
The word rotpoifua expresses by construction an
essential aspect of the "proverb."
It is not used
independently, but is a sentence accompanying (napd) ,
amplifying or summing up what is said (cf. Lat. adagio,
Eng. "by-word"). Of the essence of the proverb, too, is
that it should be of popular derivation, ancient and
widespread.
It states an experienced truth of popular
wisdom in short and pointed form.
Since it embodies a
generally recognized truth, it serves as a cogent
argument or provides easy popular orientation in dubious
cases.3
Geoffrey W. Bromiley's translation of the subject of the
second sentence quoted above is not precise.
Rupprecht,

The normal

"riapoi|lia, " 36.3:1729-34.

2Ibid., 1730.
He believed that historical proverbs
are characterized as political conditions of a particular
time and are related to unique historical facts, military
expeditions, battles, wars, the siege of a castle, or the
names of particular men and nations.
3Hauck,

845.

In the German edition it is in 5:852.
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English use of "It" refers to the subject of the preceding
sentence, but German construction indicates that "It" should
iclct to "proverb

fSorichwortl " instead.1 Hauck did not

deal with the broad semantic range of the term in Greek
literature.

He apparently began with the definition of the

German or Greek proverbs.

In German literature there is a

distinct genre of Sprichwort. while in Greek literature
napoipia does not seem to be limited to proverbs.
In Hauck1s second sentence he speaks only of "a
sentence," while the Greek jcapoipia can be a sentence,
phrase, or even a single word.

a

So his failure to relate to

these Greek phenomena indirectly reveals that he tried to
impose the general concept of the proverb on the Greek
raxpotpia.
Contrary to his views,

a ratpoipta might not present

an experienced truth of popular wisdom2 and may simply be
an incidental reference to certain incidents or accidents.
In short,

his approach was not been established upon close

investigation of Greek literature, but rather on secondary
literature on the Greek proverb.
James A. Kelso's article is not specifically limited
to Greek proverbs, but he gave useful information about
them.

He listed four chief characteristics of proverbial
’it is not Es but Dasselbe.
2Hauck,

845.
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sayings: brevity or conciseness, sense, piquancy or salt,
and popularity.1

Kelso observed:

Proverbs abound in cex'tain figures of speech which add
to their impressiveness.
The two most characteristic of
these figures are hyperbole and paradox. . . . More than
this, proverbs and gnomic literature were two of the
seed-plots of Greek philosophy.2
He suggested two origins of proverbs: popular proverbial
saying and literary proverb, or gnome, which is the product
of reflection such as the ones in the Book of Proverbs.
Apart from these articles,

four other authors are worthy of

mention: Richard C. Trench, Wilhelm von Christ,

Richard

Volkmann, and William A. Beardslee.
Trench observed:
The infinite multitude of slight and fine allusions to
the legends of their gods and heroes, to the earlier
incidents of their own history, the Homeric narrative,
the delicate side glances at all these which the Greek
proverbs constantly embody, assume an acquaintance,
indeed a familiarity, with all this on their part among
whom they passed current, which almost exceeds belief.
Von Christ sees the affinity between the proverb and
riddle in that both are used to epitomize the wisdom of life
in short and elegant forms,4 but it is clear that jtccpoi+ua is
not used for riddles.

Riddle has its own terms: Tccriyvia,

oavrftia, and ypiijjcx;.
^elso,

"Proverb," ERE, 10:412-415.

2Ibid. , 413-4 .
3Trench,

55.

4Wilhelm von Christ, Geschichte der griechischen
Literatur (Nordlingen: C. H. Beck, 1899), I.I., 627, 666-7.
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Volkmann observed that in spite of their
outdatedness,

proverbs had great authority.

the latter Sophists,

In the time of

the previous collections of proverbs

were frequently used for rhetorical purposes.1
3eardslee asserted that Plutarch's maxims and
proverbs are,

in the first place,

rhetorical and decorative,

enlivening the presentation of an essay or narrative.2

A

large number of them bring to expression an ironic awareness
of the precariousness of existence.3

He quoted Aristotle

to prove what Plutarch tried to accomplish.

Aristotle

placed proverbs and maxims under the heading of persuasive
speech.

He urged the insertion of popular maxims into

argument,

even if they did not possess strict logic because

they would be easily believed.4

Popular proverbial wisdom

is scattered and incidental in his writings.5

For him the

popular proverb belonged to a less sophisticated level of
literary achievement.6
simple statements.7
’Volkmann,

Most of Plutarch's proverbs are

The discussions of rapoifha by these

238-9.

2William A. Beardslee, "Plutarch's Use of Proverbial
Forms of Speech," Semeia 17 (1980) : 102.
3Ibid.
4Rhetorica 2.21.11-13.
5Beardslee,

105.

6Ibid., 106.
7Ibid.
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article writers do not give a direction to the definition of
rcapoinia.
Monographs on the Greek Proverbs
Martin believed that we do not have a perfect
definition of jcccpoifricc in the Classical period of ancient
Greece.1 He noticed the intention of secrecy on the part
of the speaker when he used a proverb.2
He observed that Aristotle defined rcapoipia as old
philosophy and also noted that Aristotle used the term to
designate the saying "’A tukoc; racpoucog, " which did not belong
to the old philosophy, but to the recent past.
as a solution,

Therefore,

he suggested that the particular group of

itccpcifiicn. which was attributed to the fcrmer timtis snouia be
identified as the genuine proverb.3
He warned that if one based the rule of determining
a proverb on the time element, one would face another
problem,

for then what was a proverb to Plutarch may not

have been a proverb to Plato or Aristotle.4
'Martin, Studien,

He also

1.

2Ibid.
This idea appears to be foreign to the
characteristics of the rcapoipta before the FG.
Still it is
understandable because he did not limit his search to the
literature before the FG. Also Kim Dewey's definition of
proverb eliminates cryptic or hidden elements; see above p.
10 , n . 3 .
3Ibid ., 4 .
4Ibid., 5.
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mentioned,

in this vein, that Apostolius1 and Arsenius2

included about eighty Homeric sentences in the list of
7tapoi}jicn.3

He aptly noted that as proverbs grow old they

tend to become shorter.4

He rightly showed that

can translate jtapoijiia, but not always.
proverbs as
plant,

mentioned.5

He classified

(1) historical, geographical,

(3) mythological,

'proverb'

(2) animal and

in which gods or demigods are

All this discussion,

however, was based more

or less on the definition of the German term Sprichwort.
P. Raphael Soliert introduces the proverbs of
Synesius,6 who lived between the fourth and fifth century
A .D .

He classified the collection of Synesius' proverbs

as:7 (1) proverbs from mythology,
1Paroimiographer, who lived in the 15th century A.D.
He is the father of Arsenius.
2Paroimiographer, who lived in the 15th and 16th
centuries A.D.
3I b i d .
4I b i d ., 7.
5I b i d ., 9.
6P . Raphael Soliert, Sorichworter und
sprichwortliche Redensarten bei Svnesios von Kvr e n e . 2 parts
(Augsburg: Druck von Ph. J. Pfeiffer, 1909-1910).
7Actuaily Synesius included the following in the
category of proverbs: (1) those referred to by jaxpoijiia; (2)
those introduced with (jnzcriv; and (3) those introduced by
Xeyojisvov, jaxXai Xeyojievov, dxjjcEp XeyExai, jtaXau>; Xdyoc,. Soliert
thought that from the Synesius' collection of proverbs those
introduced by 7taXaio<; Xaycx;, to Xeyopevov, and others
(including ((kxoiv) are not genuine proverbs, but quotations or
maxims. Soliert, 10-12.
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(2) historical-geographical proverbs,
realm of nature,

(3) proverbs from the

(4) proverbs of general content,

proverbial formulas, and (6) maxims and idioms.
classifications are almost identical to Martin's,

(5)
These
except

that points 5 and 6 are added.
Erich von Prittwitz-Graffron,
Dissertation,

in his Inaugural-

contradicted Martin and Soliert, deeming it

inadvisable to classify rcapoi+ucci according to mythology,
history, geography,
nature.1

human life, organic or inorganic

He recognized the fact that in the Greek proverb-

collect ion much non-proverbial material had been included.2
He pointed out that Apostolius and Arsenius included

(1)

metaphorical expressions,

(4)

(2) word-play,

(3) satire,

idiomatic expressions, and (5) quotations in the circle of
proverbs.3
proverbs.

These five are additional to the genuine
He rejected an attempt by C. Prantl, who included

as genuine proverbs only those labeled expressly as rocpoipia
by the ancient writers and the commentators.4
Herbert P. Houghton believed that rcapoifua should be
distinct from the folklore forms such as crfvoq, Xayoq, puGcx;,
and yet it is often a product or an offshoot of some or all
V o n Prittwitz-Gaffron, 2.
zThis testifies to the fact that Ktxpotpia is a loose
term that can include various kinds of literary genres.
The
ancients defined the meaning of itapoipia quite loosely.
3Ibid ., 3 .
4I b i d .
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of them.1

He observed that it is the generic term for

proverb, maxim, or adage.2
All these scholars agreed that rapoifua represents a
proverb.

They also noticed that not only proverbs,

but also

maxims and idiomatic expressions and others are included in
the term napoijua.

We need to give attention to the witness

of the Greek authors themselves to see how they viewed i t .
Some Definitions by Greek Authors
A number of different definitions of 7tapoi{J.ia are
given in Greek literature.

I quote from Stephano five

authors:3
1.

Caesarius: Proverbs are profitable sayings in

life; they conceal much usefulness in them.4
2.

Eustathius

proverb are different.

(twelfth century A.D.): A story and a
The fable is a story drawn from

animals or plants for the purpose of admonishing human
beings.

Eustathius defines a fable as an unfolded

proverb.5

Therefore, a proverb should more naturally be

defined as a compressed fable,

in like manner as a metaphor

is an implied or compressed simile.

If the fable is the

1Houghton, 4.
2I b i d .
3Stephano,

7:533.

4Caesarius Homilia in Proverbs of Solomon 454.
5Eustathius Scr. Eccl . Commentarii ad Homeri Iliadem
3 .229.10 .
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seedbed of the proverb, then as the simile exists before the
metaphor,

so the fable is older than the proverb.

3.

The rhetorician Demetrius

(first century B.C. to

first century A.D.) commented that "If graceful things are
taken from a

proverb for practical use, it is because

proverbs, by

nature, are beautiful things."1

4.
the proverbs

Basil

(fifth

century A.D.), when he

of Solomon, defined rcapotpia

commented on

to be:

The name imposed upon the most popular sayings from
outside and upon the things said on the way by many, for
the way is called o{|io<;, whence it limits the proverb,
wayside saying reared up in the use of many and it is
possible to be received likewise by a few with more than
a meaning.2
5.

The lexicographer Hesychius

(fifth century

A.D.), referring to the proverbs of Solomon, commented:
"Proverb is a profitable word, said on the way, which is
byroad,

for the road is oCpiq."
Except for Demitrius,

all are later than John.

Demetrius' definition does not give any direction, and
3asil's comment is not relevant because he deals with the
proverbs of Solomon.

The common denominator of these

definitions is that proverbs are useful.
1De elocutione 156.
2Basil Homilia in principium proverbiorum 31.388.2425 .
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We may note some other comments.

On a number of

occasions, Aristotle1 commented on 7tapoip.icc: "The jtapoip.tai are
the remnants of old philosophy";2 "proverbs,

again, are

metaphors from one species to another";3 "some proverbs are
also maxims."4
The grammarian Tryphon gave a precise description of
a proverb:
Proverb is a saying said in the beginning about
something else, now being said by us according to a
circumlocution about something of similarity, as with
Sappho, "It is not honey to me, nor honey-bee."5
’George Kennedy, The Art of Persuasion in Greece
(Princeton: Princeton University Press, 1963), 289, says,
"Aristotle uses the word of style (cxfjjia) in a general
sense.
Without calling them figures or tropes or anything
else, he discusses similes, proverbs, and hyperbole (1412a
34ff.) as subdivisions of metaphor, and what were later
called Gorgianic figure he touches upon in discussing the
period (1410a 24ff.)."
2Aristotle Fraomenta 1474b.5.
"Proverbs are the
fragments of the old philosophy of the dead magistrates,
that have managed to escape destruction because of their
brevity and cleverness."
3Aristotle Rhetorics 1413a.14. Here their drawing
of the special out of the common is implied.
A short and
proper explanation by J. G. Herder has been quoted in Eugen
Geisler, Beitraqe zur Geschichte des ariechischen
Sprichwortes (Breslau: Druck von R. Nischkowsky, 1908), 3,
4: "Jede Anwenaung eines Sprichwortes will einen neuen Fall:
dieser muss ubersehen und in alien Umstanden erkannt werden.
Eben die genaue Anwendung auf den gegebenen Fall, die
Verknupfung des Allgemeinen und des Besondern, sie macht die
Kunst des Sprechenden a u s ."
4Rhetorica II.xxi.13.
The proverb "An Attic
neighbor" is given for an example.
5Tryphon fTept tporctov 206.
century B.C.

Tryphon lived in the first
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Accordingly certain rapoifuai mean different things from
situation to situation.
Suidas defined:

"The rtapoipia is a hidden saying

which attempts to deliver a message by way of other manifest
things."1

Apostolius defined:

"Ilapoijiia is a brief tale

(5ifiyT|ia) , a saying honed by the use of many people."2

He

pointed out shortness, popularity, and refinement as the
characteristics of proverbs.

Again Apostolius commented:

Proverbs are profitable sayings in life, they conceal
much usefulness in them, the hortatory sayings which are
used for all the paths in life.3
Age, metaphorical element, beauty, and development
of significance are the characteristics given as definitions
in the literature prior to the FG.

Characteristics of

popular sayings, hidden sayings, compressed fables, brief
tales, profitable sayings, hortatory sayings are mentioned
by the writers after the F G .

Because the suggestions given

by the Classical scholars and the Greek wx-iters do not give
a consistent definition, we need to seek the definition by
making a collection of 7tapoi|it<n and analyzing them.
’Suidas lived in the 10th century A.D.
Hauck, 854,
footnote 4, believed that probably Suidas had been
influenced by the Johannine usage.
Hauck made a mistake by
stating that Hesychius, who lived in the fifth century A.D.,
might have been dependent on Suidas.
2Apostolius Suvccycorn ITaootutcov tcccx £uvOrnai Praef.4.
(C P G . II, 234 f .).
3Ibid.
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Ekxpoqiia in Classical and
Hellenistic Literature

In the first section it was seen that many varied
definitions were given by modern scholars and ancient Greek
writers.

The most common definition among them is Ttapoipia

as proverb.

Every study of 7tccpoip.tcc was done only to

investigate Greek proverbs.

Accordingly justice was not

dene to the use of the term laxpoipia.

In addition,

studies

were done without giving due attention to the role of
Johannine use of the term, which may have rendered a
significant shift in the semantics of the term.

This

requires a study of the use of the term before the FG.

No

attempt to grasp raxpoifhai in the literature before the Gospel
of John had yet been made.

Therefore it is necessary to

collect and analyze 7axpoip.iai before the FG.
The Collection of Greek napoipiai
Collections of Greek rcapoipiai were published by E . L.
Leutsch and F. G. Schneidewin in 1839.1 These collections
’E. L. Leutsch and F. G. Schneidewin, Corpus
Paroemioaranhorum Graecorum. 2 vols. (Gottingen: Vandenhoeck
i Rupprecnt, 183 9, (CPG) presents several collections of
Greek napoi(iica.
In the first volume we find: (1) Zenobius'
5 52 proverbs, which were compiled in the second century
A . D . ; (2) Diogenianus' 784 proverbs, which were compiled in
the second century A.D.; (3) Plutarch's 183 proverbs used by
the Alexandrians, which were collected between the first and
second centuries A.D.; (4) Gregory of Cyprus' 307 proverbs,
which were compiled in the thirteenth century A.D.
And in
the second volume we find: (5) Diogenianus' 300 proverbs,
which were compiled in the second A.D.; (6) Gregory Cyprus'
other edition of 243 proverbs; (7) Macarius' 796 proverbs,
which were collected in the fourteenth century A.D.; (8)
Aesop's 17 proverbs; (9) About 1800 proverbs of a collection
by Apostolius and Arsenius, which were compiled in the
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by several paroemiographers share a great number of rcapoinicn
with each other.

Each rocpoifua in the collections is

presented along with two kinds of comments: application and
provenance.

This pattern is not found consistently in the

collections--sometimes only the application is included;
other times only the provenance is found.
there is no comment.

Still other times

The collections serve as commentaries

on the sayings.
The juapoipicn in these collections are not helpful for
our purpose because they do not show us how they work in the
original context.

It is not clear if they were labeled as

Jtccpoipia in the original literature.

The principles of

fifteenth and sixteenth centuries A.D.; (10) and 251
proverbs of Mantissa, whose date is uncertain.
Each of them
arranges the jcapoipiai in alphabetical order.
The question
remains whether all of them were designated as rcapoijha in
the text from which they were taken.
I have made an
interesting observation in the first volume: many proverbs
lack a verb.
Among 552 of Zenobius' proverbs only 224 have
a verb; 328 do not have one.
Among 784 of Diogenianus'
proverbs only 318 have a verb, but 466 do not have one.
Among 183 of Plutarch's proverbs only 90 have a verb, and 93
do not have one. Among 3 07 of Gregorius' proverbs only 181
have a verb, but 12 6 do not have one.
Ail of these collections were made after the first
century A.D.
There are other collections of proverbs prior
to these--for example, collections by Aristotle, the
Peripatetic Clearchus of Soli, the Stoic Chrysippus, and
Theophrastus.
These collections were made for the purposes
of philosophy.
In the Alexandrian age collections for
literary purposes began to be made by such writers as the
antiquarian Demon, Aristophanes of Byzantium, Didymus, and
Luciilus of Tarrha. The later sophistic movement led to a
great demand for the proverb as an ornament of style, as may
be seen, for example, in the works of Lucian and Libanius.
C f . Walter Manoel Edwards, ''Paroemiographers," in The Oxford
Classical Dictionary. 784, for the origin of Corpus
Paroemicgraphomm.
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inclusion for these collections are not given.
they are too numerous to deal with.
reveal the dates of origins.

Furthermore,

Many of them do not

Therefore,

it is necessary to

make lists of rcapoijiiai under various Greek authors who
employed them in their writings.
The reason for presenting all the Jtccpoiniai in the
Greek literature before the beginning of the second century
A.D. is to see how the term was used.

When it is decided

what is referred to by it, then its form(s)
identified or defined.

Also,

can be

the purpose of the use of them

can be known--whether to illuminate the point of discussion
or to obscure it.1

We could simply adduce a few examples

to make the point that the authors consistently used jaxpoipia
to illuminate and persuade, but in order to show that there
is no exception to this rule I present here all the sayings
referred to by the term.

The authors are arranged by

century.
Using TLG2 199 Greek jcapoifiica have been collected
(with some repetitions).

The scope of the search has been

limited to the time before the beginning of the second
century A.D.

TLG catalogues nearly all the extant Greek

’This particular question is based on the use of the
term by John because it appears that the jcapoi+ixcci obscured
the meaning in the F G .
ZTLG in computer-based data bank, published by
University of California Irvine, 1987.
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writings before A.D. 600.1

It appears that the task of

searching for Greek Ttapoifhai using this device gives a
substantial number of rcapoifuai, which constitute a reliable
basis for the sound analysis of the Greek jcocpoifuai.

Detailed

analyses of forms and contents have been set aside because
they are not relevant to the objectives.
contents of jtapoi+nca are occasional.

Comments on the

The English

translations are listed in the text, and the Greek originals
in the footnotes.
Iccus Philosophus

1.

The supper of Iccus.2

This is a two-word napoipicc.

It does not constitute a

sentence, but is an idiomatic expression.
Aesop

2.
"Without brass Phoebus does not prophesy the
strength," he means this of good qualities.
’Luci Berkowitz and Karl A. Squitier, Thesaurus
Linguae Gr a e c a e : Canon of Greek Authors and Works (New York:
Oxford University Press, 1990), x.
2Iccus
Testimonia 3.1
the poverty of
Iccus lived in

Testimonia 2.10.
to Seurvov liocou.
In
we find Ticko'
o Seuuvov.
This proverb is about
Iccus.
It is applied to his simple dinners.
the sixth century B.C. Translation mine.

3*Aveu xccXkou Ooifkx; ou uccvteu excn rriv icrxuv tovjto arnicavei
tfflv Sowt&dv. Aesop lived in the sixth century B.C.
All these
proverbs are found in Paroemiae. No further references will
be given for them.
All the translations in this section are
mine.
Houghton, 5, comments on this list of 17 that they
"are styled proverbs of Aesop; they are listed by the
editors without comment; they were probably derived from
some paraphrase of the fables made in the early Middle
Age s ."
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3.
h i m .1

Whence thence woes, by which evil surrounds

4. The lame will be running, the unseen will be
s e e n .2
5.

Seeking to carve Hermes he carved Cercops.3

6.
e n d .4

Either

7.

I hate

8. He who
thunderbolt.6

Zeus or Charon,

either happy life or

a long delayed hope.5
is near the god

(Zeus) is near the

9. Anyone who endures time did not step out
curv e d .7
10.
dance?8
11.

Is there any place where Artemis does not
To weave a rope of sands.9

12.
Say well-rounded,
talked of.
13.

so that it might be much

Even a sheep bites the unfortunate.11

1*Ev6ev exriBev oixxi, o{<; JtEpiaxoixi^EXca Kcncri.
2~Eaxca Kai

Spoficx; to &5r|Xov 813X01.

3ZT|rri}v 'Epp.fiv yXuyca KepKona £yXuya.
4"H Zeuq f) Xapoav fj e\35cripovo<; pio<; f)

xeXo <;.

5Mcncpaq dXiriSaq piado.
*0 £yyu<; Aio<;, £yyu<; KEpauvou.
7Ou5eic; Kcapov Pacrtdaaq
8nou yap f) ’Aptspu;

ouk

icupxoc;.
^yopeocev ;

9*E^ dppcro ayoivicv tcXekeiv .

10Xxpoyyv)Xa Xfyt, Iva taxi tcoXt13x01.
11Tov dtxruxn Koh itpoPaxov Scckvei .
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14.
Whom Che Fortune abuses,
all cases.1

she finds whips for

15.

What are left behind are conquered.2

16.

Let a lion eat me up, not a fox.3

17.

Let it fail and revile me.4

18.
Because of this Histiaeus indeed stitched
together the sandal, but Aristagoras escaped.5
We find a three-word napoipia, two four-word,
three six-word, a seven-word,
an eleven-word jcccpoipia.
without context,
origins,

two nine-word,

four five-word,
a ten-word, and

Because all of them are found

I have not analyzed their purposes,

and functions.

They are short indeed.

of eighteen have no more than seven words.
do not have a proper verb.6

Eleven out

A number of them

Five proverbs are found with

personal names,7 which might hint of their origins, but
without the knowledge of these personalities it is
impossible to understand the proverbs.

They were given to

illuminate and to help the audience tounderstand
Proverb number 6 gives anexplanatoryphrase

better.

toprovide

v'0v f) ruxn 7tp07cr|X<nd^ei, tccri rchvrav Tcpaypaxtov pdcmyaq
etipXGKEl.

2Ta JtpoAjppata vucnpaxa.
3<DcrYE-ai) pe lecov tccri pf| dcXfflTcr^.
4A\xTruxEixt£) icon IcnSopeixto pe.
5napd xovto to wco&rjia §p’(bcn(/E pev Icmaiog, wtcSuaaTO 5 ’
'Apiarayopac;.
lumbers 6, 8,

11,

7Numbers 2, 5,

6,

15.
10, 18.
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understanding,

as does proverb number 2.

and 14 seem to express the same idea.

The proverbs 13

The meanings of 10

and 15 are quite obvious.
Epimenides Philosophus

19.

The skin of Epimenides.1

This idiomatic expression about stored things has no verb.
Empedocles Poeta et Philosophus

20.
[We ought to repeat]
that which is good.2
The meaning of this maxim is obvious.
promote good things.

twice and even three times
It is advice to

It is also short--only five words.

No

intention to obscure is found.
Euripides

21.
For without Fortune, a single effort does
not distress mortal men.3
1Epimenides Testimonia 2.12.
To ’EjtipeviSeiov 5epp.cc.
Epimenides lived in the sixth century B.C.
Translation
mine .
2Empedocles Fraomenta 25.3 (apud Plato Gorqias 4 98
E) . In Hermman Diels and Walther Kranz, Die Fracrmente der
Vorsokratiker. 3 vols. 6th ed. (Berlin: Weidmann, 1951;
r epr ., Dublin: 1966), 1:276-307.
See number 44, also found
in Plato Philebus 59. 5i<;wri tpiq to kccXov. b m q is another
Greek word he used to designate proverbs.
Empedocles lived
in the fifth century B.C.
Translation mine.
3Euripides Fraomenta 668 (aoud Stobaeus Florilegium
2 9.36) . In August Nauck, T r a o i c o m m Graecorum Fraomenta
(Leipzig: Teubner, 1889; repr., Hildesheim: Olms, 1964) ,
570.
avru Tuxnq yap itovo<; povtoOeic; ovjkex' dXyuvEi Ppoxouq. We
find only one use of 7iapoipia in his 19 Tragedies and
fragments.
He lived in the fifth century B.C.
Translation
mine.
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Sophocles

22.

A foe's gifts are no gifts and profit not.1

23.

Indeed from little known, let man know.2

Both of these are very short--one with four words,
with seven words.

the other

They were used to prove certain

situations to be true in the light of the proverbs.

No

obscurity is created for the audience.
Plato

24.

Any

pig would know.3

25.

Get

a toss of the donkey.4

26.

Well begun is

27. The
difficult.6

half done.5

knowledge of the beautiful things is

1Sophocles Ajax 665.
fe%9p<BV fiSopa 5d)pa kouk 6vTTaip.cc.
His experience proves this proverb true.
Sophocles lived in
the fifth century B.C. Translation mine.
2Sophocles Fraomenta 282 (from Hermes apud
Apostolius 6.88a and Stobaeus 4.5).
In S. Radt, Traoicorum
Graecorum Fraomenta, 4 vols.
(Gottingen: Vandenhoeck &
Ruprecht, 1977) , 4:263.
£k icapxa pau3v yvtoxoq &v yEvcnx' dcvrp.
The proverb of plain truth.
Translation mine.
3Plato Laches 196. d. 9. &v 7cdoa \x; yvovr|. All the
translations of Plato are from the Loeb Classical Library
(LCL). He lived in the fifth and fourth centuries B.C.
4Leoes 701. c .7 . doc6 xivog ovcru reotfv.
sLeoes 753 .e .6 .

dcpTOl fjn'icro rocvccx; ipyou.

6Cratvlus 38 4 .a .8 .

^ wxld ecruv Sjctj

jcaQeiv.
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28.

Beautiful things are difficult.1

29.

Like to like.2

30.
It would be a long time before such a man would
even take a city.3
31.

Like their mistresses

[they] become.4

32.

Goods of friends that are common.5

33.

Nothing too much.6

34.

Fools get their lesson from the deeddone.7

35. Human affairs are not what a man wishes
what he can.3

but

36. None that is evil shall know, but only he that
has become experienced and practiced in virtuous
habits.9
1Hippias Major 3 04.e.8, Respublica 435. %oXani td
KaXri. It is introduced with a formula "old razpoijha. " The
attempt to find the use of this proverb before Plato using
TLG fails.
This is a shorter form of number 27.
2Respublica 3 2 9. a. 4. fjXii; fjXuccc TEprca.
For number 64
I put "Mate delights mate," simply following the translator
of that volume.
But the Greek original is the same.
3Sophista 2 61. c .1.

6 yz toioutcx; dv

koxz

Dun jcoXiv.

4Respublica 563 .c .6 .

ofautEp on Secnroivcn yiyvovtoh .

5Resoublica 4 24. a.i.

KOiva td $tXcav.

6Philebus 4 5.e.l.
pT|5ev dyav.
Rhetorics II.xxi.13,
Aristotle believes it to be the most popular saying, along
with the saying "Know thyself."
7Svmposium 222 .b .7 .

vfpnov laxQovm yvtovcn.

aHipoias Major 301. c .5 .

Ou% oia pouXstai xk;, a X X ' ota

5uvatai.
9Leaes 741.d. 6.
f p jiE ip o i;

it

K oh

f r a e iK T iq

ouSdq doeton

kctze

iconcoq av, dXX'

ideal y e v o h e v c x ;.
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37.

Bards speak many lies.1

38.

If that pleases you, it does not displease

39.

Starting pottery on a wine-jar.3

m e .2

40. Not even God will ever be seen fighting against
Necessity.4
41.
42.
g r ips.6

Beautiful is friendly.5
It is not easy to escape all the wrestler's

43. We ought to repeat twice and even three times
that which is good.7
44. And every man always commends a good
beginning.8
Plato provides twenty-one examples of jrapoxpxax.
are very short.

There is a two-word rocpoxpxa,

word jrapoxpxax, and four four-word r a p o i|iic a .

They

five three-

Eighteen proverbs

1Jus 374. a. 8. rcoAAri \|/su5ovrai cioxSox. See number 92.
I do not find a precedential use of this saying in T L G .
zTheaetetus 16 2 .c .1.
3Laches I87.b.3.

cox $xAov, ov5 ' dpoi dxQpov.

croppedvi] dv 7ti0cp ij tcexapexa yiyvopivri.

4Leges 818 .b .1. to 5d dcvccyicodov avtmv oo% otov te
dcjtopaAAeiv 6X k ' doxxev 6 tov 9eov .
5Lvsis 216.C.6.
to kccXov cjdkov eivca. We find an era*;
in Tneocjnis, Elegiae 1: 6 m raXov, cjdXov dcrtv to 8' oo kccXov o v
<J>iAov datx. He lived in the sixth century B.C. We find also
in Euripides, Bacchae 881, 901: 6 tx KCtkov <|>xA.ov &ex.
6Soohista 2 31. c .5 .
Sxa^euynv.

to trie; dxaoaq pf| (ixiSxov exvox

7Philebus 5 9 .e .10 . to Kcci Sic; kocx tpxc; to ye KaXSq 1%ov
dtccva7coXexv. The shorter form is found in the sixth and fifth
centuries B.C.
C f . number 19 above.
Plato lived in the
fifth and fourth centuries B.C., and he has a longer form.
aLeges 7 5 3 .e .6 .

to ye kccXgoc; &p^ao9ax Jtccvtec; dyKcnpxa^opev.
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out of twenty-one have no more than seven words.

This shows

that a rcccpoifua is usually short.
The TOtpoipiai of numbers 25, 30, 34, 41, 42, 43, have
only an infinitive.

Copulas need to be supplied to

understand 26, 28, 32.1 Only number 33 has no verb.
see therefore that jcapoxpicc can be in any form,

We

either verbal

or non-verbal.
Many nxxpoipicn. epitomize what occurs often in life,
reflecting certain regularities of existence.

No personal

and geographical names are found in this section.

They were

used for advice,2 description3, orientation,4 and warning.5
They do not seem to deliver a clear message unless they were
given in their contexts.

Sometimes they make only allusions

to longer fables or stories.6

One thing must be clear--

they were not given to hinder the understanding of the
audience, but were used to persuade the audience.
1Houghton, 4, comments that "the tendency to omit
the copula is characteristic of pregnant sayings in Greek;
when the definite article appears it usually has deictic
force.11
lu mbers 26, 35, 39, 42, and 43.
l u m b e r s 3 0 and 36.
4Numbers 29, 31, and 33.
5Numbers 34 and 37.
^Numbers 2 5 and 28.
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Aristophanes Comicus

45.

A scorpion lurks under every stone.1

This is a four-word proverb.

A copula needs to be supplied.

It is a simple warning from desert life, which can be
applied to any hidden danger.
Plato Comicus

46.

The retail-dealer uses his wits.2

This is also a short,

five-word proverb.

Demosthenes Orator

47.
hear.3
48.

Do not see what you see, do not hear what you
Over the shadow of a donkey.4

The first one is a seven-word proverb.

It is advice for

Athenians, who inhabit the city naturally and generously,
not to see what they see and not to hear what they hear when
'Aristophanes Thesmophoriazusae 529. vwto 7tccvu A.i9a>
orcopmoq. It is used as a warning against Sophists.
The
poisonous nature of their teachings seems to be in focus.
Aristophanes lived in the fifth and fourth centuries B.C.
Translation mine.
2Plato Comic. Fraqmenta 174.4 (apud Athenaeus
10.441e) . In T. Kock, Comicorum Atticorum Fracrmenta. 3
vols. (Leipzig: Teubner, 1880-88), 1:648.
£v up KCurnAfi) vow;
£veivcri. Plato Comicus lived in the fifth and fourth
centuries B.C.
Translation mine.
'Demosthenes Orationes 25.89.4.
bprnvta; jifi 6pav icai
doccruovtaq n-T) dncoueiv.
Demosthenes is of the fourth century
3.C.
The translations in this section are mine.
‘Demosthenes Fraqmenta 13 (from Aparasema apud
Suidas 2.2).
In J. Baiter and H. Sauppe, Oratores At t i c i . 2
vols. (Zurich: Hoehr, 1839-50), 2:253.
uirsp 6vov> mode;.
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they face unfortunate things.

The second one is a three-

word idicm, sarcastically used for those ambitious about
something that is not useful.

It is apparent that they were

not given to obscure the audience's understanding.
Antiphanes Comicus

Antiphanes wrote an entire play called riaoomica. a
fragment of which can be found:
If I ate any of your order's meat
I should feel just as if I had to eat
Raw Mushrooms, or sour apples, or other types
Of provender that give a man the gripes.1
It is not obvious whether the title napoinicn indicates the
presence of any proverb in the play.
Aristotle

49.

Lybia is always producing something new.2

50.

Shame remains long.3

51.

Another Hercules,

a second self.4

'Antiphanes Fraomenta 188. John Maxwell Edmonds,
The Fragments of Attic Comedv. 4 vols. (Leiden: E. J. Brill,
1959) , 2:255.
£ycb yctp dv xi xmv upexepcav (jjayoini, H'oicrtxaq cbpauq
dv (fayefv £(iot 5okco tcai axpvxjivd pfiXa icai xi jmyei Ppcopd xi.
Antiphanes lived in the fourth century.
zAristotle De oeneratione animalium 746b. 7. del xi
rf|<; AifluiTq xpajjcruOTiq k o i v o v . A similar form we find in Historia
animalium 606b. 19: dei A i0ut| <j>epei xi koivov . "Always something
fresh in Libya." Aristotle lived in the fourth century B.C.
All the translations of this section are from LCL unless
indicated otherwise.
3Rhetorica 13 6 3a .6 .
Translation mine.

cdaxpov xoi Srpov

4Ethica Eudemia 124 5a. 30.

xe

peveiv.

dllo<; HpaRA-fy;, dXXo<; auxoq.
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52 .

When the south wind begins.1

53 .

Laserwort of lisper.2

54 .

The bull of Pythia conquered.3

55 .

A bull wanders about.4

56 .

Slave before slave, master before master.

57 .

Friends will have all things common.6

58 .

Beast knows beast.7

59 .

In justice is every virtue comprehended.8

1Problemata 943a. 25. dtpxo^EVOU xe voxoo. We find
longer forms in Problemata 942b. 1.: dcpxofievou ye voxou icai
Xiyyovxcx; Popeao.
" [Sail] when the South wind begins and when
Boreas ceases his blowing," and in Problemata 945a.24: eu
jcXe Cv dpxopivou xe voxou koci Xrtyovxoq Popeao.
2Fracrmenta varia 528 (from Historica apud
Hesychius). In V. Rose, Aristotelis oui ferebaritur
librorum fraomenta (Leipzig: Teubner, 1966), 328. To pdxxou
oiXbiov. A proverb of rare and precious COuuTiCdi 1135 .
Silphion is largely grown in and exported from Cyrene.
Translation mine.
Rose,

3Fraqmenta varia 616 (apud Herodian n. (i.ov. A£%) .
3 88. Bo06o<; ITuOia vucf|aa<;. Translation mine.

In

'‘Fraqmenta varia 616 (apud Hesychius lexicon) , in
Rose, 388.
BoO0o<; 7tEpx4>oixcx. A proverb about the good and
stupid people.
Translation mine.
5Politica 1255b. 29.

6ouXo<; repo SouXcro, SetnroxTiq repo

Se o j i o x o u .

6Politica 1263a.30.
Koiva xa <J>iXcov.
7Rhetorica 13 71b. 15.
too

EN. 1159b.31.

E n . 1168b.6.

dyvco 5e &np 9fjpa.

8Ethica Micomachea 1129b.29.
' dtpexri dvi.

dv 8e Sikoiooovtj auXXf|P8riv
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60. Men cannot know each other till they have
'eaten salt together.'1
61. Glaucus,
fights .2

a helper is a friend so long as he

62.

Charity begins at home.3

63.

On account of Syloson's open space.4

64.

Mate delights mate.5

65. Bringing it on himself as Caecias does
clouds .6
66.

Nail knocks out nail.7

67.

The bushel of salt.8

68.
hare.9

We have once more the man of Carpathus and his

'Ethica Nicomachea 1156b. 25. yap
dXXr,Xo\x; spiv xouq kevopivcruq dtXaq auvavaXdxjai.
2Ethica Eudemia 123 6a .35 .
acx|>c>v ijiiXov £<jke (idxnta:.

&rciv eiSfpcn.

nxroK' esiicaopcx; avfip xov

3Ethica Nicomachea 116 8b. S. yovo jevfpTy; £yyiov.
Literally, "The greave is near the knee."
4Pe divinatione per somnum 44.574.2, 8, 45.611.188.
£xrtn XuXoacovxcx; eiim>%copiri. Translation mine.
See Strabo
Geocrraphica 14.638.
sRhetorica 13 71b. 15.

f|A,i4 fjA,uca tepsti.

See number

29 .
6Problemata 94 5a. 28, Meteorologica 3 64b. 13.
£<j>' ctwov gxtxe Kocudac; vt^cx;.
7Politica 1314a. 5

eXkcdv

fjAxp yctp 6 vfcoq.

aEthica Eudemia 123 8a. 2.
9Rhetorica 1413a. 19.

6 p£5ip.vo<; xriiv aXcov.

<b<; 6 Kapsd6i6<; xov Axcyo).
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69 .

As Philamon struggles with Corycus.1

70 .

As always the same.2

71.

A place where the stag sheds his horns.

72 .

For the Callicrates.4

73 .

Friendship is equality.5

74 .

According to the glory for Priam.6

75 .

Jackdaw to jackdaw.7

76 .

They know more about the good masters.8

77 .

Corcyrean scourge.9

78 .

Insolence to wanton violence.10

1Rhetorica 1413a. 14. acjtEp <InXd|j.|Kj)v £uyop.axajv xtp
KcopUKto. Translation mine.
Corycus is a promontory of
Cilicia.
zRhetorica 13 71b. 15.

coq atei xov 6fioiov.

Translation

mine.
^ istoria animalium 611a. 27.

oo ai §Xa<j)Oi td tcspaxa

COToPdAAcnxnv.
4Fragmenta varia 4 62 (from Historica apud Zenobius
6.69), in Rose, 299.
vwcep td KaXX,iKpdxcruq. Translation mine.
It is a hyperbole for increase of wages.
5Ethica Nicomachea 1168b. 8.
6Rhetorica 1363a. 6.
Translation mine.
7Rhetorica 13 71b. 15.
itteioug.

{cony; 4>iA.6ny;.

<d8 5e kev etixG^nv npidpa).
KCti yap KoXoioq rcapa ko A.oiov .

^ e divinatione per somnum 44 .586.10 .
Translation mine.
See Zenobius 4.54.

icaAAiicupicov

9Fracrmenta varia 513 (from Historica apud Zenobius
rigpqmtcn 4.49), in Rose, 3 23. Kepicopaia pdani;.
10Fraqmenta varia 57 (from Dialoqi apud Stobaeus
Florileqium 3.54), in Rose, 67. KOpoq pev uPptv.
Translation
mine.
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79.

Misfortunes of destruction.1

80.

Never show an old man kindness.2

81.

After the Lesbian song.3

82.

A single soul.4

83.

Mysian prey (easy prey),5

84. Fool, who slayeth the father
sons to avenge him.6
85.
with?7
86.

and leaveth his

When water chokes, what is one to wash it down
There is no leisure for slaves.8

37. No one else has yet sacrificed the bull for the
benefactor but Puria.9
’Fraomenta varia 523 (from Historica apud Zenobius
in Rose, 326. icu©va>X£i<; <TU|Uj>opai.
Translation
mine.
A proverb of utter ruin.
It is from the extirpation
of the Cythnians by Amphitryon.

n a p o m ic a 4.83),

2Rhetorica 1376a. 2.

pfptor'

eo gpSeiv Y ^ p o v ^ -

3Fracrmenta varia 54 5 (from Historica apud Hesychius;
apud Zenobius Tlapcnuiczi 5.9), in Rose, 33 6. psrri A ia P io v a S o v .
Translation mine.
4Ethica Nicomachea 1168b. 7.
sRhetorica 13 72b. 32.
6Rhetorica 1376a. 2.

pia

Muacov X r ia v .

vipiux; oq mattpa i«riva<; rccriSaq

x c r o a X r im .

7Sthica Nicomachea 114 6a. 34.

6tav to uSrop irviyfl, ti Sri

riiucivE iv.

8Politica 1334a.20.

ov o x o X t\ SouXou;.

’Fraomenta varia 505; 511.355 (from Historica apud
Heracias) , in Rose, 313.
ooSriq [raircort] riepYEtg fkruv tOvaev
&AX' if ITupux<;.
Translation mine.
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88.

The Athenians no longer know the Megarians.1

89.

Ancient Milesians were brave.2

90.

The maiden of Ancaeus.3

91.

There is many a slip twixt cup and lip.4

92.

Bards tell many a lie.5

93.

Wickedness needs but a pretext.6

94.

A sharp-tongued advocate.7

95.

To misuse such by the misfortunes.8

1Ethica Eudemia 1236a. 37.

oincexi YlYv®<JKCrtXJlv A0r|vaioi

Meyapfjaq.
zFraqmenta varia 557 (from Historica apud Athenaeus
86.12), in Rose, 342-343 . jcdXcci jtot’ vpcoj &Xkijioi MiXf|cn.oi.
Translation mine.
It means that times are changed.
3Fracrmenta varia 571 (from Historica apud Scholia in
Apollon. Rh. 1.188), in Rose, 353.
napOtvariq 'AyKCtxoq.
Translation m i n e .
4Fracrmenta varia 571 (from Historica apud Heraclas;
Scholia ad Odysseus 10.9), in Rose, 354.
JtoAAa nerato TceXei
ktuXikck; xcci '/TdXsoq dicpcro. Translation mine.
A proverb for
those who hesitate in doing something.
At least five
different versions of the story of a Samian king have been
put together.
A short story about the incident which
originated this proverb can be found in "Ancaeus," The
Oxford Classical Dictionary. 62.
Compare this proverb with
number 14 8.
5Metaphvsica 983a. 3.
number 37.
6Rhetorica 1373a. 351.

k o XX o .

yeuSovxca doiSoi.

See

7tpcx{Kxae£0<; Seuca povov tj rcovripia.

7Fraamenta varia 53 9 (from Historica apud Stephanus
Byzantius) , in Rose, 362-363.
TeveSoq. Apud Diogenianus
nctpounai 8.58. TeveSioq rceXEJCix;. It is an idiomatic
expression for the good lawyer.
Translation mine.
aFraamenta 82 (from Dialooi apud Demetrius 7tepi
dounvetac ^.28) , in Rose, 87. to td touruta
xoiq nd0e<n
Kcciccnexveiv. Translation mine.
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96. What is in the heart of the sober is on the
tongue of the drunken.1
97.

He would pick a corpse's pocket.2

98.

Breaking the pitcher at the door.3

99.

Shame dwells in the eyes.4

100.

An Attic neighbor.5

Aristotle used more nopouuai than any other Greek
writer.
Jtapoqiia.

Fifty-two are listed above.

There is a one-word

There are nine two-word, ten three-word,

four-word, nine five-word,
word rapoqhoi.

six six-word,

eight

and three seven-

Only six out of the fifty-two icapoijiicn have

more than seven words.

This shows that they are short.

Several examples reveal that mpoiiuai become shorter.6
Only eighteen out of the fifty-two have a proper
verb or verbs.7

This means that about two-thirds of them

do not have a proper verb.
Vracrmenta varia 102 (from Dialoai apud Plutarch de
aarrulitate 4) , in Rose, 101. to yap tv Tfj raxpStq too vf#ovto<;
eiti tf|<; yXarxxvf^ fati too pE&bovtoq. Translation mine.
See
number 192.
zRhetorica 1383b. 24.
3Rhetorica 1363a.7.
4Rhetorica 1384a. 34.

to doto vexpoo $epav.
to

96pau; tr|v oSpiav.

to tv f>4>6a>4un<; eZvat aiSca.

5Rhetorica 1395a. 19. ’Atux6<; nopoucoq.
believes that it is also a maxim.

Aristotle

‘Numbers 52, 94.
91,

92,

lumbers 49, 54, 58, 59, 60, 62, 64, 71, 79, 84, 85,
93, 95, and 96.
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We find a number of proverbs which contain geohistorical allusions or names.’ When these names are not
known to the audience,

it is impossible to understand the

proverbs, but they are always dependent on what is said.
few of them can be used as idiomatic expressions.2

A

It can

be noted that almost every one of them belongs to a popular
proverb.

Usually the contexts, not the contents of the

proverbs, give an explanation with regard to the provenance
and application.
The most significant fact found in reading the
context is that the audience never failed to understand what
the speaker said, and the speaker or author never intended
to obscure his speech by using rcapoipia.

It helped the

audience to understand more clearly or vividly what the
speaker tried to say.
Aristotle used rcapoip.ica to persuade the audience,
because they had authority as did time-honored philosophy.
3y their use communication was made easy.
included advice, warning, and emphasis.

Their purposes
They were not given

to make it difficult to understand, but rather to enhance
understanding.
’Numbers 49, 51, 54, 61, 65, 68, 69, 72, 74,
33, 87, 38, 89, 95, and 100.

77,

lumbers 54, 68, 83, and 84.
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Archytas Philosophus

101.

Archytas's rattle.1

Hyperides Orator

102.

The better things of the thieves.2

103 . Never move anything evil that lies in the
right place.3
104.

The works of the young.4

105.

He lets go the brace to catch at the sheet.5

1Archytas Testimonia 2.7.
'Apxircou TiXaxaYn. See
Aristotle Politica 1340b.26: "One must think Archytas's
rattle a good invention, which people give to children in
order that while occupied with this they may not break any
of the furniture; for young things cannot keep still.
Whereas then a rattle is a suitable occupation for infant
children, education serves as a rattle for young people when
older." Archytas lived in the fourth century B.C.
Translation mine.
2Hyperides Fraqmenta 1 (apud Apostolius Proverbs
16.13), in Christianus Jensen, Hvoeridis orationes sex
(Leipzig: Teubner, 1917), 115. td td>v <fxBpd>v KprittCB.
Hyperides lived in the fourth century B.C.
The translations
in this section are mine.
3Hyperides Fraqmenta 30 (apud Scholia Plato), in
Jensen, 119.
to (ifi Kivefv kockov eu KEipevov.
The equivalent
English expression is "Let sleeping dogs lie."
4Hyperides Fraqmenta 57 (Apud Aristophanes Gramm
Paroemiae 4) , in Jensen, 123. ’Epyct veov. The longer form
is: £pycc veaiv, fkrukax 5e peaoiv, sii%ai 5e yspovtcov. "The works of
the young, the wills of the middle-aged, the wishes of the
old." See number 126.
5Hyperides Fraqmenta 181 (aoud Harpocratio), in
Jensen, 145.
d<j>ei<; tf(v wtEpccv tov izo5a 5uokei.
Liddell and
Scott translation.
A proverb of those who drop the
substance to grasp a shadow.
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In Historia Alexandri Maqni1

106.

Be careful of evil when you are near good.2

107.
He who does evil to others does evil to
himself.3
As for the numbers 101 to 107 we can observe that the
7capoi|iia was used to illuminate and illustrate the point the
authors were trying to convey.
Theophras tus
108.
109.
field.5

A tailor among kings.4
It is the year which bears and not the

110.

Like is attracted to like.6

111.

As the northeast wind drew a cloud to

1After the fourth century 3.C.
zRecensio A. 1.13.72.
It is not labeled jtapoifria but
6 raxpoifiicncoq Xayoq. £yyoq dtyaGou jcaparalruKE kcckov. The
translated texts in this section are mine.
3Recensio B. 1.19.24.
oq dXtap Kcnca xeu%ei 6crorq> tccncri
It talks about the fate of Alexander.
It is a
moral observation.
Alexander's life proves the proverb
true.

teteuxev-

4Theophrastus Historia Plantarum 7 .7 .2 .7 . KOpxoq £v
Xaxrivoiq. The translations in this section are mine except
number 108, which is Liddell and Scott translation.
A
bitter leaf, which looks like a basil leaf, found among
basil leaves.
Similar Hebrew proverb: "Is Saul among the
prophets?"
Theophrastus lived in the fourth and third
centuries B.C.
3.23.4.

sHistoria Plantarum 8.7.6, De Causis Plantarum
£toq <|>Epei ov>xt dpoupcc.
6Characteres 2 9.6.

to 6p.oiov jrpbq to fyioiov 7iopeueo0cn.
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himself.1
112. The nightly north wind not yet supplicates
the light the third time.2
113.

But south wind loves after hoar-frost.3

114. When the swift southwest wind makes white
clouds, then all the clouds follow after the white
wi n d .4
We find a three-word jcapoipia, two four-word napoipiai,
three six-word rcapoipicn, a seven-word itccpcnjna, and a fifteenword jaxpoipicc.

They are usually short.

All of Theophrastus'

jrapoipicci are related to elements of farming except number
110.

He explained the climate by employing napoifncn..

Alexis Comicus

115. Always, man is very well a skin and also very
well a meal-sack.5
^ e Ventis 37, in F. Wimmer, Theopharsti Eresii
opera, quae supersunt. omnia (Paris: Didot, 1866), 384.
§?.Ktov &j>' ccvxov <5cxe xauaaq ve(|>t|.

toxeC,

zDe

Ventis 49. outcoxe vuKXEpivoc; Popeaq xpixov Ikexo

3Pe

Ventis 50. (fatei 5e voxcx; pexa raxxvrjv.

4Pe Ventis 51. Xiy dvsjiog xayu piv vE^ekaq xcgfu 8'
dtpYEcrxri 5' dcvepxp jtdta' ircsxca ve4>eA.t|.

^eyyog.

aiGpia

5Alexis Comica Fraomenta Hesione.l, in T. Kock,
2:85.
dtEi jcox' eu piv <2kjk6<; eu 8e OvXcnccx; &v9powco<; £cm. Alexis
lived in the fourth century B.C.
Translation mine.
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Menander Comicus
Menander has a rcapoifha, but lacunae make it
unusable.

We cannot use it.

He collected many maxims,1

but because they were not labeled as rcapoipica they will not
be discussed.
Dinarchus Orator

116.

Follow the trade of goldsmith.2

Antigonus Paradoxographus

117.

The darts of strong muscles.3

Numbers 115 to 117 are short proverbs, which were not used
to hinder understanding, but to enhance it.
^ h e v are listed in Sententiae ex codicibus
Byzantinis, Sententiae (758 maxims), Sententiae ex papyris
(877 maxims including a number of titles) . They are notably
very short sentences.
Menander lived in the fourth and
third centuries B.C.
2Dinarchus Fraqmenta 6, in Nicos C. Conomis,
Dinarchi orationes cum fraqmentis (Leipzig: Teubner, 1975),
33. A proverb concerning those who fall into any
speculation, as the Athenians in their attempt to extract
gold from their silver-ores.
xpwoxorfvLiddell and Scott
translation.
See Leutsch and Schneidewin, 1:464 where the
form is: ’Ey© 5e <S|iT[v xP^JOXOTlceiv. Dinarchus live in the
fourth and third centuries B.C.
3Antigonus Paradox. Historiarum mirabilium collectio
124a. 1. About wonderful signs.
p.ixov fpaxta. Antigonus
lived in the third century B.C.
Translation mine.
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Aristophanes Grammaticus

118.
A i g o s .'

The red breakfast pouch of the yearling lamb

119.
ankle.2

The wage of the prostitute is near the

120.
Of women at home and a matter in the
household.3
Though they are not easy for us to understand they were not
given to obscure or hide certain things, but to help the
audience to grasp the contents of the speaker.
Only fragments exist of Aristophanes'
Paroemiae.

work

It is a collection of proverbs in two sections:

metrical proverbs and non-metrical proverbs.
given for them.

No context is

Therefore we cannot judge what they

intended to express, but there is no indication of obscuring
the point for the audience.

Aristophanes listed five

metrical proverbs:4
121.

Right to sandal,

left to foot-pan.5

’Aristophanes Fraqmenta 4.9 (apud Eustathius
Commentarii ad Homeri Odvsseam 1625.33), in A. Nauck,
Aristophanis Bvzantii qrammatici Alexandrini fraqmenta. 2d
ed. (Halle: Lippert Sc Schmid, 1848; repr., Hildesheim: Glms,
1963) , 104.
Aty6q ktoipfivoq dpvGpou Tcqpri &picrr|. Aristophanes
lived in the third and second centuries B.C.
The
translations in this section are mine.
zFragmenta 18 (apud Scholia Aristophanes Aves 1620) ,
in Nauck, Aristophanis. 16 9. Flepi c^ropov rcayefa p.iOTirr| yovq.
^Fraqmenta 18 (apud Eustathius 566.12), in Nauck,
Aristophanis , 196 . £v8ov yuvouccov icon imp1otKsxcnq kcrfoq.
4Paroemiae 1-5.
5Ae^iov riq vjco&riia, dpiaxepov rfq rio5ovijrtpav.
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Since Kalchas thought

well anddivined.1

123.

The

124.

Theworks of the young.3

125.

Not

pole deceived the vine.2

the boat of every man sails

for Corinth.4

Seven non-metrical proverbs are as follows.-5
126 .

A doctor heals.6

127 .

Listen to the one who has four ears

128 .

I will soothe in a hollow seat ,8

129 .

Corcyraean scourge.9

130 .

Deliverance of Dionysus is complete

131.

The sword of Peleus.11

'Eurcp ti KdX%aq eu tfipovcov (iavxsuexon.
2Xapa^ tnv dp.JtEA.ov. The longer form is: ’E^rptaxriGEV -q
XCtpa^xqv &pjieA.o v .
The omission of the verb and the article
of the subject is seen in the process of contraction.
3£pycc v e g j v .
The longer form is: "Epya v e g j v , (JouXai 5e
piccDV, eiixai 8e yepovxcov.
In the shorter form only the first
phrase of the longer form remains, representing the whole
idea.
4Ou rarvtoq dvSpoq Siq opivcoov eaQ' 6 itA.ouq.
5Paroemiae 6-13.
6’AKEoiaq iaaaro. The longer form is: 'Amriaq tov
rtpcoicxov iaaaxo. A doctor heals the anus.
The object is
omitted in the shorter form.
7”AKcrue tou xa tsaaapa oka §xovxoq.
It is against those
who disobey or those who see and hear many things.
8X4100 euvdcco.

’Keptcopcha (id(m410Aii>aioi xsXszcd, crt Aiovucou.
l1riT|Xicoq paxcnpa.

An idiom for unexpected aid.
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13 2.

The leg of partridge.1

Polybius
13 3.

Let the risk be for the Carian.2

134.

Justice has an eye.3

135.
The natives of a place do not only know best
the direction of the wind, but the character of their
compatriots.4
13 6. Had we not perished so soon we would never
have been saved.5
13 7.
13 8.

More desert than Libya.6
A brave man meets another braver yet.7

13 9.
It is possible for a human being to be
fortunate, but impossible for him to be constantly so.8
14 0.

Vain heads make vain plans.9

141.

The Locrians and the pact.10

1nEp5uccx;

ctke X cx;.

zHistoriae 10.32.11.2.
5ei yap
Kapi xiyv rcapav.
Polybius lived in the second century B.C.
All the
translations are from L C L . All the quotations are from
Historiae.
323 .10 .3 .1.

Alters 64>0aA4i6<;.

49. 2 5. 4.1. £yxri>pioi yap oii povov xaq xdiv dvEpcov axacet;
dXXa tcai id rav eyxcopicov dcvQpoiraov f|9r| KaXXiaxa yivaxjicotxnv.
53 8 .18 .12 .1.

Ei p.f| xaxeax; draoXopEGa,

612 .26a .2 .2 .

fpripoxEpa xr\q Ai^wy;.

715 .16 .6 .3 .
32 3.12. 5.
ye p.f]v dduvaxov.

ov >k

iaQXoq ithv aXXou Kpeirxovoq

&v

fa60r>iev.

ovxetoxev

.

euTuxncrcn pfv dvOpomov ovxa Swaxov, Sieuxuxnacri.

93 3 .5 .4 .1, 38.16.11.2.
1012 .12a .1.2.

kevoi

kevoc

Xayi^ovxai.

AoKpoi xdq crovOfiKCti;.
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142.

The glorious record of our sires.1

143.
What the Romans gave with their right hand
they took with their left.
144.

After singing the dying swan's song.3

145.

The justest of his iniquities.4

146.

They took the wolf by the ears.5

We find a two-word Jtapoip.ia, four three-word, two
four-word,
Ttapoifuai.

two five-word, one six-word,

and one seven word

We have one each of a nine-word,6 ten-word,7 and

a seventeen-word raxpomia, which is extraordinarily long.8
Eleven out of fourteen have no more than seven words.
shows that they are usually short.
a proper verb.9

This

Some of them do not have

There are four proverbs which have

geographical or personal names in them.10
idiomatic expressions are found.11
115 .4 .11. 3 .

Numbers 134, 136, and

mxfpcov eu icapeva §pya.

23 8.10. 9.1.
kaia xei-P^ •
33 0 .4 .7 .l .

Also two

xri SiSoptva rrj Se^ia icapd 'Pcojiauov iSexovto tr\
to lcoicveiov ^TtfflcravTEt;.

415 .26a .1.3.
530 .2 0 .9 .1 .

Tmv dcSiKtnv Spycov SuccaoxaTov.
TOV X.UK0V TC4V (OTCOV SXaPoV .

d u m b e r 13 9 .
7Number 14 3.
^Number 13 5 .
9Numbers 134, 137, 139, 142, 144, and 145.
10Numbers 133, 137, 141, and 143.
11Numbers 144 and 146.
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14 0 are adages embodying common experience or observation.
Ail of them listed above were given to help understanding.
Not one of them obscured what the speakers said.
Charondas Nomographus

147.
g o d .1

We are the cause of all these,

the meal of

Dionysius Thrax

14 8.

There is many a slip betwixt cup and lip.2

Dionysius H a l i c a m a s s e n s i s

149.

Neither rejoice nor grieve too much.3

We cannot find any obscuring intention in the contexts of
numbers 147 to 149.

They were not given to hinder the

audience's understanding but to help.
’Charondas Fragments 6 0.11 (apud Stobaeus 4.2.24),
in H. Thesleff, The Pythagorean Texts of the Hellenistic
Period (Abo: Abo Akademi, 1965) , 60. to yap fipiatov xov Geov
f|iev cdxiov raxvtmv touxov. This work is placed in the fourth
and second centuries B.C.
Translation mine.
2Dionysius Thrax Fragments 36 (apud X Horn, x 9) > i-n
K . Linke, Die Fragmente des Grammatikers Dionvsios Thrax
Sammlung griechischer und lateinischer Grammatiker. 3 vols.
(Berlin: De Gruyter, 1977), 3:13-33. rcoAAdc
ufAei ktuX.iko<;
Ktxi xtikecx; dbcpou. A shorter form of the proverb is also
introduced: JtoAAa peta^u ko A.iko<;. The verb is omitted; the
last part is also omitted in this shorter form.
C f . number
91.
Dionysius Thrax lived in the second century B.C.
Translation mine.
3Dionysius Halicamassensis De Demosthenis dictione
30.
oute yctp xorifX°vovte XAMtoupeva; ftyccv.
It is an axiom as a
rule of conduct.
Dionysius lived in the first century B.C.
Translation mine.
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so
Strabo

150.
151.

Spools of good things.1
Truer than the result at Sagra.2

152. Apart are the boundaries of the Mysians and
Phrygians,3
153.

A Datum of good things.4

154. Neither go to Scolus thyself nor follow
another thither.5
155.
run.6
156.

To Phasis, where for ships is the farthermost
Corcyra is free, dung where thou wilt.7

157. Merchant, sail in, unload your ship,
everything has been sold.8
158.

It produces even birds' milk.9

159.

The scourge of the Corcyraeans.10

’Strabo Geographica 7a. 1.33.19, 3 6.5.
dyaQcdv
dyaOiSaq. Strabo lived in the first century B.C. and the
first century A.D. All the quotations are from Geoaraphica.
The translations are from LCL.
26 .1.10 .5 .

dA,T|0ecrcEpa xmv £jri Xaypa.

312 .4.4.5.

ycopiq to Mua<3v <ai <tpuycov 6piap.crra.

47a .1.33 .19 , 36.5.
59 .2 .23 .3 .

Adxov dyaftav.

siq Z k & X o v jj.ttc' avxdq wai,

6ll .2.16.4.

(iiyc' dckXco fbiEa0ca.

eiq Odaiv £v9a vaixriv £cxaxo<; Spofioq.

77a.l.3.
ekeuOepa Kopxrupa,
' fotcru GeXeiq.
7a. 1.7,
"Corcyra is proverbially derided as joke because it was
humbled by its many wars."
814 .5.2.19.
914 .1.15.18.
107 a .1.3.

ipjtope, Kaxcx7tXeuaov, i^eXov, rcdvro nETtpaxca.
<|>ep£i Kai 6pvi0cav y a X a .

f) KspKwroicov uaoxi^.
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160.
r o o m .1

By the will of Syloson there is plenty of

161.

The Cretan does not know the sea.2

162.

When the lightning flashes

163.

Whoever had no work to do walled Armene.4

164.

More healthful than Croton.5

[through] Harma.3

165.
Corinth is both beetle-browed and full of
hollows .6
166.
The last of the Crotoniates was the first
among all other Greeks.7
167.
168.
h o m e .9

A Lerne of ills.8
But when you trouble Maleae,

forget your

169.
The tithe of the Syracusans would not be
sufficient for them.10
170.

Not for everyone is the voyage to Corinth n

114 . 1 . 1 7 . 6 .
210 .4 .1 7 .1 6 .
39 . 2 . 1 1 .7 .

S e e number 6 3 .

6 Kpfjq dyvoef tijv QdXaxxav.
dntoxav 5i 'Apfiaxcx; dorpdvrj.

412 . 3 . 1 0 . 2 7 .
56 . 1 . 1 2 .

§xt|xi luXocojvxcx; eiipuxQpvn-

Scrcic; gpyov ouSev ei^tv 'Appevrp/ £xri%iaEv.

vryieaxEpov

KpouBvcx;.

68 . 6. 23 . 54 .
KopivOoq dx|>p\>d xe KaiKOtXaivexai.
browed" may mean to have ridges or hills.
76 . 1 . 1 2 . 32 .

"Beetle-

Kopxoviaxtov 6 la x axcx; itpcoxoq f) xcov dAAiov

~Ekkf|va)v s 8 . 6. 8 .1 5 .

Aepvri KcnaBv.

98 . 6. 20 . 9 .

MaXeaq 5e rdpyaq £jnXd9au xrnvoikccSe.

106 . 2 . 4 . 1 3 .

ovk

dv i^iKvoixo atixou; r\ lupaKcmacricov 8eKdxr|.

1112 . 3 . 36 .1 4 ; 8 . 6 . 2 0 . 3 4 .
eo91 6 xXauq.

cru navro<; dvSpog eiq opivQov
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171.

All beneath Myconos alone.1

172.

Thracian pretense.2

173.

The copper vessel in Dodona.3

174.

Beset by the hero of Temesa.4

175.

He put Colophon to it.5

176.
this.6

Well then, the Corycaean was listening to

We have five two-word,7 three three-word,8 five
four-word,9 four five-word,10 six six-word,11 one
seven-word,12 and three eight-word jcapoifiiai.13
has more than eight words.
than seven words.

None of them

Only about 10 percent has more

This shows that TOpoifuai are usually

short.
110 .5 .9 .3 .
29 .2 .4 .7 .

tov0 '

i>ji6 (lictv

Mokovov .

0pcprict t o peupemt;.

37a .1.3.1.

to

46 .1. 5 .9 .

£v

fipxoa

tov

514 .1. 2 8 .5 .

A o 8ovtj xoXjciov .

tov

tov

£v

Te^foT]facucEiatai

avtoic;.

KoXo(|)©va £«E0r|icEV.

61 4 .1.32.24.

Toii

5' ap'6 Kojptncmoq rpqxxiCexo.

7Numbers 150,

153, 164, 167,

lumbers 159,

160, and 175.

9Numbers 351,

158, 162, 171,

and

172.

and

173.

10Numbers

156, 157, 163, 168,

174,

and 176.

^Numbers

152, 155, 163, 168,

174,

and 176.

12Number 16 9.
13Numbers 154, 166, and 170.
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Only four do not have geographical or personal names
in them.1
incidents.

Still they are originated from certain
The twenty-three rtapoipiai which contain

geographical or personal names can be called historical
proverbs.2

Strabo reminded the readers of the stories from

which the itapoijiicci were derived.

Unless the readers were

aware of the stories behind them, they could not understand
the rcapoifhai.

This does not mean that Jiccpcijiiai were used as

cryptic statements because orators and authors used them to
illuminate the point and persuade the audience.

Apparently

they were popular sayings which people were using without
knowing their origins.

Strabo did not coin any of them.

The stories behind the 7tapoifhca reveal their origins and
provenances.
lumbers 150, 153,

157, and 158.

2Archer Taylor, The Proverb (Cambridge: Harvard
University Press, 1931), 82-3, observes significant points
that "proverbs which turn on historical allusions are
necessarily rare and short-lived.
Since all proverbs make a
general application of a particular incident, it is clear
that the meaning and implications of the incident must be
obvious to speaker and hearer. . . . As a rule, the meaning
of an historical allusion cannot long remain generally
intelligible.
Consequently the life of an historical
proverb must be very brief, or the allusion must be rendered
so general that it no longer has an identifiable connection
with the historical fact, unless it has personal names or
geographical names."
Emphasis supplied.
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Plutarch

177 .

Not without Theseus.1

178 . One who is dangerously sick needs only
parsley.2
179 .

Serious business for the morrow.3

180 . This is not to be believed even though Cato
says it.4
181.
sons?5

Who will praise a father, except happy

182 . If you dwell with a lame man, you will learn
to limp.6
183 .

Good things are hard.7

184 . To expel and dispel wine with wine, and
headache with headache.
’Plutarch Theseus 29.
ouk dveu ©riaeax;.
lived in the first and second centuries A D.
translations are from L C L .

Plutarch
All the

zTimoleon 26. t6v dma<|>aAi)<; voaouvra SsfaQai too aeXivcru.
3Pelopidas 10.

outccruv eiq aupxov ta 07tou5aia.

4Cato Minor 19.7.
rciOavov dan.

6n tovto piv cruSe ccxcovcx; leyovxcx;

5Aratus 1.1.
nq 7caxep' aivfiaa, ei n"n e\)5chp.ove^ uioi;
This is the proverb of Chrysippus in the third century B.C.
Now Dionysodorus of Troezen corrected the last part into
KaKoSai|iov£<; utoi. Plutarch accepted this correction to be
accurate.
6Pe liberis educandis 4 .a .
&v xcflXa) Ttccpoucficiy;,
vmooKd^eiv p.a0noTi. It is advice nut to have the wrong kind of
servants for young masters.
An axiom of a general truth.
?De liberis educandis 6 .c .
of a general truth.

x0^ 31® T(* k o Axx .

An axiom

8Pe tuenda sanitate praeceota 127.F.
oiva 5f] tov oxvov
x:pcnraiA.Ti 5e tftv KpcoroxXriv d^Elcovxaq tcch Sia^opiiaovtaq.
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185.

Who does not own himself would Samos own.1

186.
Yer ain (your own) hand use when Fortune ye
would call.2
18 7. No one but Pyrrhias has slain an ox for his
benefactor.7
188.

To suffer more terribly than Sambicus.4

189.
The one who can make a good guess is the best
prophet.5
190.
For what is in man's heart when he is sober is
on his tongue when he is drunk.6
191.
They asked for buckets, but tubs were
refused .7
192.

Remembrancer.8

1Apophthecrmata Laconica 23 3.D.
oq axnoq avtov ovjk
£%ei, lapov GeAei.
It is a satire given by Spartans to the
Athenians who wanted to have Samos when they themselves had
no power to survive.
zApophtheamata Laconica 23 9. A. tav x d p a rcorufcepovra
xdv xuxav KCcXeiv. The translator seems to attempt to give a
feeling of quaintness oy using Scottish dialect.
3Aetia Romana et Graeca 298 .F . ovSdq eviepyexT] fJoGv
£9ucev dkX' f| ITuppiaq. Pyrrhias was saved by an old man, who
gave him wealth.
Later he showed his gratitude by offering
an ox.
4Aetia Romana et Graeca 302 .C . 5a.voxEpa Zcpipixou jaxwiv.
Sambicus has been tortured for a year.
This saying
emphasizes the severity of suffering.
5Pe Pvthiae oraculis 399.A.
dpiarov pavuv.

6 pev dKdCosv raaXaq, ov

6Pe aarrulitate 503. F . to y«P &
>cap5iq toO vq^ovToc;
£ju Tf|<; YkcoTny; £ori too pdhiovTog An adage embodying common
experience.
7lbid. , 512.E.

dpaq d7cfirouv, oi 5' danpvouvro oxdu^ca;.

8Ouaestiones convivales 612.C.
pvap.ova.
Porians and
Sicilians called a master of ceremonies thus.
This
idiomatic expression arose from the custom in which the
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193 .

Salt and bean friends.1

194 .

Fish in reserve.2

195 .

I can't carry the goat; put the ox on m e .3

196 .

Just wait,

197 .

To mix fire with water.5

crab, and I'll let you go free.4

198 . The fox knows many tricks, but the hedgehog
one big one .6
199 .

Pon't give a child a knife.7

All of the 23 rcapoi|iica are related to particular historical
incidents.
explanation.

Their meanings are clearly given by way of
We find a satirical proverb,8 two idioms,9

master should remember what was said during the party when
all were drunk.
'ibid., 6 8 4 . E .

o i rcepi &ka icai ic u a n o v .

2Ibid., 703.E.

ditOKri(i£vov ix9v5v.

3Pe vitando aere alieno 830 .A .
<(>epeiv,

ov> S u v cq ia i tfiv aiya

£jri p o i Oete t o v (kyov.

4Pe Herodoti maiignitate 862. F.

peve,

sa p id v E ,

tcch a e

HE&naco.
5Acrua an ignis utilior 950. F. 7rup u5ati (iiy v o v cn .
As
an example of the impossible.
An idiomatic expression.
6Pe sollertia animalium 971 .F . jcoAA 1 o i 5 1 dtAcMtr^,
£%ivo<; ev p f y a .
The way in which hedgehogs defend and
guard themselves has occasioned the proverb.

6lXX'

7Fracrmenta 131 (apud Stobaeus 4.1.14 0; 4.31.46), in
F. H. Sandbach, Plutarchi Moralia, 15 vols ., Loeb Classical
Library (Cambridge: Harvard University Press, 1957), 7:79.
M tj nm5i paxcnpctv. He quoted this proverb to develop one of
his own, "Pon't give a child wealth, nor an uneducated man
political power."
aNumber 18 5.
9Numbers 192 and 197.
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and many popular proverbs.

Plutarch informed his readers of

the historical backgrounds of these rcapoipicci.

Apart from

these he lists 183 rcapoipiai in his collection.1

His

collection will not be added to the list above because a
great number of them coincide with the listed ones, and
because Plutarch's principle of inclusion is not known,
though he thought they were rcapoipiai.

As a result,

for many

of them we are not sure whether they were labeled by rcccpoipia
in the texts from which he collected them.
Conclusion
We have seen so far that not only proverbs but also
maxims and idioms are referred to by the term raxpotpia.
Never have we seen that its presence in the context hindered
the audience's understanding,

even though they may be

difficult for modern readers to understand.

The users of

rcapoipia had no intention to obscure meaning for the readers
or the audience.
illuminating,

They were always elucidating and

never obscuring the meaning.

1Plutarch's collection of Jttxpoipiai has 131 items.
At
least 74 of them have information indicating when to use
them.
These comments begin with £ju tffiv. So to speak, "this
is about those who do certain things."
These Jttxpoipiai are
idiomatic expressions, rather than genuine proverbs.
Among
the rest of the 57 there are some proverbs, quotations, a
curse, and others.
He also has a list of 31 idioms for
impossible things.
They begin with "you are doing such and
such," for example, "you are sowing on the rock", "you are
trying to measure the sand in the sea with basket", "you are
pursuing the wind" and so forth.
He adds 15 similar sayings
about impossible things.
Some of them are redundant.
He
also has 6 idioms about soft things.
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Now we can test the definitions of the scholars
mentioned in the previous section.

We can affirm that

Lampe1s definitions do not scqurely match with features
observed so far in the classical and the Hellenistic
literature except popular sayings, and idiom.
that he is wrong.

I do not say

Since he covered the period later than

John, only some parts of his definition are valid lor my
study.

From Liddell and Scott we could see only proverb and

maxim fit with the result of my investigation.
Most modern scholars tend to impose modern
conceptions about proverbs on Jtccpoipia.

Not only an

experienced truth of popular wisdom, but also incidental
references to certain historical events were referred to as
r c a p o i|iia .

Reading antecedents of the Johannine jcapoiptcc in the
old Greek literature, we find that the 7tapoi+ucn were clearly
understood by the audience.

There was no intention on the

part of the speaker to conceal secrets in them.
be old, or be of the recent past.

They could

It seems that they were

not coined by the authors who were using them in their
addresses, but rather,

they were from the popular usage,

from history, and from literature.
Ilapotiua in Hellenistic Judaism

In this section I discuss how jc a p o ip ia was used in
Hellenistic Jewish literature.

The purpose is to see

whether the Jewish translators' works rendered any change of
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meaning to the term itapoipicc.

I consider four different

Greek translations1 of the Hebrew Bible, namely,

the

Septuagint, Aquila, Thecdotion, and Symmachus, and the
writings of Philo.

Josephus did not use the particular term

7capoi|iia.
The Septuagint
The Greek term napoipia occurs in t-he LXX three times
in che Book of Proverbs

(1:1; 25:1; 26:7) and five times in

Sirach (6:35; 8:8; 18:29; 39:3; 47:17).

The Hebrew word b&D

is used in the plural form for the superscription of the
Book of Proverbs.2

The Old Testament Book of Proverbs

]I do not discuss the exact dates for these
translations.
Still we need to know the approximate dates
for them.
In H. A. Redpath, "Greek Versions," A Dictionary
of the B i ble. 4 vols., ed. James Hastings, (New York:
Charles Scribner's Sons, 1908-11), 4:864-866, the following
dates are given: Aquila, c. A.D. 130 under Hadrian;
Theodotion, c. A.D. 185; Symmachus, latter half of the
second century A.D.
They are certainly later than John; and
it is notable to see that they were not influenced by the
Johannine jaxpoifria.
2There are a number of studies of the Hebrew word
btfn. Since we are not specifically dealing with this term
the reader is referred to some of these.
Allen Howard
Godbey, "Hebrew ‘sen, " AJSL 39 (1922-23): 89-108; G. M.
Landes, "Jonah: A b&D?" in Israelite Wisdom, ed. J. G.
Gammie et al . (Missoula, MO: Scholars Press, 1978), 137-58 ;
Timothy Polk, "Paradigms, Parables, and D’SefO: On Reading the
btin in Scripture," CBO 45 (1983) : 564-83, agrees, in 565,
with Landes that the bva "was not characterized by fixed
literary form" but was rather "applied to a variety of
literary types."
For a concise overview of the history of
understanding this term, see Lawrence Boadt, "Understanding
the ^Bn and Its Value for the Jewish-Christian Dialogue in a
Narrative Theology," in Parable and Story in Judaism and
Christianity, ed. Clemens Thoma and Michael Wyschogrod (New
York: Paulist Press, 1989), 172-6.
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contains various species of sayings in different forms.

Its

contents tell us the wide range of meanings the Hebrew word
has.

Actually in the Old Testament

covers a number

of different forms of speech: proverb, byword, satire,
taunt, riddle, story or allegory,

and story parable.1

We

may ask a question: Does this also support the idea that the
Greek word nctpoi|iia has the same range of meanings,
it translates the particular Hebrew term 'rtfn?
not contain proverbs exclusively.

because

The book does

The sayings in the Hook

of Proverbs do not resemble the Greek raxpoifuai.

They are in

poetic forms, while Greek proverbs are not usually in verse,
but in short prose.
Greek ones.
morality.
said.

The former are rather longer than the

They tend more to be about religion and
They do not accompany or amplify what is being

The term was adopted not because it has the same

range of meanings, but because it has some commonality with
the Hebrew word--as the Hebrew word
can the Greek term rcapotfha.

can mean proverb so

Furthermore,

it is also not

uncommon in Greek literature to thus title a collection of
various sayings.

Various quotations of old sayings are

included in the Greek collections, ria p o ip ia i,2 and it is

Jesus

1Robert H. Stein, An Introduction to the Parables of
(Philadelphia: Westminster Press, 1981), 16-18.

2It seems more proper to have "raxpaPokai of Solomon"
to translate "nnb© ’boo." So did Aquila, because it included
some parables and a lot of sayings which give comparisons to
life.
Nevertheless, the LXX followed the convention of the
Greek writers to name it thus.
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natural to designate a saying in the collection as Ttapoi|ha,
regardless of its literary classification and content.
The Hebrew word
Proverbs was translated

btia in the title

by Tcapotpia.

of the

Book of

It was not translated

by the same Greek term in 1:6, but by another term:
TcapafioA.fi.

This might suggest interchangeability between the

two terms.

The word in the title, however,

indicates

comprehensiveness of collection, while the word in 1:6
indicates a certain form of speech which is only a subset
because we find TiapaPoA.fi

(ns'ba)

, p fiaaq <ro<|xi>v

(✓ZtD)

along with o x o m v o v A.oyov

(a’osn n m ) , and

them designate different things.
parallelism,

a iv iy j ia

(n-rn) .All four of

If we consider

it is more likely to see the parallelisms

between the first and the third, and between the second and
the last, but not between the first and the last, though
parallelisms are possible between the first and the second,
and between the third and the fourth.

Furthermore, we need

to note that even words in synonymous parallelism are not
always entirely synonymous.

Therefore,

the title n a p o ifr ia i

rather indicates that it is a collection of various sayings.
It does not support that it is a collection of Greek
T c a p o ip la - type sayings.

3ased on this observation it is

difficult to accept that two Hebrew words, b&Q and ntTl, are
synonymous.

In Ps 48:4

(MT: 49:5) we find a parallelism

between b&Q (icapaPoA.f|) and niTi (Tcp6pA.t|jia) , but the translator
uses two different Greek words for two Hebrew words.
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Hauck believed that 7capoip.ia and 7rapa3oA.fi are
synonymous because Tiapoipia was used both in Sir 6:35; 47:17
(translates *5©D) and 8:8

(translates m ’n1) and because

7tapa3oA.fi is used for both in Prcv 1:6 (1?t&D-7capa3oAfi) and Ps
48:4.2

But we find that Sir 47:17 lists song, 7tapoifua

(*7570) , riddle

(7capafk)Afi-m’n) , and interpretation

(^pirqvEia) .

Can we think that these four are the same things?

It is

apparent that they designate different kinds of sayings or
literary forms.
Therefore,

I conclude that the impression that the

two Greek words 7tapaPoAfi and 7tapoip.ia are synonymously used in
the LXX is created by the inconsistent use of the Greek
terms by the translators.

The consistent translation of the

Hebrew word m ’n would be using such Greek words as aivrypa or
7tpo3AT|ia.
The LXX Sirach has 7tapa3oAf) and Ttapoipia, but they are
not accompanied by any kind of examples.

Even if Sirach

gives no example of Ttapoipia, what he says about them gives
some clue to its meaning.

riapotpia is used in Sir 6:35 for

1The Hebrew term m ’n means riddle.
Hans-Peter
Muller, "Der Begriff 'Ratsel' im Alten Testament," Vetus
Testamentum 20 (1970): 465, lists four meanings of the
Hebrew word m ’n in the Old Testament: (1) das volkstumliche
Ratsel, (2) den symbolischen Traum und das anigmatische
Orakel, (3) das Ratsel als Mittel des Wettkampfes unter
Konigen und (4) eine Gattung der hofisch-schulischen
Weisheit.
It is used 17 times in the Hebrew Bible; the LXX
used aivrfjia, 7tp63Ar|fia, 5ifiYT|p.a, and Ttapoipia to translate them.
2Hauck, 855,

748.
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btfQ and in 18:29

(no Hebrew text).

It seems to refer to

wise sayings or aphorisms.
Three particular Hebrew words
Sir 47:17 can be found in Prov 1:6.
devoted to Solomon.

m ’n, ror^n) in
Sir 47:12-22 is a poem

These two points clearly show that

Sirach referred to Proverbs.
napoipia used for m ’n in Sir 8:8 is significant
because the Hebrew word nn’n means a riddle.

It is not clear

why the translator chose Ttapoipia to translate this word.
Probably the translator understood by the context that it
refers to proverbs .1

What is crucial for this study is

that the Hebrew word nn’n is associated with the Greek word
rcapoifhcc.

At least there is a connection established between

the meaning of riddle and jcapoipaa.

This may provide a basis

for translating the Greek term rapoifha as riddle.
The expression "the hidden things of proverbs"
(dntOKpixjicc 7tapoip.KBv) in Sir 39:3 is of particular importance
because this is probably the first place where the word
7cccpoi+ha is connected directly and apparently to the meaning
of secrecy or obscurity.

This connotation is reinforced by

the parallel expression of "the enigmas found in parables"
(£v cdviyjxaCTi Jtapa0ok<5v) .

Unfortunately the Hebrew text of Sir

39:3 has not been found.

At least we can know that the word

1Sir 8:8 flows like thus: "Despise not the discourse
of the wise, but acquaint thyself with their proverbs: for
of them thou shalt learn instruction, and how to serve great
men with ease."
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jcapoipia in Sir 39:3 refers to dark or obscure sayings.

This

shift of meaning resulting from the use of the Greek term
jcapoipia when translating certain Hebrew words may be seen as
a rudimentary transition to the meaning which we will
encounter in the FG.
Theodotion, Aquila, and Symmachus 1
Edwin Hatch presented two arguments by which he
concluded that Jcapaf5oA.fi and jcapotjiia are interchangeable for
translating bcS: (1) Jcapaf5oXf| and jcapoi+iia are both used in
the LXX to translate b&D; and (2) other translators and
revisers frequently substitute the one for the other .2
Both observations are correct, but they do not necessarily
support his conclusion.

There are four cases where icapoipia

replaced the LXX jcapaf5oA.fi for the Hebrew word Scjn.

In each

case it appears that the use of icapomia stands in close
relationship to the classical and the Hellenistic use
because the content referred to by the term constitutes a
popular proverb, and there is no affinity between the two
Greek words icapoipxa and Jcapaf5oA.fi in the Greek literature
before the LXX .3

The selection of that term does not seem

1Variant readings of these three versions are found
in Origenis Hexaola (Hildesheim: Georg 01ms Veriagsbuchhandlung, 1964).
2Hatch,

66.

3TLG search shows that they are not related at all.
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to be based on the interchangeability, but for the
restoration of original meaning .1
The first instance is found in the LXX of 1 Sam
1 0 :1 2 , where nocpaPoA.fi was used for the proverb and other

translators rendered it as rcapoipia.2

It is closer to its

sense in Greek because it is a popular proverb,

even in the

Greek s e nse .3
The second example is 1 Sam 24:14.4
translates it as napajioA.fi.

The LXX

Symmachus replaced it with

rcapoifua, which is proper with what is so designated there.
The third example is found in Ezek 12:22 where the
LXX, Aquila,
Symmachus,

and Theodotion agree, using napafioA.fi.

however, rendered it rcapoifiia.

Probably Aquila

and Theodotion were not sure whether the popular saying "The
days grow long, and every vision comes to nought" was a
proverb in a Greek sense.
^mith, 13, convincingly observes, " [rcapoip.ia] is
frequently substituted for napajioA.fi by the Hexapla revisers
of the LXX.
It was natural rendering of
used of a
proverb . . . and as soon as it had been recognized as a
substitute for rcapajioA.fi in this sense, the way was prepared
for xt to take over the other meanings of btiQ.
It is not
surprising, then, to find it employed in the Fourth Gospel
in the sense of 'allegory' (x. 6 , xvi.25,29), although we
have no earlier instance of this use."
Except for his
mention of doubtful "allegory," Smith's observation is
correct.
2"Is Saul also among the prophets?"
3It is short, it has a personal name, the context
says it is widely used, it speaks of certain truths about
Saul's person.
^"Wickedness proceedeth from the wicked."
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The last example occurs also in Ezek 18:3, where a
proverb is quoted:

"The fathers have eaten sour grapes,

the children's teeth are set on edge."

and

It is labeled as

JcapapoA.fi by the LXX translators, but Aquila called it
jcapoijiia.

Aquila considered it a proverb.
Ezek 16:44 could have been a classical example for

this case ,1 but no variant is found for this.
used in the verse of the LXX.

riapa{5oA.f| is

It is probable that in the

process of replacing jtapa|3oA.f| with jtapoipia, the translators
passed this case unnoticed.
The trend seen in these Greek translations of the
Hebrew 3ible indicates that the translators tried to find a
more suitable Greek word for the Hebrew term, at least in
the places where jcapoipia was used .'1 Whatever was the
translation,

tradition, or custom, they tried to go back to

1"As is the mother, so is her daughter."
^A note on translating skills seems appropriate at
this p o i n t . Some translators use different words to
translate a foreign word.
Sometimes they believe that they
are interchangeable.
But other times they think certain
words they use are improper in other places where they have
the same foreign word to translate.
They choose a certain
word above others because they believe this particular one
is proper.
If it is the case we should not say that they
are interchangeable.
They might be so in the eyes of the
other translators and of the readers, and still influence
the later writers to depend upon the translation, but they
are not interchangeable.
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the normal use of the term.

This may be explained by the

renaissance of Hellenism .1
Apparently the close contact between the two Greek
terms napaPoA.fi and napoijiia began with the LXX because of the
translator's inconsistent use of them.

Just because they

translated the same Hebrew word, the idea evolved that they
were closely related.
however,

No instance of their affinity,

is found in the Classical and the Hellenistic

literature apart from Judaism.

Only in the LXX do the two

terms begin to appear together with any close relationship.
Still the use of 7capoipia in the translation of the Hebrew
word opened a possibility of semantic shift in the term.
The Hebrew word btiti can mean riddle, and it might have
influenced the use of raxpoipia in other places.

Though

Tcapoipia did not translate the meaning of riddle in b’BU, and
did translate the meaning of proverb, by this it received
the potential of translating other meanings of the Hebrew
word *5570, including the meaning of riddle because the Hebrew
word can mean different forms of speech.

It is an

irresistible phenomenon.
’it is called Atticism, which was developed against
Asianism.
See Helmut Koester, History. Culture, and
Religion of the Hellenistic Age (Philadelphia: Fortress
Press, 1982), 103-4.
He provides a case which may explain
the accurate use of the Greek term jtapoifiia: "Aelius
Dionysius of Halicarnassus and a certain Pausanias from
Syria (ca. 100 CE) composed dictionaries designed to ensure
that literary vocabulary was identical to that of the
classical Attic authors."
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Philo Judaeus
Although Philo Judaeus

(30 B.C.- A.D. 45) employed

many allegorical interpretations of the Jewish tradition,
never

he

employed theterm icapoifiia for those interpretations.

The term 7capoifha is found seven times in his writings .1

He

quoted Prov 3:42 and employed two Greek jcapoipiai: "The
belongings of friends are held in common ";3 and "the horse
to the mea d o w ."4

The former he used to explain the

relationship between God and Abraham, and between God and
Moses.

The latter he employed to describe the capability of

learning.

Two idioms were quoted: adding fire to fire ,-3

Philadelphian--meaning g r eat .6

They do not deviate from

the normal Greek usage.
There is aremaining problem in
term.

He used theword jcapoipia in place

Philo's use of the
of the three words

crivtYjia, icapaPoA.fi, and 8tTnpnp.a in the LXX Deut 28:37. 7

Does

this mean that Philo equated these three with jcapoi^ita?

The

^ e ebrietate 84.1; De Abrahamo 23 5.9; De vita Mosis
1.22.7; De vita Mosis 1.156.4; De vita Mosis 2.29.6; De
oraemiis et poeris 150.2; Legatio ad Gaium 126.1.
2Pe ebrietate 84.1.
3Koiva ta (jiiAcov.
4unco<; ei<; 7i£5iov.
57rup ^jcujjepcov JTUpi.

6<&ika&A4>eicroc;.

7Proverbial sayings about the doomed history of the
Israelites can be labeled as jcapoipia in its original sense.
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attempt at finding other versions than the LXX for support
proved futile .1

All these three terms may find their

commonality in jtapoipia.
all three.

napoipia may be the word comprising

In this sense Philo's use is akin to its use in

the title of the Book of Proverbs.

The referent is

definitely the derision the children of Israel should
endure.

In the old Greek literature some Jtapoipiat are

derisive.

Since Philo replaced aiviyjia (along with other two

terms) with jtapoijha, a semantic shift toward 'riddle' was
made possible.
Summary and Conclusion

I have thus discussed what constitutes a raxpoipia in
Greek literature,
possible meanings.

investigated lexica, and listed all the
The examination of existing dictionary

articles and other modern authorities,
on the topic of proverbs,

including monographs

produced the conclusion that they

did not give us reliable results to begin this study.

As a

foundational study for the Johannine rcapotpia I extracted 19 9
raxpoxpiat from the Greek literature to see how the term was
actually used.
It was revealed that they not only referred to
proverbs or popular sayings, but also maxims and idiomatic
expressions.

The Greek authors themselves in the period of

this study gave a number of definitions which later were

cotopiav.

’For aiviynaxi, Aquila: etc; dcjxrvtapov; Symmachus: eiq
And for Kod SvrTfnjicm, Aquila: (rccci etq) Sewepoxnv.
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developed fully to be more inclusive.

The authors of later

literature annexed additional meanings, and forms to the
term.

It was made clear by the investigation that rcapoifiiai

were given to help the audience to understand,

not to

obscure.
Turning to Hellenistic Judaism, although the LXX
seems to indicate that translating the Hebrew words btfD and
m ’n by rocpoifua rendered a change to the meaning of the
latter, it is difficult to assess the data fully due to the
absence of the designated jtapoijitcxi.

Nevertheless,

the use of

7tapoip.ia to translate m ’n provides a basis for translating
rcapoiiua as riddle.

In addition,

the expression "the hidden

things of proverbs" in Sir 39:3 gives an impression that the
word rocpomia has taken the meaning of obscurity or secrecy
in the LXX.

The trend,

in which other Greek translations of

the Hebrew Bible try to find a more suitable word for the
translation,

seems to give the impression of resistance to

possible changes in the meaning of the term.

Still,

the use

of the term by the LXX broadened the meaning of the Greek
term jcapoipia.
We have also seen that Philo leaves a hint as to a
possible semantic shift of the term by replacing aiviYJJ.a with
rtapoipia.

Therefore, we can conclude that the semantics of

the term suffered a slight change before the time of John's
Gospel, which provided a foundation for John to use the term
in his own peculiar way.
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CHAPTER II

I1APOIMIAI IN JOHN I6:4b-33 1
Introduction

The basic task of this and the next chapter is to
seek the definition of the Greek word napoipia in the Gospel
of John,

thus to understand its nature.

It requires a close

investigation of the four usages of this word in the Gospel.
The word occurs in two passages:

10:1-6; 16:4b-33.

We begin with the passage of 16:4b-33.
reasons for doing this are:

Two good

(1 ) it has three of the

occurrences of rcapotfua in John, and (2) this passage
contains some clues to the reason for using rcapoipia and to
its na t u r e .
Therefore,

this chapter examines 16:4b-33.

chapter deals with 10:1-6.

The next

The exegesis is limited only to

V s . 33 is not only the end of a passage but also
the end of a large block because the prayer of Jesus begins
at 17:1.
The beginning of the passage can be debated.
Raymond Brown, The Gospel According to John: XIII-XXI.
Anchor Bible, vol. 29a (Garden City, NY: Doubieday & Co.,
1970) , 709, treats 16:4b-15 as a unit for convenience.
He
comments, 727, that "in distinguishing between 4b-15 and 1633, we are distinguishing between two parts within a whole
rather than between two really independent subdivisions."
D. A. Carson, The Gospel According to John (Grand Rapids,
MI: Wm. B. Eerdmans Publishing Company, 1991), 532, 542,
follows this fashion of division.
All the biblical
quotations are from the RSV unless noted otherwise.
81
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seeking the definition and the nature of the 7tapoi|iia in the
FG.
This passage is the penultimate part of the Farewell
Discourse of Jesus before his Intercessory Prayer in chap.
17.

There are numerous treatments of the Farewell

Discourse .1

A full discussion of this section of biblical

material is not necessary.
The Reading of 1 6 :4b-33
An examination of 16:4b-33 is required to see in
what context the phrase £v Jtapoipiccic; is used.

In reading

this passage we are only interested in the reason why the
saying of 16:25 was necessary at that particular point of
the narrative.
Jesus expected that the disciples would ask him a
question about where he was going

(16:5) .

It implies that

the saying about his going away is difficult for them to
understand.

In fact, Peter and Thomas have asked Jesus

where he was going

(13:36; 14:5), but "they have not really

1See, for example, the bibliographical sections in
George R. Beasley-Murray, John. Word Biblical Commentary,
vol. 36 (Waco, T X : Word Books, 1987), 240-41, 265; Edward
Malatesta, St. John's Gospel 1920-1965: A Cumulative and
Classified Bibliography of Books and Periodical Literature
on the Fourth Gospel. Analecta Biblica, vol. 32 (Rome:
Pontifical Biblical Institute, 1967), 105-111.
See also
Gunter Wagner, An Sxeqetical Bibliography of the New
Testament: John and 1. 2. 3 John (Macon, GA: Mercer
University Press, 1987), 201-235; Gilbert van Belle,
Johannine Bibliography 1966-1985. Bibliotheca Ephemeridum
Theologicarum Lovaniensium, vol. 82 (Leuven: Leuven
University Press, 1988), 266-280.
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asked thoughtful questions about v/here Jesus is going and
what it means for them ."1

As Jesus spoke about his

departure and the coming persecution,

they were full of

sorrow.
Jesus did not offer a full explanation about his
going away, but rather spoke of the expediency of his going
away.

He informed them of the works of the rcapdxA.T|XCK;, who

will come and "convince the world concerning sin and
righteousness and judgment."

(16:8).

Jesus had many things

to say to the disciples but refrained from doing so, because
they could not bear them at that point.

When the Spirit of

truth came he would guide them into all the truth.

The

Spirit was to announce to them the things which Jesus
refrained from telling them, including the things that were
to come.

The Spirit will reveal what Jesus could not.

Therefore,

the content of what Jesus abstained from

revealing was exactly what the Spirit of truth was to
announce to them.
things to come,
Furthermore,

Because Jesus did not speak about the

they were not spoken £v 7tapoi+iicn<;.

they are not referred to by the phrase iv

rocpoi+uaiq.
In vs ■ IS comes a saying which the disciples v/eve
not able to understand,

a difficult saying, causing

questions in the minds of some disciples, which are recorded
in vss.

17, 18.

Probably they were afraid to ask Jesus

'Carson, J o h n . 533.

Emphasis original.
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open l y .1

When they were about to ask him concerning the

sayings, Jesus articulated their question in vs. 19.

He did

not answer the 'question, but comforted them in v s s . 2 0 -2 2 ,
which contained a parabolic word in v s . 2 1 .2

Then he gave

them a promise which informed them about their relationship
with the Father in Jesus'

name.

The parable described,

in a

more vivid manner, the situation following his leaving.

So

this difficult saying of vs. 16 remained unexplained.
The parabolic word of a woman in travail is a
fitting illustration of the abrupt change from sorrow to
joy.

It emphasizes the greatness of joy which can thwart

all the memory of past sorrow.
21.

Vs. 22 reiterates vss. 20,

The joy they would have was not from man but from God,

because it arises from the event of seeing Jesus again.
Therefore,

no man takes it from them.

Jesus promised several things

(vss. 23, 24).

He

promised that they will ask nothing of him, but they will
receive all things if they ask Him in Jesus'

name, thus

promising the use of his name and the fullness of joy.

All

these things are not separated from the comfort given in the
1We find a possible parallel of this in the
Synoptics.
When Jesus predicted his passion the similar
response was recorded there.
See, for example, Mark 8:31
(Matt 16:21; Luke 9:22); Mark 10:33-34; Matt 17:23.
Especially the following three underlined verses are
significant: Luke 18:32-24.; 9:4J5; Mark 9:31-32.
2See C. H. Dodd, Historical Tradition in the Fourth
Gosoel (Cambridge: The University Press, 1963), 369-373, who
saw it as a parable.
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preceding verses.

Vss. 20-24 make a unit of thought in that

vss. 20-22 introduce the joy, and vss. 23-24 amplify the
nature of that joy.
The saying of 16:25 seems, at first glance,
independent from the context of 16:4b-33.

to be

Explanations

given by many exegetes tend to offer an impression that this
particular saying is independent from the flow of the
narrative: Jesus suddenly spoke about the manner of his
revelation.

Why is the saying of 16:25 located at this

juncture of narrative?
revelation,
dialogue.

If it describes the mode of

it is intrusive ,1 because it breaks the flow of
Then we ask: Why is it there?

That question

leads one to look at the use of the verb £pcbxctti) in the
passage, which occurs five times.
meanings:

This verb has two

to question and to request .2

Here we put

together the sayings which include the particular verb:
Jesus knew that they wanted to ask him; so he said to
them, "Is this what you are asking yourselves, . . . ."
(19)
"In that day you will ask nothing of me." (23)
["I have said this to you in figures; the hour is coming
when I shall no longer speak to you in figures but tell
you plainly of the Father." (25)]
". . . and I do not
say to you that I shall pray the Father for you" (26)
"Ah, now you are speaking plainly, not in any figure!
New we know that you know all things and need none to
question y o u ." (29, 30)3
’Brown, J o h n :XIII-XXI, 734.
2Use of words with double meanings is characteristic
of the FG.
Cf. Gscar Cullmann, Early Christian Worship
(London: SCM Press, 1953), 75-78.
3Emphasis mine.
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We can eliminate vs. 26 from our discussion because the verb
in context is a rough synonym of aitECD (to ask for
something).

The meaning of the verb in 23b is debatable.

D. A. Carson understood it as a synonym of at'CE© with the
support of other instances in the Gospel, while at the same
time he aptly did not ignore the possibility that 23a "may
address a more immediate concern, viz. disciples'

repeated

requests for information."1 The saying of 16:25 sprang
from the situation of questioning.

Hence it is not out of

place to combine 23a with 25b to make the connection clear:
"In that day you will ask [question] nothing of me,

[for]

I

shall no longer speak to you in figures but tell you
plainly."
30.

This attempt is strongly supported by vss. 29,

Therefore,

the saying of 16:25, particularly the phrase

ev rcccpoijnau;, is related to some specific sayings which
caused them to question.
with the above,

Raymond Brown would not disagree

"for both 23a and 2 5 concern a deeper

understanding of Jesus

(through Paraclete) .1,2

n o p o q u a in John 16:25,

29

Vss. 2 5 and 2 9 are examined to see how the
expression "£v rapotpiai<;" can be understood and to what it
'Carson, John. 545.

Emphasis original.

2Brown, John:XI11-XXI. 734: "The promise of deeper
understanding in 23a was in terms of the disciples' not
needing to put more questions to Jesus; now the promise is
in terms of Jesus speaking more clearly."
Brown fails to
see the connection of vs. 25 to the questioning of vss. 1719 by the disciples.
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refers.

A discussion of the expression tv rcapoipiau; is

undertaken in the next section.
Verse 25
In order to find clues to unlock the problem of tv
7tapoipiaiq, it is necessary to investigate the following in
vs.

25: tonka, fipa, Jtapprpiq, rcepi too itatpoq.

discussed last,

Tavta is

for to know what it refers to is to know

what is meant by tv TOtpoiqiat<;.

Hence the discussion is in

the following order: raxpprpiq; Jttpi too mrtpoq; (Spa; tauta.

napprpiq1
The Greek word rcapprpia means outspokenness,
frankness,

freedom of speech, and was claimed by the

Athenians as their privilege.
tongue,

freedom of action,

It can also mean license of

liberality,

private relations it means candor.

and lavishness.

In

riapprpia was not used to

mean the opposite of napoqna before the FG; no such case was
found in the T L G .

No contrast between tv tcpwrra and tv

Tcapprpia is found before the FG.
1For further discussion on the use of nappTpia, see
Heinrich Schlier, "napprpia, " in TDNT. 4:871-886.
It is used
to mean a right to say anything, the actuality of things,
the courage of openness in the political sense.
He stated,
875, "The LXX goes beyond the Hellenistic senses in passages
where it is stated that God gives the people rotppTpia and
that divine ao$ia has Taxpprpia. The influence of the Old
Testament faith is especially to be seen, however, when
there is reference to rapprpia towards God or to the rcapprpia
of God Himself."
In the Epistles of John man's openness to
God was highlighted.
In Acts it is used to mean only
boldness, candor towards man.
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There are nine occurrences of itapprpia in the FG.
All of

them appear in dative form. Two of them are used

with a

preposition iv (7:4; 16:29).

The presence of the

preposition does not offer a different meaning.

All of the

occurrences can be divided into two groups:

(1 ) as opposed

to £v Kptnrap;1 (2 ) as opposed to iv mxpoipiaiq•

To the former

belong

7:4, 13, 26; 11:53; 18:20,2 which indicate the

public

nature of Jesus' teachings. Here it means

or "openly."

To the latter belong 10:24; 11:14;

It means "plainly."

"boldly"
16:25, 29.

We are chiefly concerned with the

second group.
napprpia as opposed to iv 7capoipiaiq is used in four
cases, each case by different individuals or groups: the
Jews

(10:24), the Evangelist

disciples

(11:14), Jesus

(16:25), and the

(16:29).

At the feast of the Dedication,
to tell them plainly about himself

the Jews asked Jesus

(10:24).

He had given

some indications that he was the Messiah, but they were not
satisfied with them.

They wanted to hear a plain statement,

’Rudolf Scnnackenburg, The Gospel According to S t .
J o h n , 3 vols. (New York: Crossroad, 1990), 3:162, commented:
"In most of the other places where it occurs (apart from
11:14), Ttapprpia has reference to the 'public', in other
words, it suggests that Jesus' revelatory discourse is not a
secret doctrine, but is something that takes place in the
presence of the 'world'."
2In the light of the uses of this term in 1 John we
might develop an idea that nxxpprpia not only indicates
openness, but by its dative form the manner of speaking with
boldness as well.
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not an obscure statement.

The use of 7cappT)aia in 10:24 has a

close connection with the rocpoijiia in 1 0 :6 , because all this
misunderstanding was caused by the rapotfiicx and the Jews were
asking him to speak openly

(rcappr|criq) , and Jesus told them

that he had expressed it plainly (10:25).

This might

indicate that vss. 7-18 are given in rcappr|cria.
Jews did not think so.

Still the

Not only what Jesus said by the use

of rcapotpia, but what he said tv 7cappTH7ice, was not understood
and accepted.

napoijiia in 10:6 and rcapprpia in 10:24

constitute a dialectic chain which is fully developed in
16:25 .
Concerning the death of Lazarus Jesus told his
disciples that he was asleep, meaning his death.
understood literally, but Jesus said 'plainly'

They

(rcappTicriq)

that he was dead (11:14).

In contrast to what did the

Evangelist use this term?

One cannot find any other term

than 7tapoip.ta used in the Gospel to refer to a saying which
contrasts with rcappriaia.

Based on the fact that the rapoqucc

of 10:1-5 and its expansion were met by the request of the
audience to speak plainly

(Ttappnoiq) , and tv Ttapoqiioiq was

contrasted with itccppnaiq in 16:25, there is no other feasible
term except the term 7tapoip.ia.

The use of rocppr|aia in 11:14 is

the Evangelist's comment just as the use of the term rcccpoiqia
in 10:6 is from him.

It is reasonable to propose that

jtapoipicc is implied by the Evangelist's use of the term
jiappt|oia in 11:14.
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Jesus compared Lazarus' death with a sleep in view
of raising him up.

It is very much a metaphor.

specifically a metonymy,

It is

in which death was represented as

sleep and sleep described death only partly.
understand this figure of speech.

They did not

The Evangelist commented

that Jesus told his disciples about the death of Lazarus
plainly .1

Therefore, raxppiTcriq refers to a manner of saying

something without using an obscuring figure.
When we turn our attention to how the disciples used
the term,

its use in 16:29 calls for careful attention.

vs. 2 9 they commented on the saying of Jesus,
are speaking plainly, not in any figure!"
they make these comments?

In

"Ah, now, you

On what basis did

Since the saying of vs. 16 was

not explained, we cannot say tnat speaking raxpprjcriq is giving
an explanation of rotpoinicc.
jtapoipia.

It is simply speaking without

This use corresponds to the one in 11:14.

’when Jesus talked about the 'death' of Lazarus he
used a Jtapoipia of sleep.
Somehow the 'death' was not a word
to be spoken openly.
The same was true of Jesus' death.
He
did not speak openly about his 'death,' but he alluded to it
by speaking of his going away.
We find only one use of
7tappr|cria in the Synoptics.
Mark reports that Jesus "began to
teach them that the Son of man must suffer many things, and
be rejected by the elders and the chief priests and the
scribes, and be killed, and after three days rise again.
And he said this [tov Xoyov] plainly [rcappntriq] " (Mark 8:31,
32).
This unique use seems to reveal the fact that the word
about passion is hidden.
When it is spoken, the manner of
its revealing is rtapprpiq. Therefore nrappncriq carries an
overtone in the Synoptics of revealing the death and
resurrection of Jesus.
This is in line with the Johannine
use of the term.
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Returning to the verse under investigation, we find
no difficulty in stating that rcctppT|(juz means the absence of
jtapoipia.

This implies that racpoi|ua and rcappT|aia do not

directly oppose each other, but raxpoifiia has an aspect which
is contrasted to the meaning of rtapprpia.

Ilapoifria, thus,

seems to refer to an obscure and difficult saying.
rfepi too rartpoq

We may ask three questions:
things about the Father before?

(1) Did Jesus reveal the

(2) When did Jesus speak

about the Father plainly? and (3) Can -cauxa identify with
Jtspi XOU 7taTpO<;.

To answer the first question,

it is necessary to

study the occurrences of the word Jtcrrfip in the FG.

The

Greek word romjp occurs 135 times in this Gospel--fifteen of
them do not refer to God, and 120 occurrences do.

The

fifteen exceptional cases include Abraham, Jacob, the devil,
and so forth.

An examination of the 120 occurrences shows

that Jesus revealed to both Jews and disciples much about
the Father.

The Evangelist expressly stated in 8:27 that

Jesus "spoke to them of the Father."
God is revealed to be a lover

(15:8; 17:24), a

sender

(5:36; 20:21), a giver (18:11), a seeker (4:23),

worker

(5:19; 10:37), a judge (5:45), a glorifier

17:1, 4), a commander
Jesus
verbs.

(5:18), etc.
He is seen

(15:10), a farmer

a

(12:38;

(15:1), one with

He also appears as objects of certain
(6:46), he is respected

(5:23;

8:49),
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is known

(8:38), he is che topic

destination of Jesus
he is asked

(8:27; 16:25), he is the

(13:1; 14:6,

28; 16:10,

(14:12; 16:23), he is loved

(15:23, 24),
in the Father

and so on.
(17:21).

17, 28; 20:17),

(14:12), he is hated

The Father is in Jesus, and Jesus
He is the righteous Father

(17:25),

and the holy Father (17:11).
Based on these observations one can say that much
was already revealed by Jesus about the Father .1
to reveal the Father (1:18).

Jesus was

It is clear that Jesus told

them about the Father in the past, but whether he used
rcapotpicc to speak about the Father is another question.

To

this we shall return later because we do not know yet what
rcapoipla i s .
To answer the second question a suggestion can be
made: the prayer of Jesus in chap.

17 is a foretaste of what

speaking about the Father plainly refers to.
explicitly said so, but it is hinted.

It is not

A few observations

can be made for the idea that chap. 17 is a foretaste of the
hour when Jesus will speak plainly about the Father.
1C f . Bultmann, 587, who observed "Not that he will
say anything new; not even that the meaning of what has
already been said will gradually become comprehensible to
the mind; for Jesus had never imparted theoretical
knowledge.
Rather, what was once said will become clear in
the eschatological existence, for which it was spoken from
the beginning.
All that can be said as simple communication
had been said long ago; and with the words rcspi tcru 7caxp6<;
droxYYEAfij up.iv we are not embarking on any new theme; for that
the Father loves him, that he has given him ££o\X5ia, that he
has sent him etc., has been said frequently, nor can
anything else be said of the Father than how he works in his
S o n ."
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First, much information about the Father was given,
while two other prayers in the Gospel are very short and do
not reveal much of the Father .1

Second,

the prayer of

Jesus in this place "affords the plainest language possible
about union with G o d ."2
rcccppricricx.

attitude to God was

He addressed God as Father six times:

(17:1, 5, 21, 24),
Father"

Third, Jesus'

(17:25).

"Holy Father"

"Father"

(17:11), and "0 righteous

His boldness in this prayer became an

example for the disciples and those who believe through
them.

It may be that Jesus' way of speaking to the

disciples is £v 7tapoi|iiaiq and that of praying to the Father
is Ttapprnna.

3y the extension of the meaning of Jtccppncria we

can say that Jesus went before God with rcappr|cria through the
prayer.

Through the prayer to God he let them know plainly

the things about the Father and his relationship with H i m .3
Fourth,

16:25 is situated between vss. 23-24 and 26,

which are the sayings about asking God with boldness, as
described in 1 John 3:21-22, which says,
'll:42: "Father, I thank thee that thou hast heard
me.
I knew that thou hearest me always, but I have said
this on account of the people standing by, that they may
believe that thou didst send me"; 12:27b, 28a: "Father, save
me from this hour?
No, for this purpose I have come to this
hour.
Father, glorify thy name."
ZL. William Countryman, The Mystical Wav in the
Fourth Gospel (Philadelphia: Fortress Press, 1987), 104.
3Interplay of the two meanings of a word is
interesting to note.
In its dative form raxppTiaicc can mean
"boldly" and "plainly." When it is used in contrast with
jcapoqiia, it means "plainly. " When it is used with aitEO, it
means "boldly."
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Beloved, if our hearts do not condemn us, we have
confidence (jtappr|cha) before Goa; and we receive from him
whatever we ask, because we keep his commandments and do
what pleases him.
1 John 5:14 seems to support this idea, since reappr|cria is
connected to the prayer of asking.
Fifth,

"when the hour comes" in 16:25 corresponds to

"the hour has come" in 17:1.

Surely the time mentioned in

16:25 has arrived when he prayed to the Father about the
glory in this climactic moment.
through the prayer.

Jesus was entering glory

This prayer is the overture to the

glory spoken of so far.
To answer the third question, we need to see three
possible ways to look at 25b in view of the phrase "rapi too
jaxxpot;."1

First, it is to understand that the contents of

25a and 25b are the same but only the manner is different.
Carson notes that "Jesus himself, after the resurrection,
will speak words that will lose their enigmatic character,
words about his Father ."2
reaxpoq, that is,

He equates xavta with nepi tov>

'these' refers to [the things]

concerning

'We may add another dimension.
Based on the
Johannine theology of Jesus' oneness with the Father,
whatever is said about Jesus is also about the Father.
This
idea is clearly delineated in 14:7, 9b: "If you had known
me, you would have known my Father also; henceforth you know
him and have seen him." "He who has seen me has seen the
Father; how can you say, 'Show us the Father'?"
Therefore,
if something is spoken concerning the Son &v rocpotpiccK;, then
something concerning the Father is also spoken in this
manner.
2Carson, John, 547.
If Carson identifies Jesus with
the Father his explanation may stand, but he does not
indicate this.
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che Father.

So Jesus spoke about the Father iv rocpomioci<; so

far, but when the hour comes he will speak no more in this
manner,

but £v jcappncria.1

This,

however,

is difficult to

establish, because the Father was not revealed in any
enigmatic speech and tawa seems to refer to what is
preceding and its content is about Jesus' destiny.
The second way understands that the one who will
speak plainly is the Spirit - Paraclete .2
this,

In support of

the reading of dvcrryeAi) is preferred over the reading

of 6h«X77eX<b because it is said in 16:15 that the Spirit of
truth will announce

[dcvayyEXef] .

The resurrected Christ will

teach them, through the Spirit, but this does not explain the
interconnections between all the significant words in vs.
25 .
Third, one may attempt to understand that different
topics are in view.
spoken these things

We may paraphrase as follows:
[topic one]

I have

to you in jtapotyuau;, and when

the time comes I will announce to you concerning the Father
[topic two] plainly.
is Jesus,

It can be known that the first topic

because in the passage Jesus spoke about his going

away and the second topic is the Father.

They converge in

the relationship between the Father and the Son.

There was

1R. C. H. Lenski, The Interpretation of St. John's
Gospel (Minneapolis: Augsburg Publishing House, 1961), 1102,
"Yet Jesus himself defines 'these things' in the phrase
'concerning the Father, 1 and more fully in v. 28."
2Beasley-Murray,

287.
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no question when Jesus spoke concerning the Father, but
whenever he connected himself to the Father,
raised questions.

the people

Any announcement about Jesus'

relationship to the Father caused the audience to question
and misunderstand.

In Johannine context his relationship

with the Father is firmly rooted in the statements about his
origin and destiny.
identity.
plainly.

His origin and destiny define his

Announcement concerning the Father was made
They will be made more plain when the relationship

between the Father and Jesus is made plain in the absence of
xapoqua.

Therefore,

topic one deals with his going away,

and topic two deals with his destination: the Father.
are closely related to each other.

Both

Although they are

dealing with two different topics they converge in the
relationship between the Father and the Son.
In sum, Jesus spoke plainly about the Father.
origin and destiny of Jesus was in riddles.

Therefore,

The
the

phrase xEpi xou jccrcpoq does give a clue to the problem of tv
xapoqiiraq.

What Jesus spoke about himself in rcapoipia will be

manifest by his speaking plainly about his relationship with
the Father.

napoifua is about Jesus' origin and destiny, but

it is made plain only when his relationship with the Father
becomes claim.
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'Qpa
The word <5pa occurs twenty-six times in John,
means an appointed time,

'ftpa

the time set for something .1

times it is used to indicate the hour of the d a y .2
find at least three different qualities of time.

Four

We can
First,

it

is a time called n o w :3 (1 ) the hour of true worship, and
(2 ) the time when the dead will hear the voice of the son of
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(2) the hour to go to the Father;
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(3) the hour not to

speak in napoipiccfc;; and (4) the hour they will be scattered.
Each of the four is considered as one event.
The Johannine djpa also is the eschatological
5:26.

hour in

This can be equated with the hour of persecution in

16:2, 4.

There is an ambiguity in this.

This might be

included in point number 4 above.
Sxegetes have two views in regard to (Spa in vs. 25:
(1) the time comes after Christ's resurrection; and (2) the
time comes before Kis death.

For the first view,

Barrett, among others, held that "the 'hour'

C. K.

is not that of

the immediately following sentences, but of the period after
Gerhard Delling,

"'ilpa, " in TDNT 9:677.

2The sixth hour, 4:6; 19:14; the seventh Hour, 4:52;
the tenth hour, 3:39.
34:21,

23; 5:25; 16:32.

42 :4 ; 7:30; 8:20; 12:23, 27; 13:1;
(32) ; 17:1.

16:21,

(15),
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che resurrection, when the Spirit is g i v e n ."1

He, along

with others, did not accept the response of the disciples as
truthful.
For the second view, C. H. Dodd seems to disagree
with the exegetes mentioned above.

He believed that 16:23

is :
the explicit statement to which the metaphors of 16:1923, drawn from current eschatological thoughts,
correspond.
This 'plain statement' is clearly meant to
be the close of the exposition, which passes from
jcapotjua to rapprncha.2
J. Ramsey Michaels agrees with Dodd and says:
Their observation that Jesus already speaks plainly is
quite accurate, and their acknowledgement that he comes
from God (vs. 30) confirms what he had said they
believed in verse 27.3
It appears that the majority of scholars interpret
the time of mxppvpia as the time after the resurrection.
When the Spirit of the Truth comes, he will enlighten the
minds to understand the deep things of G o d .4
view, however,

The second

is not out of place, because the disciples

1C. K. 3arrett, The Gospel According to S t . J o h n : An
Introduction with Commentary and Motes on the Greek Text
(Philadelphia: Westminster Press, 1978), 495; Brown, J o h n :IX I I , 518; Morris, 70 9; Barnabas Lindars, The Gospel of J o h n ,
New Century Bible (London: Oliphants, 1972), 511; Ernst
Haenchen, John 2: A Commentary on the Gospel of John
Chapters 7-21 (Philadelphia: Fortress Press, 1984), 145.
2C. H. Dodd, The Interpretation of the Fourth Gospel
(Cambridge: University Press, 1953), 416.
3J. Ramsey Michaels, John (San Francisco: Harper &
Row Publishers, 1983), 273.

‘Some exegetes interpreted existentially following
Bultmann.
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enjoyed the foretaste of the time in 16:26-28 and in chap.
17.

Therefore,

it is plausible to accept the comment in vs.

29 literally and to interpret that experience as the
foretaste of the hour they will have after the resurrection.
Still,

the foretaste is not comparable to the fullness,

which is yet to come.

But this does not yet point to a

conclusive answer to the question of the meaning of 6v
JKxp<n*riau;.
Tcnrax
What does xcruxa refer to in John 16:25?

If we can

determine the referent of this tavta, we can define the
nature of jcapoiixia by examining the forms and contents of the
material, but the views are so diverse that it is not easy
to arrange them under a few categories.

Grouping them into

a few major views is somewhat forced, but in order to make
the diversity and complexity manageable it is helpful to
present them in this way.
views,

Before surveying the various

it is necessary to note that all the scholars agree

that it includes what is immediately preceding.

The

difference lies in what additions they make.
We can roughly group them into four major views.
The first view suggests that it should refer to only what is
immediately preceding.

This trend is recently in vogue, but

the tendency to extend its referents is seen even among its
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advocates.

Scholars who hold to this view also differ in

their details .1
The second view suggests that it should refer to the
whole Farewell Discourse.

Exegetes in this group do not

agree in all points .2
1Jonn Peter Lange, The Gospel According to John (New
York: Charles Scribner's Sons, 1915), 499, believes that
"the proximate reference is to the saying of a little while,
and, in particular, to the parabolic word concerning the
woman in travail."
He observes that "Jesus characterizes
the entire method which he has hitherto pursued amongst the
disciples, as a speaking £v rcccpoijiicnc;." Still he thinks it
wrong to include the word about the vine.
He is not clear
where to begin the section which is referred to by taina,
but he believes that it should refer to more than just vss.
17, 21.
Dodd, Interpretation. 392, 416, observes that it
refers to 16:19-22.
He thinks, 416, that the imagery of
16:19-22 is properly described by way of speaking in
juxpoijiica. J. H. Bernard, A Critical and Exegetical
Commentary on the Gospel According to St. J o h n , ed. A. H.
McNeile (Edinburgh: T. & T. Clark, 1972), 519, affirms that
the primary reference here is to vss. 15-18.
Schnackenburg,
John. 3:161, believes that it refers to 16:16, 17c, 21. He
notes that the use of plural implies a generalization, and
adds that, "this is confirmed by the fact that the same word
is used in the singular ('not in any figure') in vs. 29."
Beasl ev-Murray, 286, concurs with Schnackenburg in what is
referred to, except that he includes vs. 2 0 , but he realizes
the uncertainty involved, so he suggests three stages:
immediately preceding; 4b-33; 13:31-16:32.
Michaels, 273,
restricts its reference to the riddle of vs. 16, the parable
about the woman in labor in vs. 2 1 , and perhaps to the
metaphor of the vine in 15:1-17.
He believes that to
characterize the whole discourse as figures of speech is an
exaggeration, to about the same degree as the statement in
Mark 4:34 that Jesus would not speak to the people "without
using parables."
2Alvah Hovey, An American Commentary on the New
Testament: Commentary on the Gospel of John (Valley Forge,
FA: Judson Press, 1885), 328, narrows the referent down to
the sayings which Jesus spoke after he left the room.
Brooke Foss Westcott, The Gospel According to St. John, 2
vols. (Grand Rapids, MI: Wm. B. Eerdmans Publishing Company,
1954), 233, comments on the nature of the discourse:
"Sometimes the figurative character of the language is
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The third view asserts that it should refer to all
the teaching of Christ in the Gospel .1

All those who

principally referred to, and at others, the obscurity
resulting from that character.
The former reference seems
to prevail in 1 0 :6 , and the latter in the passage before us
. . . but it is here applied to figurative expressions as
obscure, and is fairly represented by dark sayings .'1
G. H. C. MacGregor, The Gospel of J o h n . Moffatt New
Testament Commentary (New York: Harper and Brothers
Publishers, 1928), 302, tries to add "to the immediately
foregoing much of the discourse with reserve." The
expression "the discourse" is taken to refer to the Farewell
Discourse.
Barrett, 4 95, believes, based on the contrast
with jtappnoict, that veiled speech is meant.
He observes that
it is "unlikely that the reference is simply to the analogy
of the woman in childbirth in v. 21."
For him "it is rather
to the last discourses as a whole, or to all the teaching of
Jesus, which John certainly represents as not having been
understood." Morris, 709, holds to the pure form of this
view.
He includes consistently the whole Farewell
Discourse.
He finds it as referring to the
discourse as a whole rather than to the immediately
preceding figure of the woman in childbirth.
1George Hutcheson, The Gospel of John (London: The
Banner of Truth Trust, 1972; first published 1657), 347,
extends the referent to the most part of Jesus' doctrine
hitherto.
He observes that -ccrota should not "be restricted
to the immediately preceding purpose in this chapter, but
should be more generally extended to the most part of his
doctrine hitherto, particularly in this last sermon."
A.
Plummer, The Gospel According to J o h n , Cambridge Bible for
Schools and Colleges (Cambridge: The University Press,
1923), 303, understands that it refers to all Christ taught.
He observes that the certainty of how much is included is
not decisive.
At least he knows two opinions: one adheres
to vss. 9-24; and the other to 15:1-16:24.
But he suggests
that the latter is too narrow.
Bultmann, 587, argues
against the idea of B. Weiss that xavxa ought to be limited
to vss. 23f , because its opposite is the future rappr|CTigdiscourse.
So he extends its reference to all that had been
said previously. He thinks all to be enigmatic talk, and
adds that "all discourses are both overt and enigmatic."
He
does not think it possible to distinguish one from the
other.
Whether it is overt or enigmatic the teaching of
Jesus is not understood without the existentialization.
Lenski, 1102, understands that tcrura refers to "all that
pertains to the Father, his [Jesus] mission, his return to
the Father, all that Jesus and the Father will then do."
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accept this view appear to presume that the presence of
perfect and future tenses of the verbs in vs. 25 seems to
indicate the demarcation of time.

They tend to extend the

scope of its referent.
The fourth view suggests that it should refer to
what is immediately preceding and to the element of the
mysterious that characterizes all the words of Jesus,

to all

of parabolic nature, and the characteristic of obscurity .1
Josef Blank, The Gospel According to John, ed. John L.
McKenzie, 2 vols. (New York: Crossroad, 1981), 2:162-163,
believes that everything that Jesus had said during his
earthly life is described as having been obscure and
enigmatic in 16:25.
He adds that the Gospel is largely a
collection of parabolic discourses which are deciphered by
means of misunderstandings and Jesus' replies to them.
He
comments on the differences between the Synoptic parables
and Johannine discourses.
1Frederic Godet, Commentary on the Gospel of John,
with Historical and Critical Introduction, translated from
the 3d French edition by Timothy Dwight, 2 vols. (New York:
Funk Sc Wagnalls, 1886), 2:318, begins with £v jcapoip.iai<;. He
believes that it means similitude.
He comments that Jesus
meant "to characterize in general the manner of speaking of
divine things in figurative language." He includes in the
figurative language such as follows: Father's house, way, to
come, to see again, to manifest oneself, to make one's
abode, etc.
Edwyn Clement Hoskyns, The Fourth Gospel
(London: Faber and Faber, 1947), 489-490, observes that "the
Lord's teaching was characterized by this obscurity
throughout; not merely the so-called parables but the
sayings of the ministry in general." He understands that
the distinction between the original teaching of Jesus and
the teaching of the Church is justified and explained in
this verse.
Marcus D o d s , The Gospel of St. J o h n . The
Expositor's Greek Testament, ed. W. Robertson Nicoll, 2
vols. (Grand Rapids, MI: Wm. B. Eerdmans Publishing Company,
1956) , 2:838, includes all the sayings with reserved
character of all the sayings of that and all the previous
teachings.
William Kendriksen, New Testament Commentary:
The Gospel According to J o h n , vol. 2 (Grand Rapids: Baker
Book House, 1975), 336-337, believes that xavta refers to
all the words which Jesus spoke that memorable night and
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probably even to all his previous teaching.
He thinks dark
utterances to be the very heart of Christ's teaching.
The
discourse often centers in the veiled saying, but he does
not believe that all the sayings of Jesus are dark
utterances.
He adds that "in the body of such a discourse
there are many statements of sufficient clarity to remove
every excuse for rejecting Jesus as the Son of God."
He has
a long list of dark utterances: "Jesus had spoken about
raising up the temple in three days, getting born again,
living water which quenches thirst once and for all, rivers
of this water flowing from within believers, people who
would never see death; also about himself, as the One whose
flesh the believer must eat and whose blood he must drink,
as having preceded Abraham in time, as the good shepherd who
lays down his own life; about a mysterious betrayer (whose
identity remained undisclosed for a considerable period of
time); and about an enigmatic "little while." which was to
be followed by another equally puzzling "little while" (see
on 2:19; 3:3, 5: 4:10, 14; 6:35, 50, 51, 53-58; 7:37, 38;
8:51, 56, 58; chapter 10; 13:18, 21; 16:16-19)."
Emphasis
original.
Brown, John: XIII-XXI. 734, believes that the
disciples have not understood the figure of the woman in
labor that Jesus uses to illustrate his departure, but it
cannot be sustained by the text.
There is not a slight hint
about this in the text. What they did not understand is not
the parabolic word of a woman in travail, but the word of
departure.
So Jesus promised that the time will come when
such figures will no longer be necessary.
Brown goes on and
extends it to include "the element of the mysterious that
characterized all the words of Jesus in the Gospel."
It is
not clear whether he intends to include all the words of
Jesus in rocpoifriai. Barclay M. Newman and Eugene A. Nida, A
Translator's Handbook on the Gospel of John (New York:
United Bible Societies, 1980), 516, 517, include a saying
about the woman; washing of the disciples' feet; the vine
and the branches; the good shepherd; and more.
They extend
the scope of its referent to all the Gospel; still they
limit it only to the sayings of parabolic nature.
Peter F.
Ellis, The Genius of John: A Composition-Critical Commentary
on the Fourth Gospel (Collegeville, M N : Liturgical Press,
1984), 237, observes the referents of xawta in two contexts.
First, the immediate context, in which the reference is to
the mysterious saying of "little while" in vss. 16-19 and to
the parabolic similitude of the travail and joy of the woman
who gives birth in vss. 21-22.
Second, he has a list of
"allegories": the wind in 3:8; the shepherd and the gate;
the saying about Lazarus' death; the saying about seeing the
Father in 14:7; and the vine and the branches, and "all of
which presented difficulties to the hearers (cf. 3:9; 10:24;
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It is difficult to put the views in good sequence
because there is no apparent development.

A reason for

presenting these views is not to see a development, but to
show disagreement.

The nineteenth century authorities are

quoted to show that there is almost no

advancement in

defining xauxa.

to limit it to the

The recent tendency is

immediately preceding passage, but the whole Gospel tends to
attract the attention of the exegetes.

Since the views are

so diverse, we recognize the difficulty of the problem.
One common tendency among all the exegetes is t h i s :
They made decisions about what tv rcapoipiau; means before they
investigated what xauxa refers to.
jcapoi+rioK; is settled,

this xauxa refers to.

Once the meaning of tv

there is no need to investigate what
My contention is: Unless we are sure

about what xauxa refers to, we are not in a position to
decide the meaning of tv Jtapoifhau;.

We need to investigate

first what xauxa refers to, then we can analyze the referent
and decide what tv Ttapoifriaiq means.

So the sequence of the

investigation must be xauxa--dv rcapoithau; not tv Jtapotjiiau;-xauxa.

A survey of how xauxa is used in this Gospel will

help us in the process of determining the referent of xauxa
in 16:25.
11:14; 14 :8 -9) ." David J . Ellis, The International 3ible
Commentary with the New International Version, ed. F. F.
Bruce (Grand Rapids, MI: Zondervan Publishing House, 1956),
1257, combines two ideas.
He wants it to refer to the
immediately preceding material in the discourses and to "the
parabolic method which Jesus employed as a whole.1'
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T a m a in John
Many sayings are referred to as ta m a in this
Since ta m a is a neuter plural form of omcx;,

Gospel.

it is

necessary to investigate the use of tom o all through the
Gospel in

order to see how ta m a is employed, and this in

turn will

assist us to know what ta m a in 16:25 refers

to.

We limit our investigation to ta m a and tom o only as they
refer to certain sayings,

regardless of the speaker.

In

order to see the consistency with which the word is used we
will deal with |oercz tcrina and psxa tomo as well.
We have two questions to ask: What does ta m a refer
to in the various contexts of John?
referents

of ta m a ?

obvious, and there
not obvious.

In many cases what tonka refers to

bread of life.

We call the former obvious ta m a .
We have twenty-two examples of

T a m a in 6:53 refers to the discourse on the
T am a in 13:21 refers to the block of

sayings in 13:12b-20.

T am a in 15:11 refers to the

discourse on the vine in 15:1-11.
15:18-27.

is

are some cases in which the referent is

Obvious T a m a .
obvious ta m a .

Of what size are the

T am a in 16:1 refers to

This is apparent because they were worried about

the persecutions he had spoken of.

ta m a again in vss. 4 and 6 .

This is referred to as

Actually ta m a in vss. 16:1, 4

(2 ), 6 refers to the same, which is 15:18-27.
17:12 refers to 17:1-11.
in chap. 17.

T am a in

T am a in 18:1 refers to the prayer

All these eight instances refer to rather

extensive portions.
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Tcruta in 7:9 refers to 7:6-8.
to 8:28,

29.

Tavna in 9:6 refers to 9:3-5.

refers to 9:20-21.

behalf of Lazarus.

Tcrura

It is a prayer of Jesus on

Tavta in 12:36b refers to 12:35-36a.

T a m a in 12:41 refers to 12:38-40.

It contains two

quotations from the book of Isaiah.

three verses.

Tavxa in 9:22

Taura in 11:11 refers to 11:9-10.

in 11:43 refers to 11:41-42.

to 18:20-21.

Tavta in 8:30 refers

Todrca in 18:22 refers

They are rather short sayings; each has two or

TtrOxa in 20:18 refers to 20:17.

This is a

rather long verse.
We have other instances of Tcrina which refer to
short sayings.
9:39.

Tcrora in 9:40 refers to one sentence in

Tavca in 11:28 refers to 11:27, which is one

sentence.

Tavta in 12:16 refers to one sentence quotation

from Isaiah in vs. 15.
sentence of Mary.

Tavtec in 20:14 refers to 20:13, one

All these cases have one sentence.

These are obvious Tcruta.

The plural form does not

necessarily indicate many sentences.
referred to as tauta (e.g.,

Even a sentence can be

11:27; 12:16), and also a long

block of sayings can be called tawta (e.g.,

13:12b-20; 15:1-

1 1 ).

Tauca seems to refer to a sentence or sentences of any

size.

Therefore we can conclude that tauta may refer to any

length of sayings,

but it is certain that each of them

refers to what is immediately preceding.

Tcmxo.

A neuter singular form of ovkog, toino is used

consistently in the Gospel to refer to a single saying.
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have fifteen instances of this u sage .1
one sentence immediately preceding.

tcrina,

All these refer to

Compared to the use of

it is more consistent and literal, due to the fact

that touto always refers to one sentence or verse
(remembering that versification is arbitrary).
refers to what is immediately preceding.

It also

From the above

investigation, tcruxo, when it refers to a saying,

is used

consistently to refer to a short saying or question.
is no exception to this rule.

There

In order to see the

consistent use of vxxnct, let us look at tieta tauto?.

Meta Tohna.

Meta ta ik a in 3:22 may refer to a time

after at least two incidents: the first one in Jerusalem;
the second, an interview with Nicodemus.

Therefore,

function of ta v ta comports with its plural form.

the

Meta ta v ta

in 5:1 may refer to a time after Jesus' visit to Galilee and
the visit to Cana, or after all the things that happened in
Cana.

Therefore, ta v ta in its plural form functions

literally.

Meta ta v ta in 5:14 may refer to a time after the

question in 9c-13 and Jesus' withdrawal.

Meta ta v ta in 6:1

refers to a time after the dialogues in 5:14-47.

Meta ta v ta in 7:1 refers to a time after all the
things happened in chap. 6 .

Metri ta v ta in 19:33 refers to a

time after all the things which took place in the passion of
Jesus.

Metcc ta v ta in 20:21 refers to a time after two p o s t 

resurrection appearances of Jesus.

That all these seven

1John 2:22; 4:18; 6:5; 7:39; 11:51; 12:6; 12:33;
13:28; 16:17, 18; 18:34; 18:38; 20:20; 20:22; 21:19; 8 :6 .
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xawx refer to a plurality of incidents is clear.
no exception to this rule.

There is

They consistently refer to more

than one incident of life.
Meta touto .

There are three instances of petd tomo.

Each of them refers to a single incident.

The one in 11:7

refers to the fact that Jesus stayed two more days after he
heard the news that his dear friend was i l l .
11:11 refers to the preceding incident

The other in

in which he spoke.

The third one in 19:28 refers to the moment Jesus spoke to
his beloved disciple about his mother.
single things.

All these refer to

Therefore, we conclude that touto with nerd

consistently refers to a single thing.
These W o r d s .

Tovx; loycruc; tovtcruq in 10:19 and ravra ta

|3f|j.axa in 10:21 refer to the same speech in 10:7-18.

The

expression tav Xayav tovtav in 7:40 refers to 7:37-39.

Tavta

td (!)T|iaxa in 8:20 refers to 8:12-19.

Tovrov tov A.ayov in 19:8

refers to 19:7 where the Jev/s said,

"we have a law, and by

that law he ought to die, because he made himself the Son of
God."

In Greek the sentence has fourteen words, but the

plural form of "Tav X.ayav toircav" in 19:13 refers to a single
sentence in 19:12, which has sixteen words.

Therefore, we

might conclude that the expression "these words" is
consistently used to refer to a singular saying,
sizes of the sayings vary.

though the

All of them refer to what is

immediately preceding.
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Less Obvious Tcrika.

There are five xaxna. which call

for attention, because they do not obviously show their
referent.

Before we enter the discussion it is important to

pay attention to the fact that we must give preferential
consideration to the immediately preceding portion as the
referent of tavta, because obvious tcrika has shown this
regularity.
The saying in 5:34 has a present tense verb of Xeyo),
which might be translated as 'I am saying . 1
refer to what is preceding,
tense,

It seems to

but because of the present

the possibility that the following section can be

included in tatka is high.

Jesus reveals that the purpose

of saying certain things is to impart the saving knowledge.
Both the following and the preceding portions seem equally
to fit into the purpose, and the verb indicates on-going
conversation.

Therefore,

it may refer to both what is

preceding and what is following, all that Jesus says in
5:19-47 .
When one enters the Farewell Discourse,

the question

of what tavta refers to becomes more complicated because at
least seven tama are used.

All of them are related to each

other in some degree or another.
what precedes.

Tafka in 16:33 refers to

When we analyze the verse we see two stated

purposes: that "in me you may have peace"; that "you may be
of good cheer in spite of the tribulation."

Their hearts

were troubled because he told them of his going away.

They

were in sorrow when he told them of the coming persecution.
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Jesus said xtroxa Co remedy these two conditions.

Up until

16:6 he told them of the gloomy future, but suddenly the
tone changes in 16:7, where comforting words begin.

Since

16:33 reveals that tauxa was given to comfort them, it is
natural to see it refer to the comforting words.
16:7 can be a good starting point of this xcroxa.
thinks that it refers to chaps. 14-16.’

Therefore,
Carson

Bernard believes

that it refers to the immediately preceding of v s . 32,2 but
I believe it to be more likely the passage of 16:7-32, with
some interruptions,

that is referred to.

Toruxa in 17:1 refers to the preceding words of
consolation, but since this verse does not have any
specifications it is possible to extend the scope of its
referent.

It is after the end of the Farewell Discourse and

is found in the narrator's comment and also before the
beginning of the prayer.

We can extend it to the whole

discourse, and scholars usually agree to the extent that it
refers to the whole Farewell Discourse .3

In spite of the

’D. A. Carson, The Farewell Discourse and Final
Prayer of Jesus (Grand Rapids, MI: Baker Book House, 198 0) ,
169 .
23ernard,

523.

3Carson, Farewell Discourse, 175, believes that
"this" refers to the entire Farewell Discourse.
See, also
Bernard, 559, who believes that it referred to the discourse
ending in 14:31.
He rearranges the discourse and the prayer
according to the following order: 13:31a, 15:1-27; 16:1-33;
13:3lb-13 :38; 14:1-31; 17:1-26.
Thus Carson and Bernard
agree on what xcriixa in 17:1 referred to.
Bultmann, x-xi,
rearranged the Discourse in the following order: 13:1-30;
17:1-26; 13:31-35; 15; 16:33; 13:36-14:31.
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fact that -arum always refers to what immediately precedes,
it is plausible to accept the view that this xavta refers
not only to what immediately precedes,
discourse as w e l l .1

but the whole

Still it does not contradict the

pattern we have seen so far, except the size of the referent
is enormously large at this time.
Tcruxa in 14:25 presents a rather difficult problem.
Due to the perfect tense of the verb,

it certainly refers to

what is preceding, but what is the real beginning of the
section referred to is not certain.
chap.

Bernard wanted to put

14 at the end of the Farewell Discourse and he

commented:
This is the seventh time that this solemn refrain
appears in the Last Discourse.
Here xcrihcc embrace all
that has been said throughout the evening, and not only
the sentences immediately preceding .2
There is little to substantiate Bernard's rearrangement.
this rearrangement is implausible,

If

then where do we find the

beginning point of the section this xccvxa refers to?
Several verses can be suggested:
[31]; and 14:1.

14:22; 14:18; 14:9;

13:33

The portion beginning with 13:33 indicates

the longest of them, the portion of 13:33-14:24.

The

portion beginning with 14:23 indicates the shortest of them,
that is, 14:23-24.

There is one good reason we should think

’Barrett, 467, thought that the reference was to the
words of consolation which Jesus has spoken.
Bultmann, 625,
believed that xcrina referred to all the sayings of Jesus
thus far.
2Bernard,

552.
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inclusively.

In 14:25 Jesus emphasized his presence among

the disciples.

From 13:33 to 14:24 we have at least five

instances of mentioning his presence among them, and there
is no Tama at all used in this section.

It seems to show

that Tama in 14:25 refers to 13:33-14:24.

This portion of

sayings was interrupted by the questions from Peter (13:3638) , Thomas
Iscariot,

(14:5-7) , Philip

14:22).

(14:8-11) and Judas

(not

The saying was interrupted at 13:35, but

in 14:1, Jesus resumed the topic.

At this time he comforted

them with the promise of his return.

Again it was

interrupted by the question Thomas raised,
Jesus resumed it at v s . 12.

again by Philip.

This time the promise of

greater works which the believers are able to do was given.
Then followed a commandment of love.

The promise of his

return was repeated, and all was summarized.
question,

Judas raised a

but Jesus answered and continued his discourse.

Therefore, we conclude that it refers to che section of
13:33-14:24, a rather long portion.
There are a few cases in which -oocma is used to
refer to what is written

(e.g., 20:31; 21:24),’ but since

the problem of Tama we are dealing with concerns the
sayings of Jesus, being conditioned by a verb XaAeco, I do
not discuss this in detail.
’it is not clear whether only signs are referred to,
or both signs and sayings are referred to by these Tama.
It probably refers to the Gospel as a whole.
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Summary.

We may summarize che characteristics of

the use of xcroxa in regard to the sayings material:

1.

Tchna refers to what is immediately preceding

(with one possible exception in 5:34, where the following
can be included ).1
2.

to a small

Tavka may refer to a large block of sayings or
block of sayings ofany size.

3.

Tcrika may refer

to a simple saying.

4.

Tonka may refer

to a few verses.

5.

T aika may refer

to a block of sayings

interrupted by interlocutions.

T auta in 16:25
There is no doubt from the prevailing patterns we
have seen so far that ra tk a in John normally refers to what
is immediately preceding.
seems to be what

Chap.

16:20

[IS]-24, therefore,

is referred to by the tonka invs. 25,

according to the first and second of the above
characteristics.

Vs. 19 repeats the saying invs. 16.

It

responds to the questions caused by the saying in vs. 16.
Therefore,
follows.

it is difficult to separate vs. 16 from what
We have seen a fifth characteristic which allows

some interruptions in the discourse material referred to by

ta fk a .

This phenomenon was seen in the portion referred to

by ta v ta in 14:25.

It appears that even without the

’T a ik a in nexa xaxka and toiko in pewx toiko refer to
the preceding incidents and the preceding single incident
respectively.
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interruptions by the questions of the disciples,
Discourse might have followed the same route.

the

By

tentatively bracketing tv latpcmiicax; we have no objection as
to the idea that tauta refers to vss. 16, 20-24.

The

inclusion of vs. 16 gives rise to the question whether the
preceding section should be included, but if we attempt to
find everything in vss. 16, 20-24 that was spoken ev
JtapoipiaK; we will be misled.
There are two objections to the assumption that
tauta refers only to vss. 16, 20-24.

First, the words

preceding vs. 16 are not separated from it, although that
deals with the way the Spirit of the Truth works.

Second,

in vs. 17 not only the saying of (uxpov, but also the saying
of his going away to the Father was questioned,
found in vs. 5a [10b] .

which is

It might be more proper to include

the words preceding vs. 16, where his going away was
mentioned.
We see ta u ta in vs. 4.

This ta u ta refers to what

Jesus said about the coming persecution primarily,
vs. 5 it appears that a turn of topic occurs.

and in

He resumes

the topic of his return, and this topic continues all the
way to vs. 16.

It appears most likely that 16:5-24 is what

is referred to by ta u ta in 16:25.

We, therefore,

conclude

that ta u ta refers to not only 16:16, 20-24, but 16:5-15 as
well.

Analysis of 16:5-15 is net necessary because to know

what is referred to by ta u ta gives adequate ground to
continue the discussion of what is xopcx^ia in this context.
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Verse 29
In 16:25 Jesus made it clear that he will no longer
speak to them iv jtapoifuai<;.

It is obvious from the text that

there is no mxpoinia in 26-28.

When they heard him speak

vss. 26-28 they responded that he was not speaking a

rcapoipia.

This is a comment on the manner of Jesus' speech,

while vs. 3 0 is a comment and confession arising from what
Jesus has said.

It is absurd to assert that they did not

know what Jesus meant by iv jtapoifuau; .

They understood the

shift between the two, but they did not understand the
contents of 7cccpoip.ia.

They did not say that they now

understood what he said, they simply said "you are speaking
plainly, not a icccpoifua."

They did not seem to understand

what Jesus meant in vs. 16 even after he spoke vss. 26-28.
Thus far, we have discussed at length 16:25,

29. The

examination of significant elements in the verses revealed
that iv TOcppTpiq means the absence of icnpoijiia, which seems to
refer to an obscure and difficult saying.

Speaking plainly

is not only contrasted with speaking iv Tcccpoqiiaig but is
related closely to the boldness of prayer to the Father,
which emphasizes Jesus' relationship with the Father.

'I2pa

is understood to refer to the time after resurrection as
well as the moment of speaking as a foretaste of that coming
hour.

T o m a in 16:25 is understood to refer to the

immediately preceding passage of 16:5-24.
It is natural to think of 16:16 as the xopoqua which
triggered the question.

In 23a Jesus said that "in that day
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you will ask [question]

nothing of me, " because the mpoi+ucc

will be solved by the resurrection.

If resurrection gives

them the answer, then the question is on death.

It suggests

that the referent of the rctxpoipia can well be the death of
Jesus.

It is significant to see Jesus' statement in 20:17-

18 after the resurrection that he will go up to the Father.
When Jesus told them about his going away to the Father
before his death, he was speaking to them about the return
to God through his death and resurrection.
In light of the discussion we may draw three
important points toward the conclusion:

(1 ) the saying of

16:25 was given in the context of questioning conditioned by
the ambiguous words of Jesus;

(2) the phrase iv rcapoi+hcxK; i s

contrasted with rappriaicc; and (3) tauxa refers to what is
preceding.
of 16:5a

Based on this we can conclude that the sayings

(10b), 16 are rcapoipiai.

’Ey Ilapotiuau;
We have identified that the sayings of piicpov in vs.
16 and of imaya) in vs. 5a

[10b] as rcapoipica in the passage.

Now we have to ask: What does iv mpoifuaiq mean in 16:25?
This is the main question and the reason for the preceding
discussion.

A basis for solving the problem is laid.

It is

necessary to review various views to test them against the
results of our preceding study.

We find at least five

different views regarding the phrase iv 7tapoip.icnq, reflected
in various Bible translations and commentaries: proverb,
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parable,

illustration,

figure[s] of speech,

and riddle

[dark

saying].
Proverb
The KJV translates it "in proverbs."

It is based on

a literal translation of a Greek word Jtccpoi+ha.

Kim Dewey

believed that John's use of the term rcccpomia "embraces a
range of literary forms, devices, and concepts,
riddle, proverb, parable, metaphor, allegory,
paradox, enigma, aporia, and so o n ."1

including

irony,

To say that John

uses a range of all these listed above is one thing, but to
say that each use of the term embraces a range of all the
listed above is another.

This seems like a case of

"illegitimate totality transfer," to use a phrase of James
Ba r r .2

Dewey discussed the Johannine use of proverbs and

makes a list of thirty-four proverbs,

and followed Bultmann

and Brown accepting the use of 7tapoifuai in 16:25, 2 9 "to be a
reference not merely to the immediately preceding verses,
but to all the words of Jesus in the Gospel.1,3
He focused on the proverbial-parabolic material,

and

believed that the use of the proverb is "with little risk of
’Dewey,

82.

2James Barr, The Semantics of Biblical Language
(London: SCM Press, 1983), 218, 222.
3Dewey, 82 .
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being misunderstood."
eliminates

His definition of proverb 1

'proverb' from John's use of itapotfha.

He saw two

proverbs in 10:1-5, but they were not understood!
16:21 in his list of thirty-four,

We find

but this verse is not

identified as a rocpoipia above.
Also, he thought that by i\ rcapoi|iioci<; the
incomprehensible things were communicated, and by iv TOtpprpiq
the things comprehensible were communicated, but
misunderstanding was not caused by the forms and literary
devices!

Rather, it is caused by mysterious content.

When

he used Bultmann he did not look at his reason for saying
this--not because of the literary devices, but the
difficulty arose because of the lack of commitment .2
misunderstanding was not caused by proverbs.

The

Therefore,

proverbs must be deemed out of the range of this term in the
FG.

In the general sense of rcapoijita Dewey is not wrong, but

his view deviates from the Johannine sense of jrapotpia.
It is strange that H. R. Reynolds used the
translation of "in proverbs" and amplified it with "in
concentrated and to some extent enigmatical utterances,
dark sayings upon a harp 1 ."
for "proverbs"?

'in

What definition did he accept

If he followed the modern definition he

1He says on p . 91, "The proverb is a sanctioned
vehicle for expressing one's thoughts and intentions,
without fear of public censure and with little risk of being
misunderstood."
23ultmann,

587.
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should not accept this translation because proverbs belong
to the public.

He put all the similitudes in chaps.

16 in this category .1

9-12,

There are proverbs in John but none

of them was called Tcapoipia, though in the Synoptic Gospels
proverbs were called impaPoA.fi (Luke 4:23; 6:39; Mark 3:23,
24).

In the FG, particularly in our text, something else is

called 7mpoi{iia.

Therefore,

"in proverbs" is not proper for

the translation of this phrase.
Parable
Literary critics define parable in various ways.
Bernard Brandon Scott defined a parable:

"A parable is a

mashal that employs a short narrative fiction to reference a
symbol ."2
discussion.

This will be our working definition for the
He mentioned four components of a parable.

second component is significant for our discussion:
parable is a short, narrative fiction.

The

"A

This initially

differentiates parables from other meshalim like proverbs,
riddles, sentences of the wise, and so forth ."3

According

to Scott's definition,

16 are not

the sayings of 5a [10b],

1H . R. Reynolds, The Gospel of St. John. 2 vols, The
Pulpit Commentary, ed. H. D. M. Spence and Joseph S. Exell
(Grand Rapids, MI: Wm. 3. Eerdmans Publishing Company,
1977), 2:308.

Bernard Brandon Scott, Hear Then the P a rable: A
Commentary (Minneapolis: Fortress Press, 1989), 8 .
3Ibid.
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parables, and 16:21 might be a parable.

Nevertheless,

it is

not fictitious.
The Amplified Bible translates it "in parables
(veiled language, allegories,
and 29.

dark sayings)" in both 16:25

The editors gave room for options in the

parenthesis.

It appears that they chose "parable" in view

of the fact that TKXpoijiia is another word for jMApapoA.fi.
scholars hold this view.

Many

Newman and Nida thought that there

seemed to be no "perceptible difference between Johannine
7capoip.ia and Synoptic 7KXpaPoA.fi."1
however,
7axpaPoA.fi-

The context of John 16:25,

reveals that jrapomaa is different from the Synoptic
Therefore,

'parable'

is an improbable meaning.

Illustration
Floyd V. Filson believed that THXpoipia is an
illustration .2

It is not a hindrance, but rather a help.

He agreed with Brown that the 7tapoipia is a parable and is
given to help their understanding.

This ignores the

contrast between TKXppTicriq and iv Tuxpoijiiaiq.

If we follow their

view it is not a dark saying, but a figure of speech
employed

to help their understanding the sayings which

caused misunderstanding.

If it did, the purpose of

’Newman and Nida, 325.
It is possible to propose
this theory based on Mark 4.
Nevertheless Johannine data do
not seem to support i t .
John

2Floyd V. Filson, The Layman's Bible Commentary:
(Atlanta: John Knox Press, 1975), 125.
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illustration is not achieved.

In fact, Filson did not seem

to accept the presence of a dark saying.

He stated:

He does not mean that he has deliberately tried to keep
them from understanding him.
He means that to help them
at their stage of spiritual growth he had to use such
illustrations.
Even then they have not fully understood
him.'
He understood that the :rapaip.ica were employed to assist
understanding.

Therefore,

he thought they were

illustrations.
Brown submitted:
The disciples have not understood the figure of the
woman in labor that Jesus uses to illustrate his
departure, and so Jesus promises that the time will come
when such figures will no longer be necessary .2
It is extremely difficult to support this interpretation,
because we cannot find any indication from the text that
they did not understand 16:21, and actually it is an
illustration for vs. 20, and the sayings of vss. 5a [10b],
16 are not illustrations.

We have observed so far that

7axpoip.ia impeded rather than illuminiated.

"Illustration"

therefore appears to be an inappropriate translation of

juapotfha in the FG.
Figures of Speech
The Good News Bible rendered the word Ttapoxpia
"figures of speech."
"figures of speech"

The NIV chose "figuratively"
(16:29).

(16:25),

The NKJV chose "figurative

11 b i d .

2Brown,

J o h n :X I I I - X X I . 734.
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language"

(16:25),

"figure of speech"

selected "figures of speech,"

The NEB

"figure of speech."

opted for "figurative language,"
RSV rendered "in figures,

(16:29).

The NASB

"figure of speech."

in figure."

The

Schnackenburg

supports this proposal.

He believes that 16:16,

17c, 21

belong to this figure .1

It is an attempt to go back to the

Hebrew word btiQ, which seems to include a wide range of
literary genres.

Based on the use of the plural form of

napotpia, it is asserted that the word is intended not to
point to a specific literary form or Dominical saying, but
to the whole method of figurative language permeating the
Gospel--that is, a generic plural .2

If we accept this, our

understanding of the expression iv nxxpaPoXchq in the Synoptics
should be modified considerably (Matt 13:3, 13; Mark 4:2).
Furthermore, because we have two specific rcapoipicn of 16:5
(10 b ) ; 16, we need to see the term technically, not
genetically.
Since we are not looking for the general idea of
rocpoipicc t>ut for the specific idea from the context, we are
obliged to look for something narrower.
Schnackenburg,

This approach of

3:161.

S a i l R. O'Day, Revelation in the Fourth Gosoel
(Philadelphia: Fortress Press, 1986), 106, understood it to
refer to the mode of revelation.
She asserted: "The change
from plural to singular indicates that the disciples do not
understand that Jesus is referring to his mode of speaking,
but instead interpret his words as if Jesus were referring
to individual teaching units."
She also viewed that "16:25
is not a straightforward statement to be taken at face value
but is itself ironic."
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using "figure" is safe but not specific enough for our
investigation.

We must look beyond it.
Riddle

The Hebrew word for riddle is rrvn.

Samson's riddle

is the only example of m ’n as meaning riddle .1
riddles are difficult questions

Usually

(1 Kgs 10:1; 2 Chr 9:1).

The method of God's revelation to the prophets,
Moses,

except

was described by the use of this term (Num 12:8: in

dark speech).

"With him I speak mouth to mouth,

clearly (iv

eC5ei) , and not in dark spe e c h : and he beholds the form of
the L o r d ."2
16:25.

Somehow this provides a background for John

When we try to understand John 16:25 in the light of

Num 12:8 we can arrive at an insightful interpretation--the
disciples do not remain as ordinary prophets, but they will
be like Moses.

God's dealings with the people,

and its hidden meaning were labeled as riddles
The king who understands riddles will arise

its history,
(Ps 78:2).

(Dan 8:23) .

taunt saying is referred to by the term (Hab 2:6).

A

In size

Old Testament and Judaic riddles are usually short .3
1H . Torczyner, "The Riddle
(1924) : 125-49, lists several Old
19:5, 3-4; Judg 13:18; 6:23; Amos
10; Cant 8:9-10; Eccl 12:2-6; but

in the Bible," HUCA 1
Testament riddles: Ps
7:8; Jer 1:11; Ezek 17:3they are not labeled as

rrrn.

2Emphasis supplied.
3Samson's riddle in Judg 14:14: "Out of the eater
came something to eat.
Out of the strong came something
sweet. " Only six words in Hebrew.
We find a riddle in
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Riddles in the Greco-Roman world have their own
peculiarities .1

Clearchus of Soli gave a definition:

riddle is a problem put in jest,
mind,

"A

requiring, by searching the

the answer to the problem to be given for a prize or

forfeit ."2

Some Greek riddles are:

(1) based on a letter;

(2) based on a syllable; and (3) based on a whole noun.

As

for the riddle's lengths we find some riddles are short,

but

others are extremely long .3
Lamentations Rabbah 1.1.11: "What are the following: nine go
out but eight come in, two pour out but one drinks, and
twenty-four serve?"
We also find several riddles in
Yebamoth 97b: "My paternal, but not my maternal brother, and
he is the husband of my mother and I am the daughter of his
w ife'!" "He whom I carry on my shoulder is my brother and
my son and I am his sister'?" " ’Greetings to you my son; I
am the daughter of your sister'?"
W a l t e r Manoel Edwards and Frederick Adam Wright,
"Riddles," in The Oxford Classical Dictionary, ed. N. G. L.
Hammond and H. H. Scullard, 2d ed. (Oxford: Clarendon Press,
1970) , 924 : "A riddle (Ypu|>o<j) in its proper sense may be
described as a species of cciwyna or ’dark saying',
(’story').
It is essentially designed to baffle or
challenge the intelligence of the hearer; its subject-matter
may be derived from a variety of sources, e.g. natural
phenomena, social custom, or myth."
2Athenaeus Deipnosoohistae 10.448c.
3A11 the riddles in this section are found in
Athenaeus Deipnosoohistae (1) Short riddles: the sweat from
the Bromiad spring: wine; the dewy stream of the nymphs:
water; the redolent breath of cassia coursing through the
air: myrrh (10.449c); "What is the strongest thing in the
world?" (10.451b); "A creature footless, spineless,
boneless, shellbacked, its elongated eyes popping out and
popping in': snail (10.455e); (2) Longer riddles: "There is
a feminine being which keeps its babes safe beneath its
bosom; they, though voiceless, raise a cry sonorous over the
waves of the sea and across all the dry land, reaching what
mortals they desire, and they may hear even when they are
not there; but their sense of hearing is dull" (10.450f) ;
"The hollow-bodied vessel formed by the while of the wheel,
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We may list Pythagoras'

enigmas :1 "Do not taste of

black-tails"; "Do not step over the beam of a balance"; "Do
not sit on a peck measure";
everybody";

"Do not give your hand to

"Do not wear a tight ring";

with steel";

"Do not eat your heart";

"Do net put food into a slop-pail";
reaching the boundaries."

"Do not poke a fire

"Abstain from beans";

"Do not turn back on

These enigmas are listed also in

Plutarch De Iside et Osiride 534e, where they are labeled as
nt>6aY0piKajv jrapOYYE^+Kixcov (Pythagorean precepts) .
precepts couched in enigmas.
sayings are in view,

These are

When the intentions of these

they are precepts,

but when

difficulties are in view they are enigmas.
Whenever individuals gave a riddle they asked what
it meant.

Hence, riddles are followed by a question.

In

the Judaic world if one understood the riddle one won a
garment(s)

as the reward,

garment (s) .2

and if he failed he lost his

In the Greco-Roman world when one failed to

fashioned of clay, baked in another house of Mother Earth,
and bearing in its womb the tender-fleshed forms, milknursed and stewing, of the new-born flock: pot (10.449b);
"The creamy flood that flows from bleating shegoats, mingled
with fountains from the tawny bee, and nested in a flat
covering of the maiden daughter of chaste Demeter,
luxuriating in countless delicately-compounded wrappings: a
flat-cake" (10.440c); "It is not mortal nor yet immortal;
rather, it has a nature so mixed that its life is neither in
man's estate not in a god's, but its substance ever grows
fresh and then dies again; it may not be seen by the eye,
yet it is known of all": sleep (10.449d).
Plutarch's Moralia The Education of Children
1 2 .d-f.
2Samson's case,

and see Lamentations Rabbah 1.1.11.
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resolve the riddle,

he should drink an extra cup of wine

mixed with b r i n e .1
Greek words for 'riddle' are ypujicx;, cdvayjia, and
rcp6fJA.Tina,2 but the term used here is mpoiiua, which hinders
literal translation in the context.

Several translators of

this term understood it in context and in contrast with
7tappT)aicx.

The JB used "veiled language" in vss. 25, 29.

Leon Morris understood it as "dark sayings or parables,"
which he believed to refer to the whole discourse .3
Barnabas Lindars rendered it "obscurely ."4

Carson thought

that "figuratively" does not mean 'with figures of s p e e c h 1
but

'with veiled speech'

in contrast to the 'plainly '.5

’Athenaeus Deipnosophistae 10.458f: "we must tell
also what penalty was suffered by those who failed to solve
the riddle put to them.
They drank brine mixed in their
wine, and were obliged to take the cup without stopping to
breathe, as Antiphanes shows."
2rpi<{>0<; and cdwypa are Tcpoj&Tna, which is, they are
difficult problems.
The former is in question format.
Gne
gives a riddle and asks the audience what it is. One
requires the audience to solve the problem.
The latter has
common features with the former, but not always.
It
sometimes leaves the audience in darkness.
Therefore the
audience should ponder and find out the meaning or the
answer.
The Johannine riddles are closer to the latter than
to the former.
Jesus is portrayed as stimulating the
audience to ask questions about what he said.
His way of
giving riddles was different from those of Samson and Greek
Sophists.
3Morris,

70 9.

4Lindars, 511.
5Carson,

163.
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Ernst Haenchen put it "in enigmatic words, veiled
sayings ."1

Marcus Dods regarded it as "dark sayings" or

"riddles."

He thought that it referred to the reserved

character of the whole evening's conversation and of all the
previous teaching .2
A few scholars prefer "riddles."
"enigmatic t a l k ."3

Buitmann used

J. N. Sanders thought that ev nopoi^iau;

referred to enigmatic sayings.

He believed that much that

Jesus said to the disciples was enigmatic .'1

W. H. Cadman

believed that rocpoipia is used in "the sense of dark sayings,
utterances which have had in them meanings hidden so far
from the disciples."

He thought that "their relationship to

Him will remain a dark riddle until they come through the
gift of the Spirit to experience the reality of union with
Him and the Father ."5

B. F. Westcott commented on 10:6 and

16:25 that it showed "the notion of a mysterious saying full
of compressed thought, rather than that of a simple
comparison ."6

George R. Beasley-Murray believed that it is

'Haenchen,
2Dods,

145.

83 8 .

3Bultmann,

58 7, Ratselrede.

4J. N. Sanders, A Commentary on the Gospel According
to St. John, ed. B. A. Mastin (New York: Harper & Row,
1968), 361.
5W. H. Cadman, The Open Heaven
Blackwell, 1969), 197.

(Oxford: 3asil

W e s t c o t t , 233.
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"in the obscure speech of metaphor," and "obscure
language ."1

R. C. H. Lenski believed that rapotjuai "are

veiled utterances or forms of speech over against complete
plainness and direct language ."2
The sayings of 16:5
Therefore,

(10b), 16 are difficult sayings.

"riddle," in the sense of a difficult saying,

fits best for cnem and is well supported oy tne context.
Now, we need to return to the question of above: Did Jesus
reveal the Father through riddles?

The answer is no.

God

was revealed as explicitly as possible, but it was the
relationship between the Son and the Father that was
described in nwpoipia.

Although Jesus did not give them

riddles as such, we read that his riddles caused the
audience ask him about their meaning.

In this sense his

riddles are slightly different from the ones then current.
We examined 'proverb,'

'parable,'

'illustration,'

'figures of speech,' and 'riddle' to find which of these are
most appropriate for the translation of jcapoip.ia in the
expression "iv rcapoi|iiai<;."
identified as rcapoipiai,

Since vss.

16:5 (10b),

16 are

it is clear that they do not belong

to the categories of proverb, parable, or illustration.
saw that

We

'proverb' did not fit because of the failed

understanding.

'Parable' does not fit because vs.

apparently not a parable.

16:15 is

The notion that it is an

’Beasley-Murray, 267.
2Lenski, 1102.
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'illustration'

is misleading because it should help with

understanding, not hinder.
specific enough;

'Figures of speech'

it is too broad for John.

is not

'Riddle'

represents the best translation because it explains why the
disciples failed to understand, and questioned.
Furthermore, vss. 5a

[10b], 16 are good examples of riddles.

Therefore, we accept "in riddles" as the more appropriate
translation of the phrase iv jrapoip.ionq.
Analysis of Riddles
The situation in 17-24 ensued from the obscure
saying in vs. 16, and this saying pertained to the event of
Jesus' going away.

Most specific jtccpoi+uai are mentioned in

vs. 17: the riddle ot a little while and the riddle of his
going away.

Therefore,

it is evident that 7tapoip.ia is a

riddle about the departure of Jesus.

There were a few

references to his going to the Father after the first
mention in 14:12 in his own

words .1

We find mention of

this in 16:5, 7, 10 in this passage.
The question in vs.

17 is about the meaning of vs.

16, but vs. 17 includes "because I go to the Father" at the
end.

We heard of his going away in the previous sections in

the Gospel ,2 but

not in 16:16.

However, his

departure was

114:19, 23, 28.
The Evangelist himself mentioned
the departure in 13:1, 3.
21 3 :3 3, 36 ; 14:12, 19, 28; 16:5,
16:10b is quoted verbatim in 16:17.

10b.

Especially
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brought up when they questioned him about 16:16.

In vss.

16-19 this saying of pucpov is mentioned four times.

This

repetition suggests the significance of t.ae saying.

The

whole section seems to revolve around it.

It is apparent

that they have not understood the departure sayings in the
previous section.

Now when they faced another difficult

saying of pucpov, they brought up these two sayings together
(16:5a

[10b], 16).

very w e l l .

They were not able to correlate them

The saying of his going away became more obscure

with the saying of pucpov.

The intensification of the

difficulty made them question.
In 16:5 Jesus expected his disciples to ask
questions about wtdyco.

It appears that Jesus thought the

word of his departure was a difficult saying.

Nevertheless,

they did not ask about it in the way Jesus expected.
in 1 6 :17b they included this by quoting 16:10b.

Later

The saying

of on jtpog tov raxTEpcc vmaycD Ktri o u ke u OecopercE ps combined two
riddles of going away and seeing no more

(16:10) .

The verb VHtccyo is used thirty-two times in the FG.
When Jesus used this word to tell the people about his going
away,

it was not understood properly (7:33; 8:14,

13:33; 14:4,

28) .

21, 22;

Although John mixes nopeuopcn with xmarfos,

the latter is used more ambiguously.

It is supported by the

fact that when Jesus used 7copc6opai instead of xxmrfG) they said
that he was not saying a riddle

(16:28, 29).

includes the ambiguous word xmocfG).

The riddle

They did not understand

the saying about his going to the Father.
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The riddle of pucpov of 16:16 shows a repetitive
structure:

"A little while, and you will see me no more ;

again a little while, and you will see m e ."1
were puzzled by pucpov.

The disciples

By the repetitive use of an

ambiguous word (pucpov)

the saying became obscure.

not understand pucpov.

Not only •urocyco but pucpov also is an

ambiguous word.

They did

The riddles reveal the mystery of Jesus'

going away in ambiguous words.

Therefore,

I propose that

the use of an ambiguous word is one of the characteristics
of the Johannine riddle.
Since his return to the Father is only through the
death on the cross and the resurrection from the dead they
were not able to understand his saying.

It was probably not

based on the lack of faith or the lack of proper commitment
to the person of Jesus, as Bultmann proposes ,2 but was
prompted because of their conception of Messiah.

It is

evident that the Jews believed that the Messiah should
remain forever .3

The disciples appear to have shared the

’We see that the English translation has better
verbal parallelism than the Greek original: "Mucpov iccci oukeu
Qeopeixe pe, tccti rcdA.iv pucpov tcai SvyeaQe p e . " We can find a
similar parallelism in Samson's riddle in Judg 14:14; the
Greek term for this riddle is rcpopA.r|ia, and Samson said:
"Out of the eater came something to eat.
Out of the strong
came something sweet."
2Bultmann,

586-7.

3C f . 12:34.
It is not clear which Old Testament
text is in the background of this belief.
Brian McNeil,
"The Quotation at John xii 34," NovT 19 (1977) : 22-33, sees
the Targum to Isa 9:5 (6 ) provides the key to understanding
the allusion.
Gillian Bampfylde, "More Light on John xii
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popular belief.
Messiah,

Although they have accepted him as the

they could not accept his return to the Father,

even through death.
The major theme of this discourse, which we might
call the major raxpoijiia, appears to be his going away.
Everything in chaps.
going away.

13-17 ensued from the situation of his

What they were not able to understand was his

going away through death.

The sending of the Holy Spirit

and the asking of the Father "in my name" were two main
pillars which sustained the disciples when they were told of
his going away.

These two promises were the core of this

Farewell Discourse.
It is apparent that vs. 16 is a riddle.
an illustration for vs. 20, not for vs. 16.
in the expansion of the riddle of vs. 16.

Vs. 21 is

It is included
V s s . 20, 22

describe the result of their not seeing him and seeing him
34, " JSNT 17 (1983) : 87-89, considers the source of the
quotation in John 12:34 to be Ps 61:6-7.
Psalms of Solomon
17 dealt with the suffering of the people of Israel. The
author applied the words of the prophets to the Gentiles who
were wicked rulers.
In reality, the words were given to the
people and the leaders of the Israel when they were sinning
against the will of God.
We find their yearning hope for a
new leader who is strong and holy and can expel the Gentiles
from their land, and who will last forever.
We sample a few
verses: 1, 21, 38, 51.
"0 Lord, Thou art our King for ever
and ever, For in Thee, 0 God, doth our soul glory. . . .
Behold, 0 Lord, and raise up unto them their king, the son
of David, At the time in the which Thou seest, 0 God, that
he may reign over Israel Thy servant. . . . The Lord Himself
is his king, the hope of him that is mighty through (his)
hope in God. . . . The Lord Himself is our king for ever and
ever."
Translation from R. H. Charles, The Apocrypha and
Pseudeoigraoha of the Old Testament in English (Oxford:
Clarendon Press, 1913), 2: 647-651.
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again.

A closer look at v s s . 16 and 20 shows that they are

saying the same things, the one in light of the cause,
other in light of the effect.
indirectly,

the

Vs. 21 seems to illustrate,

the result of the events in vs. 16.

sayings need illustrations or explanations,

Obscure

but the reason

for illustration by vs. 21 is not because of the difficulty
vss. 20, 22 have but to emphasize the abruptness and the
intensiveness of the change of situations they will
experience.

Vss. 20-24 expand the riddle of (jiicpov and

vmccYG), in which a proverial-parabolic saying,
term, was employed.
coming (origin)

If his departure is a riddle,

should be a riddle as well.

(origin and destiny)

to use Dewey's
then his

These two ideas

should give direction to the

understanding of his identity and his relationship with the
Father.
Conclusion

In order to see what is referred to by iv Jtccpoip.i(n<;
in 16:25, we have traced why the saying of 16:25 was
necessary at the present juncture of the narrative and
discussed fully what tarna refers to.

The saying of 16:25

was necessary because the disciples had difficulty
understanding some Dominical sayings, and the situation
resulted in their wanting to ask him questions.
connection the saying of 16:25 arose.

Therefore,

In this
it has to

do with specific sayings which are difficult to grasp.
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A key to the meaning is the presence of the contrast
between rcappr|cria and tv rcapoifhai<;.
rapoifua is a difficult saying.

This strongly suggests that
We have concluded that the

referent of tcrirca cannot refer to all that Jesus said.
Neither can it refer to the whole of the Last Discourse
because the use of xcrina in John deters this application.
So we hav" limited the reference of Toura to 16:5-24.

The

analysis of the contents of the section referred to by tavta
does not show that all the sayings belong to rcapoijiia, but
only some parts.

Therefore, we did not accept the idea that

the whole section of 16:5-24 is tv rcapomiai<;, rather we
argued that some rcapomioci were employed in the section.
Based on these points we found two ictxpomicci,

that is, 16:5a

[10b] , 16 .
The proper translation of the word rcapoipia in our
context was determined to be "riddle" with the support of
many scholars and the content which the section carries.
They cannot be proverb, parable, or illustration;
speech is too broad.

figure of

Therefore, we called these difficult

sayings riddles.
Riddles were employed by the Jesus of the FG to
bring out questions from the audience.

He used riddles to

obscure his meaning and to induce questions from them.
brought home their inability to grasp the revelation.

This
In

turn it would direct them to the fullness of understanding
which was yet to c o m e .
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Riddles were never explained in this chapter of the
FG.

Rather they were expanded.

The response of the

disciples in 15:29 declared that Jesus did use a JEapoip.ia,
but not that he explained it for them.
We may summarize the characteristics of these
riddles as follows:
ambiguous words;

(1) they are short;

(2) they include

(3) they are spoken by Jesus;

(4) they are

about the destiny of Jesus, especially the death of Jesus;
(5) they are expanded,

and the expansion employs a

proverbial-parabolic word; and (6) they cause questions to
arise in the mind of the audience and provoke them to ask
questions.
In light of chapter 1 it is clear that the use of
Ttocpoinia in Greek literature before its use in the LXX has no
parallel to the Johannine use of it in 15:25, 29.

The

classical and the Hellenistic use of rapoip.ia points to
popular sayings, maxims, and idiomatic expressions,
never employed the meaning of

'riddle. '

and it

We found that the

Johannine rapoip.ia in this section was net founded on the
Classical Jtccpoip.icc.

Nevertheless, we saw a possibility open

in the LXX that rcapoi+hcc can translate mTt and
mean riddle

(especially Sir 39:3) .

which can

Still it was not very

clear and developed as in this place.

Therefore, we propose

that the addition of the meaning of 11riddle" to the Greek
word jcaponiia was completed by its use in the FG and it is a
contribution of the Johannine rcapoipia.
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CHAPTER III
nAPOIMLA

OF JOHN 10:1-5

Introduction

It was stated in the beginning of chapter 2 that the
task of this chapter is to arrive at the definition of the
Greek word rcapoipia in 10:6, and thus to understand its
nature.

We concluded in chapter 2 that riddle,

in the sense

of a difficult saying, best translates 7capoip.ia in 16:25,

29.

In the present effort we have fewer difficulties than
previously because we do net need to discuss what parts of
Jesus'

teaching are referred to by Jtctpoifua in this context.
One might ask now such a lengthy text as 10:1-5

words)

(34

can be a single rcapOT+na, while the examples in

chapter 1 are extremely short
words) .

Nevertheless,

(the longest was seventeen

it is a single rcapoi+iia based on the

following reasons:
1.

'A(J.tiv ct|rnv in 10:1 clearly demarcates a break from

the previous saying, and a beginning of a new saying.

When

we do not take vs. 1 as a beginning, but take some other
verse in chap.

9 as the beginning,

will grow grotesquely large.

the size of the Jtapoipia

Furthermore,

it is difficult

to find a good break within the text itself because these
verses are so closely connected to each other.
136
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2.

The text as it stands is labeled as a rcapoipia, a

singular noun.
3.
number

Many exegetes do not raise a question as to the

of jcapoipicc involved in this text.1
4.Vs. 6 seems to be independent of 10:1-5.

The

TOtpomia of 10:1-5 is ascribed to Jesus, while the comment in
vs. 6 is added by the Evangelist.
10:1-5 and 10:7-18.

Vs. 6 is a link between

It describes the reaction of the

audience, which did not understand what Jesus said in 10:15.

The Evangelist labels this as jtapoqha.

It is clear that

10:1-5 is called a Jiapoiiha.
Based on the idea that this is a single rcapoipia, we
may establish that a Tcapoi|iia can be extremely long in the
FG.
term.

It is a unique contribution of the FG to this Greek
Nevertheless,

the question remains whether this

Johannine napomta belongs to the forms of Greek itapotfhai
before the FG.
At least three different translations have been
employed for this term: parable,-2 figure of speech,-3 and
1There are a few exceptions.
J. A. T. Robinson,
"The Parable of John x. 1-5," Zeitschrift fur die
neutestamentliche Wissenschaft 46 (1955) : 233-40, first
raised the question that two parables of vss. l-3a and vss.
3b-5 were merged into one parable.
Others followed him that
it is a composite parable.
2JB, NEB,
Reader's Bible.

KJV, AB (1962) , G N B , and the Modern

^ A S B , NIV, and RSV (figure) .
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illustration.1

The present investigation should determine

the literary form of this text and the characteristics of
this rcapoipicc.

This requires an investigation of relevant

parts in John 10.

The discussion is limited to the material

which is essential to understanding the term irccpoi|iicc.
Before we begin our investigation we need to discuss the
relationship of chap. 10 with the preceding passage in chap.
9.
The Relationship Between John 9 and 10:1-5

The idea that John 10 can be understood properly
only in the light of John 9 has been accepted widely.
Before this trend came to be in vogue,

the opinion that the

shepherd speech was loosely inserted into its present
context was influential.2

Some efforts were made by the

form and redaction critics to explain the seemingly
dislocated texts.3

Ulrich Busse summarized two possible

solutions to this problem:

(1) a tradition-historical

1NKJV, and LB.
2Ulrich Busse, "Open Questions on John 10," in The
Sheoherd Discourse of John 10 and Its Context (Cambridge:
Cambridge University Press, 1991), 6-17.
See the endnotes
of 3-9 for the references to the various opinions on the
dislocation and development of this t e x t . This article was
first published in NTS 33 (1987): 516-31 in German with the
title: "Offene Fragen zu Joh 10."
3For example, Bultmann, 360, 363, reconstructed the
order as 22-26, 11-13, 1-10, 14-18, 27-39.
Schnackenburg,
2:276-8, accepted the present sequence and said "it was
recognized that the pastoral discourses were levelled in
polemic way at the Jewish leaders, whom, Jesus, after he had
healed the blind man, reproached with their sins."
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'growth' model, and (2) a 'rearrangement'

hypothesis.

He

argues that "10: Iff. cannot be separated from chapter 9, and
notably 9:39-41, without difficulty."1

He saw "a coherent

composition and flow of argument in so far as the main
interest of the author is christological-soteriological."2
Current scholarship tends to read the text using new
literary approaches.

Jan A. Du Rand ably demonstrated the

cohesion of chaps. 9 and 10.3

He concluded:

From a syntactical point of view chapters 9-10
should be taken as the co-text of John 10 and from a
narratological perspective, chapters 5-10.
This means
that chapter 10 cannot be interpreted as an isolated
island in the Johannine gospel sea.4
Since there is no difficulty in accepting this conclusion,5
we need not hesitate seeking the point of cohesion between
the two chapters.
Jesus declared
this world,

(9:39) : "For judgment I came into

that those who do not see may see, and that

those who see may become blind."
Jesus,

seen in this pronouncement:

There are two roles of
to give sight and to

'Busse, 8.
2Ibid., 16.
3Jan A. Du Rand, "A Syntactical and Narratological
Reading of John 10 in Coherence with Chapter 9," in The
Shepherd Discourse of John 10 and Its Context (Cambridge:
Cambridge University Press, 1991), 94-115.
4Ibid., 94.
5For example, Charles H. Giblin, "The Tripartite
Narrative Structure of John's Gospel," Biblica 71 (1990) :
455, saw 9:1-10:21 as a unit.
See also Carson, John. 379380 .
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blind.

Jesus did the

and he did the latter

former by healing the man born blind,
by giving a rcapoipia

-he audience

probably Pharisees) , and this blinding raxpoipia was given as
an answer to the question raised by some of the Pharisees
near him: "Are we also blind?"

Jesus answered in such a way

that if they denied that they were not blind, they should
remain guilty,

and by giving the riddle,

Jesus proved that

they were not only blind but also guilty.
opening

(chap.

9) and

blinding (chap. 10)

cohesiveness of these two chapters.
this jcapotpia in view of Jesus'

This contrast of
tells the

It is necessary to see

intention to blind the

unbelievers.
Form of 10 :1-5

The form of this passage

(10:1-5)

has not been taken

seriously into consideration by many because traditionally
it was believed that there is no difference between rcapomia
and the Synoptic joxpafJoA.f| in translating the Hebrew word
ben.1

Kim Dewey assigned it to the literary form of
proverb.

Among his list of thirty-four proverbs,

the shepherd and the thief); 10:3b-5
stranger); and 10:llb-13

10:l-3a

(the shepherd and the

(the shepherd and the hireling)

are

'David W. Wead, The Literary Devices in John's
Josoel (Basel: Friedrich Reinhardt Kommissionsverlag, 1970),
38-92, gives special attention to this.
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listed.1

Though his classification appears to be true to

the normal meaning of the Greek term Jtapoijha,2 the context
does not support it because the jcapoifua (two proverbs of
10:1-3a and 10:3b-5 according to Dewey)
standing.

Therefore,

caused misunder

his form of proverbial-parable for

10:1-5 is difficult to support.

Its inclusion is legitimate

only when it is isolated from the Gospel, without
considering how it functions in context.
There is another approach,
Carson.

such as proposed by

He attempted to encompass the wide meaning of the

Hebrew word b&D for mpoipia.

He translated the term 'figure

of speech,1 asserting that 10:7-18 is an expansion of it.3
"Figure of speech" is too inclusive to be helpful, and we
cannot use this translation readily because it is not known
which word (^wn or rrrn) jcapoipia translates.
There are two major opinions as to the genre of this
passage: parable and allegory.

They each are advocated by

two large groups of scholars.
'Dewey,

94.

2In chapter 1 we found that rocpoifua was employed to
refer to popular proverbs, maxims, and idioms. We can
accept his designation only if the two proverbs of 10:1-3a,
3b-5 are popular proverbs.
3Carsen, John. 380.
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Ilapoifiia as Parable
It is often regarded as parable.1

It appears to be

1Gustav Adolf Julicher, "Parables," in Encyclopaedia
Biblica 3:3564, believed that Ttapoifha in 10:6 is a
similitude as well as what is indicated in 16:25-29.
They
"are regarded by the fourth evangelist as identical in
nature with the parables of synoptists."
"The parable is of
the nature of a riddle spoken so that it may not be too
easily understood, it is intended to hinder conversion-- in
fact, to harden (Mk. 4: Ilf.) ." David Flusser, Die rabbinischen Gleichnisse und der Gleichniserzahler 1. Teil Das
Wesen der Gleichnisse (Bern: Peter Lang, 1981), 251, noted
that John "called the parables of Jesus as proverbs. (10:6;
16:25, 29) ." Hutcheson, 201, labeled it as parable, and in
203, he called 7ff. an explication of the parable.
R. H.
Lightfoot, St. John's Gospel: A Commentary (Oxford: Claren
don Press, 1956), 210, said that 1-5 is "the only approach
in John to the familiar parable (7capaP0A.fi) in the earlier
gospels."
Hoskyns, 370, 371, believed that 10:1-5 is a
parable and 7-18 the interpretation of the parable.
He
sees, 369-370, no distinction between the Synoptic 7capaPoA.f|
and Johannine jcapotpia.
McQuilkin, 12, listed 10:1-6 along
with the Synoptic parables.
Robinson, 233-40, saw two
parables; Bultmann, 3 71, thought it is a parable rather than
an allegory, so did Beasley-Murray, 168.
Augustin George,
"Je suis la Porte de brebis," Bible et vie Chretienne 51
(1963) : 18, believed that there are three small parables in
10:1-21: (1) The legitimate shepherd and the thief (l-3a);
the shepherd knows the sheep and the stranger (3b-5) ,- the
good shepherd who gives his life for the sheep and the
hireling who cares only himself (lib-13).
Joannes J.
O'Rourke, "Jo 10, 1-18: Series Parabolarum?" Verbum Domini
42 (1964) : 22, believed that 10:1-5 is a parable and 6-18 is
explication.
Brown, John:I-XII. 390, believed that "10:1-5
consists of several parables, while 10:7ff. consists of
allegorical explanations."
Lindars, 355, labeled this as
parable, and in 357, he called 7-18 as allegory.
Sydney
Temple, The Core of the Fourth Gospel (London: Mowbrays,
1975), 178, thought that 1-5 is a parable and 7-18 has two
parables.
George Allen Turner and Julius R. Mantey, The
Gospel according to John. The Evangelical Commentary on the
Bible, vol. 4 (Grand Rapids, MI: Wm. B. Lerdmans Publishing
Company, 1964), 212 and 215, labeled vss. 1-5 as parable,
and 7-18 as explanation of the parable.
Michaels, 162,
thought it is a parable.
Peter F. Ellis, 168, thought that
it is a parable, and 10:7ff is an allegorical explanation.
Xavier Leon-Dufour, "Jesus, Le Bon Pasteur," in Les
Paraboles les Evanqelioues. 362, believed it to be a parable
given to the Jews, and he sees, 365, 10:7-10 to be the first
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a parable because Jesus tried to convey certain truths by
means of the affairs of daily life.

It is clear that Jesus

did not say this just to describe the life situation of a
farmhouse.

Also,

it is not uncommon in the Old Testament

parables and in the Synoptic parables to use sheep and
shepherd as images of spiritual realities.

Nevertheless,

this does not support or deny that it is a parable.
The term jtapoifua also has some relation to parable
because it has been generally understood to translate the
Hebrew word

which includes all kinds of forms of trope,

especially parable.

Therefore,

it is not surprising to see

so many scholars follow this opinion, but caution is
necessary, because their use of the term 'parable'

is often

not precise, since there are so many different understand
ings of the term 'parable'.

We have adopted a working

definition of parable in chapter 2: "A Parable is a mashal
that employs a short narrative fiction to reference a
symbol."1 We will apply it to this text.
fiction.

Therefore,

It is not

it is difficult to establish that this

jcapoi|iia is a parable.
application, and, 366, that 10:11-13 to be the second.
He
commented, 363, that "the parable is enigmatic."
Frangois
Genuyt, "La Porte et le Pasteur," in Les Paraboles les
Evangel icrues, 384, tried to establish that it is a parable.
He gave a definition of parable: the use of metaphor as a
pattern of interpreting a narrative.
’See above p. 120, n. 1.
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Is the narrative of chap. 9 being illustrated in
10:1-5?

Though chap. 9 is closely related to chap. 10, the

concent of 10:1-5 does not seem to illustrate the situation
in chap.

9; rather it is developed from the situation.1

Although they are related,

the jaxpoifua cannot be a parable.

Rather it is an epitomization of chap.

9.

It appears that

Jesus made a riddle from the experience of chap. 9, just as
Samson made a riddle out of his experience.
We do not find any substantial number of points of
contact with Synoptic parables.

The Synoptic parables

mostly have introductory formulae, while this 7tapoipia has no
such parabolic introductory formula,2 and does not refer to
an incident,

but to roucine.

There is no tertium

comparationis known in 10:1-5, whereas in the parables of
Synoptics the kingdom is compared to many other things in
life.

Therefore,

it is hardly a parable in the Synoptic

sense .3
’Recognition of the voice of the shepherd by the
sheep may illustrate the once blind man's recognition.
His
excommunication can be compared to the leading of his sheep
out of the fold by the shepherd.
Nevertheless if we pursue
this line of interpretation the picture will be distorted,
because the details conflict with each other.
2Scxinackenburg, 284.
3Ibid.
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riapoi+ua as Allegory
The opinion that the distinctive characteristics of
this 7axpoi}iia make it an allegory is widespread.1
^odet, 140, said that it has the nature of
"allegory rather than that of parable."
He labeled 7-10 as
a new allegory; 11-18 as the third allegory.
Paul Fiebig,
Altiudische Gleichnisse und die Gleichnisse Jesu (Tubingen:
J. C. B. Mohr, 1904), 164, saw many allegories in the FG
which find their parallels only in the apocalyptic
literature, such as the allegories found in Ezekiel, but not
in the Synoptics.
He referred to 10; 15: Iff.
He labeled,
165, 10:1-5 as allegorical riddle.
A. Plummer, "Parable,"
Dictionary of the Bible (New York: Charles Scribner's Sons,
1908), 3:663.
G. H. C. MacGregor, 234, also accepted it as
"the allegory of the Shepherd, the Sheep, and the Door."
Bernard, 351, believed that it is the description of the
allegory of the Shepherd and the sheep.
J. Alexander
Findlay, Jesus and His Parables (London: Epworth Press,
1950), 3, thought that "the allegory of the Good Shepherd is
a jaxpoipia, a provisional description, true and illuminating
for the time being," because proverbs are proverbially halftruths.
He assumed that the effort "to invent a new meaning
for Ttapoipia is merely due to its confusion with 7iapaPoA.fi,
which appears to have the meaning of 'dark saying1 in such
passages as Matthew 13:35 and perhaps in Mark 4:11."
Leon
Morris, 501, believed that "it is basically an allegory, but
with distinctive features of its own." Robert Kysar, The
Fourth Evangelist and His Gospel (Minneapolis: Augsburg
Publishing House, 1975), 122, saw four allegories in the
Gospel: the living water in 4; the bread of life in 6; the
shepherd in 10, and the true vine in 15.
Kysar, in John
(Minneapolis: Augsburg Publishing House, 1986), 158,
believed that this and the word of vine are allegories.
"The genre is unique to John within the New Testament, even
though there are traces of allegory in the narrative
parables of the Synoptic Gospels."
In 159 he commented,
"John is the master of allegorical speech, and he saw four
distinct allegories in 10:1-16: l-3a; 3b-5; 7-10; 11-18."
Hendriksen, 97, 99, thought it an allegory.
Graham N.
Stanton, The Gospels and Jesus (London: Oxford University
Press, 1989), 105, commented that "In John, although there
are a few parabolic sayings, there are no parables
comparable with the synoptic tradition.
The extended
allegories of the sheep-fold and the door in 10:1-18 and of
the vine in 15:1-11 are hardly even partial exceptions."
He
reiterated this position in 208.
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Definition of Allegory-

Before we discuss whether this xapomia is an
allegory, we need to define allegory.

Since allegory and

parable both sometimes receive the designation of rtapaPoA.fi a
distinct line between the two entities is often blurred.1
Often it is understood wrongly that when a parable is
explained in detail,

it becomes an allegory.2

Sometimes

10ne might consult the following works among others
on the definition of allegory and its relationship to
parable in the Hebrew mind: Raymond Brown, The Gospel
According to John:I-XII. Anchor Bible, vol. 29 (Garden City,
NY: Doubleday Sc Co., 1966), 390-391; idem, "Parable and
Allegory Revisited," NovT 5 (1962) : 36-45; John Dominic
Crossan, In Parables (San Francisco: Harper Sc Row, 1985), 89.
Brown, "Parable and Allegory," 37, followed Paul Fiebig
and Maxime Hermaniuk in affirming that "there is no really
sharp distinction between parable and allegory in the
Semitic mind."
He, 38, concluded that "there is no reason
to believe that Jesus of Nazareth in his meshalim ever made
a distinction between parable and allegory." This suggests
that Jesus could have used both parables and allegories,
especially in the Synoptics.
See, e.g., Matthew Black, "The
Parable as Allegory," BJRL 42 (1960): 276; Stein, 21; Brown,
John: I-XII. 36-45.
2In the Greek literature, napaPoA.fi and uxovota, the
latter of which has been employed for allegorical
interpretation, are not closely related.
This means that
KapaPoA.fi did not need explanation or interpretation in the
Greek literature, and it was not explained.
It appears that
vxovoia, which is usually translated as allegory, was used
more often for interpretive method than for a way of speech.
It seeks the deeper meaning--non-literal meaning-- from the
text, whether myth or history, but not parable.
Txovoia,
which is a hermeneutical terminus technicus. is the Greek
word used to designate deeper meaning.
It is the word used
for allegorical interpretation.
The Greek term dcAAriyopia,
which is a rhetorical terminus technicus. has basically two
meanings: (1) an allegory, that is, description of one thing
under the image of another; (2) an allegorical exposition.
I have searched through the Greek literature to see any
relationship between the two words (xapaPoA.fi and lixovoia) and
failed to find a close connection between the two.
For more
infor-mation on the relationship between uxovoia and
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the detailed explanations of all the parts of a parable are
unfortunately believed to constitute an allegory.
Nevertheless,

a parable does not become an allegory when the

parabler himself explains the meaning of the parable in
detail.

In the same fashion,

the detailed explanations of a

parable do not constitute an allegory.1 The
interpretation,

though it may be allegorical, does not make

itself an allegory.

Allegory is something different from

parable in its nature.
To make the discussion short,

I list five

characteristics of allegory in order to see whether this
rcapoipia can be appropriately called an allegory:
1.

Allegory is an extended metaphor.2

dtXXTjyopxa, see Hans-Josef Klauck, Alleqorie und Allecorese in
svnootichen Gleichnistexten (Munster: Aschendorffsche
Buchdruckerei, 1978), 32-44.
’Klauck, 354: "Die Auslegung eines allegorischen
Textes ist selbst nicht allegorisch, solange sie streng nach
der intentionalen Textur des exegetischen Objekts fragt, d.
h. nach sprachlicher Struktur, Intention des Autors und
Erwartungshorizont der Horer."
2Ibid.
Julicher defined allegory as an extension of
metaphor (Gleichnisreden. 1:58-69).
He thought that Jesus
could not have spoken allegorical riddles (39-42, 52-68,
165, 145-53), but his idea has been challenged by many
scholars.
For a critical survey of the history of
interpretation of the parables, see Robert M. Johnston,
"Parabolic Interpretations Attributed to Tannaim," Ph.D.
dissertation, Hartford Seminary Foundation, 1977, 1-122;
Warren S. Kissinger, The Parables of Jesus: A History of
Interpretation and Bibliography (Metuchen, N J : Scarecrow
Press, 1979), 71-230.
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2.

Allegory is reducible to a nonfigurative level.'

3.

In pure allegory no direct reference is made to

the principal object.2
4.

Allegory does not cause misunderstanding.3

5.

Allegory is commonly fictitious.4

For the first characteristic we do not see any
metaphor or simile in 10:1-5.
ward factual statement.

It is rather a straightfor

It is only when we come to vss. 7-

18 that we have metaphors.

Second,

10:1-5 is not reducible

to a nonfigurative level because we have no clue to reduce
it.

The reduction of 10:1-5 cannot be made, and there is no

need to reduce it to nonfigurative level.

The third

characteristic seems to fit the text of 10:1-5.

No direct

reference is made to the principal object in this.
Strangely enough, however, no scholar uses this criterion to
label this as allegory.
teristic,

According to the fourth charac

the audience is expected not to fail to perceive

the meaning,

but it (10:1-5) was not understood.

John 10:1-5 is not fictitious,
situation of a farmhouse.

Fifth,

rather it describes the life

Therefore, we can safely assert

’Crossan, 87; M. C. Parsons, "'Allegorizing
Allegory?': Narrative Analysis and Parable Interpretation,"
Perspectives in Religious Studies 15 (1988): 152.
2Smith, "Similitude," BTEC 9:752.
He did not
include John 10:1-5 under allegory, and what is more likely
an allegory (15:1-6), he regarded as a metaphor.
3Ibid.
‘Herbert Marsh,

"Allegory," 3TEC 1:162.
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that it does not follow the definitions given above,
point 3.

except

So it is extremely difficult to establish that it

is an allegory.
In the following section we shall analyze the text
to see some features of non-allegorical nature.

This will

strengthen the thesis that it is not an allegory.
Non-allegorical Elements in
1 0 : 1 - 18’

One may have a false impression that the mpotpaa is
an allegory from the following five features:
1.

Vss. 1 and 8 are parallel: both describe the man

who is a thief and a robber.
2.

'0 |ifi eiaepxo^tvcx; in v s . 1 is interpreted as Tttmeq

5aoi repo £p.ou in v s . 8 .
3.

Vss. 1-5 has two pieces--the door and the

shepherd; vss. 7-13 has two pieces--the door and the
shepherd.
4.

An explanation of the sheep is supplied in vs.

26 .
’About the origin of this passage, A. J. Simonis,
Die Hirtenrede im Johannesevanoelium (Rome: Papstliches
Bibelinstitut, 1967), 320-322, argued that it is out of the
creativity of the Evangelist with some dependence on the
3iblical roots of the image of the shepherd; J. D. M.
Derrett, "The Good Shepherd: St. John's Use of Jewish
Halakah and Haggadah," Studia Theoloqica 27 (1973) : 25-50,
went further to argue that 10:1-18 is actually a midrash on
Exod 22:1-2, 8-12; Isa 56:1-57:19; Num 27:15-20; and Mic
2:11-13.
See also, John Whittaker, "A Hellenistic Context
for John 10, 29," Vigiliae Christianae 24 (1970) : 241-260.
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5.

Vss. 1-5 describe in the third person what can

be applied to anyone;
farmhouse.

it describes a general pattern of a

We find the same nature of sayings in vss. 7-18

(vss. 10a,

ilb-13), but other sayings are made so specifi

cally related to Jesus .

So we have a mixture of the

parabolic and the metaphoric.1
allegory,

If we call vss. 1-5

then we have to call 10a, llb-13 by the same name.

We find fourteen reasons to deny that it is an
allegory:
1.

There is no indication that the section of vss.

7-18 is an explanation of vss. 1-5, in spite of ouv (v. 7) ;
still it is not clear.
2.

Both sections begin with dqrnv dqifiv.

thatboth proclaim

solemn truth.

It shows

Just as the former is a

proclamation, so is the latter.
3.
be in

In v s . 1 "who climbs in by another way" seems to

focus, while in vs. 7 the door is in focus.

It is

somewhat unexpected.
4.

In v s . 2 "who enters by the door" seems to be in

focus, but in v s . 9 the door is in focus.
5.

Vss. 2 and 9 are parallels:

in v s . 2 the

shepherd enters through the door; in v s . 9 the sheep enter
through the door.

Therefore,

the shepherd and the sheep are

paralleled.
1Mixture of parabolic sayings and non-parabolic
sayings to present a thought is prevalent in John (12:23-36;
15:1-6; 16:20-24; 4:35-33).
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6.

Vss.

5 and 12 parallel.

sheep flee away from the strangers
wolves).

In the former,

the

(because they are

In the latter, the hirelings flee away from the

sheep because of the wolves.
strangers.

They are intrinsically

Even when they were entrusted with the sheep,

they could not keep them.
7.
11

We find -cqv yuXTV TiOncnv repeated four times: vs.

(his life), vs. 15 (my life), vs. 17 (my life), vs. 18

(my l i fe).

The significant motif of his death seems to be

the thrust of vss. 7-18.

After all, what he tried to tell

about was his death, but the word Sdva'tog is not used.
8.

From vss. 1-5 only two words,

9) and the shepherd were highlighted
did not begin with an explanation.

the door (vss. 7,

(vss. 11, 14).

Jesus

He proclaimed the truth

about himself.
9.

In the Synoptic 'allegories'

the pattern of

explanation is: A-A', B-B', C- C 1; but here it is: X-A; X-B.
The referring system of the latter is in the opposite
direction, and it focuses on one subject.
10.

The Jtapoifiia caused misunderstanding

expansion of it caused schism

(vs. 19) -1

(vs. 6), the

People wanted to

know whetliex. he was the Messiah, but his introduction of
himself confused them because

(a) he presented himself as

’Schism as it is involved in misunderstanding is in
view.
Schism is a more developed form of misunderstanding.
When they could not understand the proper meaning, there was
a schism.
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the door,
finally,

(b) as the shepherd, even a shepherd to die;
they rejected him because he made himself equal

with God.
understand.

Long after the discourse,

they still did not

The misunderstanding lasted for some time.

11.

In vs. 12 jnoftoxoq seems to have converted to

12.

In vss.

Aa h c c x ;.

7-13, 25-30, the progression was made

in the relationship between the shepherd and the sheep,

'I'

and the Father, and the Father and the sheep, not only to a
shepherd, but to the Messiah, and to God.
13.

In vss.

hireling and wolves.

7-18, several other things such as
Father and laying down of life, were

added which are not intrinsic to the napoifhcc of vss.
It

1-5.

israther an expansion than explanation.
14.

He told them this (10:1-5) as an introduction

to his proclamation in vss. 7-18.

Even without 10:1-5 the

latter makes sense.
An overwhelming number of points thus stand against
the idea that the nopoi^iia of 10:1-5 is an allegory.
There are a number of scholars who tried to merge
these two genres of parable and allegory.

Sometimes they

labeled 10:1-5 as parabolic allegory; at other times,
allegorical

parable.1

Bernard Lefrois listed five of

’L. Cerfaux, "Le theme litteraire parabolique dans
1'Evangile de saint Jean," in Coniectanea Neotestamentica in
honorem Antonii Fridrichsen sexagenarii edenda curavit
Seminarium Neotestamenticum Upsaliensa (Lund: Gleerup,
1947), 16, said that 10:1-5 is the parable of the sheepfold,
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Johannine "parable-allegories": the Invisible Wind, the
Light of the World, the Good Shepherd, the Grain of Wheat,
the Vine and the Branches.1

However, since it is neither a

parable nor an allegory as I have shown above,

the merging

of two genres to produce a hybrid does not stand.
ITapoijua as Riddle
A few researchers take the problem of the genre of
John 10:1-5 more seriously.

For example, R. Schnackenburg

discussed it specifically and pointed to a number of
elements which militate against the genre as parable or
allegory.

He observed:

But there is no sign of any formula introducing and
signalling a parable; nor are we able to specify any
actual tertium comparationis . . . . One can neither
reduce the supposed parable's 'teaching' to a common
denominator nor sum it up in a single sentence.
Likewise untenable is the possibility at the other
extreme--that it is an allegory, in which each narrative
element has its own figurative meaning. . . . Easiest of
all, then, one could think of it as being a figurative
device of a mixed kind, a parable with symbolic
features.
It is a real riddle--ana, in fact, is the only
figurative discourse to be characterized as such. . . .
In a veiled manner it seeks to prepare the way for, and
lead up to, the Christolcgical self-revelation in 10:718. . . . Accordingly the paroicia holds its own special
place among the Johannine figurative words and
discourses: it constitutes a way of speaking that is sui
g e n e r i s .2
a parable-allegory.
Drury, 155, 162, believed that it is an
"elaborate allegory," or allegorical parable.
1Bernard J. LeFrois, Digest of Christ's Parables for
Preacher, Teacher, ana Student 'Techny, IL: Divine Word
Publications, 1956), viii, 30-88.
2Schnackenburg,

J o h n . 2:284-5.

3old original.
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Still,

he could not leave the realm of parable.

So he

tested the possibility of its being "a parable with symbolic
features," and rejected it.
Then he proceeded one more step and asserted that
the rcapoipia is "a real riddle

fRatselredel ,"1

Bultmann gave a hint in this direction.

Formerly

Though he labeled

this as a parable,2 in one place he hinted that it is a
'riddle'

fRatselredel .3

Schnackenburg developed this and

rightly asserted John 10:1-5 to be a riddle.4 Since this
usage, along with other examples in chap. 16, is different
’He is not alone in this view.
W. B. Stanford,
Greek Metaphor: Studies in Theory and Practice (Oxford: The
University Press, 1936), 23. Johannes Schneider, "Zur
Komposition von Joh. 10," in Coniectanea Neotestamentica XI
in honorem of Antonii Fredrichsen sexagenarii (Lund: C. W.
K. Gleerup, 1947), 221, thinks it is to be "Ratselrede."
Barrett, 370, observes that it must mean some kind of veiled
or symbolic utterance.
O. Kiefer, Die Hirtenrede
(Stuttgart: Verlag Katholisches Bibel Werk, 1967), 81-83,
"Ratselrede."
Haenchen, 47, thinks it is a saying which
requires an interpretation.
Wead, 92, calls it a "riddle"
or a "dark saying."
For him, it belongs to the category of
metaphor.
Wilbert F. Howard, The Interpreter's Bible
(Nashville: Abingdon Press, 1988), vol. 8, 621, says it
stands for an enigmatic saying.
Kenneth Grayston, The
Gospel of John. Narrative Commentaries (Philadelphia:
Trinity Press International, 1990), 84, comments, "The
imagery in 10:1-5 provides more a riddle (rotpoipicc) than a
parable."
John D. Turner, "The History of Religions
Background of John 10," in The Shepherd Discourse of John 10
and Its Context.ed. Johannes Beutler and Robert T. Fortna
(Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 1991), 35, believes
that it is a riddle.
2Bultmann,

360.

3Bultmann,

375.

4He emphasized the uniqueness of this genre.
Accordingly he did not relate this to the riddles in chap.
16, which he could not recognize as such.
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from the Classical and Hellenistic usage of jcapoipia, when
one intends to connect these cases together,
called a proverbial riddle.
usage,

10:1-5 can be

This is to honor the original

but not to promote that the 7tapoip.ica in the FG are

proverbs.

This artificial designation embraces the tension

between what should be understood and the misunderstanding
which happened,

because a proverb is something everybody

knows and a riddle is not understood by all.
In the Greek literature before the FG, rtapoifhct should
mean something everybody knew, understood, and used, but
here it (10:1-5) was not understood,
unmistakably clear.
audience.

Also,

though its content was

This supports the idea of blinding the

its content leads to nowhere unless the

audience reads the speaker's mind.
In both chaps.

10 and 16, the tension was created

because they did not understand what they should have
understood.

It seems that the tension is well preserved by

the use of the term racpomia.
In sum, we could not accept proverb, parable,
allegory, as the form of rcapoifua; rather we came to accept
riddle as

the appropriate meaning of rcapoipia . 1

1Alan P. Winton, The Proverbs of J e sus: Issues of
History and Rhetoric. JSNT Supplement 3 5 (Sheffield: JSOT
Press, 1990), 35, gives an interesting remark on the
relationship between riddle and proverb.
He says: "The
proverb may be distinguished from the riddle on account of
the lack of clarity in the sense of the riddle. . . .
However, it may be disputed whether the distinction between
riddle and proverb can be made so easily; or alternatively
the question may be raised as to whether some of Jesus'
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As a result of the above investigation, we came to
see that the rcapoijiia is expanded in vss. 7-18.

The seven

significant observations which support this view are:
1.
vss.

1-5.

The style of 10a, llb-13 has the features of
It seems as if the riddle continues in vss.

2.

There is no indication that this section is an

explanation of vss.
and wolves,

7-18.

1-5.

Several things such as hireling

Father and laying down of life were added which

are not intrinsic to the riddle of vss. 1-5.

It is rather

an expansion than explanation.
3.

Both sections begin with dcjiTiv dtpriv indicating

that they are solemn proclamations.
4.

We find triv yoxnv •a&ncnv repeated four times.

This idea is not explicit in the riddle of vss. 1-5, but it
is the main thrust of the second section, which is the
expansion of vss.
5.

1-5.

The riddle was misunderstood in v s . 6, and the

expansion caused schism as a result of misunderstanding.
6.
section,

The audience could not understand either

therefore they asked Jesus to speak plainly

(TOtppriaiq) in vs. 24.
Regarding vss. 7-18, L. William Countryman noted
that "the language is deliberately mysterious.
intention to clarify matters."'

There is no

Hence we call the section

sayings would be better discerned as riddles."
'Countryman, 72.
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of vss. 7-18 an expansion of the riddle.1

This expansion

is closely related to the riddle in 16:16,

which somehow

obscured the death of Jesus in the use of (iiKpov, and this
riddle

(10:1-5) was expanded by the idea of the death of the

shepherd.
It is significant
dialogues in relation to

to see a pattern in Johannine
the use of riddles.

(chaps. 10 and 16) Jesus gave a riddle,
puzzled, and Jesus expanded the riddle.
Jesus used figures of speech.
examples of this pattern.2

In both places

the audience was
In the expansion,

We can find a number of

The Evangelist portrayed Jesus

as a teacher of riddles.
Misunderstanding of the Ilapoiiua

In this section the reason of misunderstanding,

the

Jewish messianic expectations in the FG, will be discussed.
At what level of meaning they misunderstood is not quite
clear, because what Jesus said in 10:1-5 is a routine scene
in a farmhouse.

It is extremely improbable that the urban

Jerusalemites could not understand the imagery of
shepherding in view of their Old Testament background

(if

’Carson, J o h n . 300, thinks 7-18 as an expansion of
1 -5 .
2For example, in chap. 3 a riddle was given (3:3) .
The response reveals the puzzlement (3:4) . The expansion
followed (3:5-8) : (1) repetition of the riddle with a little
explication; (2) a proverbial saying of flesh and spirit;
(3 3 repetition of the riddle; and (4) analogy of wind.
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not rural background).1

If the scene of shepherding is not

foreign to their life, virtually nothing could cause the
failure of understanding of the rcapoipia.

Therefore, we ask:

What level of meaning could they not understand?

They were

not able to fathom what Jesus was about to say by referring
to this normal

life of a shepherd and his herd. This

indicates that

the saying of vss. 1-5 was given only as a

way of crude introduction.
what was about to follow.

Hence,

they could not imagine

In this sense,

it is a riddle.

Why Did the Jews Fail to Understand?
The first reason the Jews failed to understand can
be found in the saying of Jesus

(9:39) :2 "For judgment I

came into this

world,

that those who do not see may see, and

that those who

see may become blind." Jesus is portrayed as

having intended to blind the audience.
not only in the narrative of chap.
of 10:1-5.

They were made blind

9, but also by the riddle

Here we see clearly the intention of obscuring

tne audience by the riddle.3
1Genuyt, 384, believed that the components of the
parable v/ere well known to the audience.
2We can find a similar statement in Mark 4:12.
This
seems to imply that some Synoptic parables are riddles.
3C f . Matt 13; Mark
4.In these chapters Jesus
taught by parables. As we read carefully we do not find any
clue that the audience did not understand what Jesus said,
rather the disciples could not understand and they asked him
to explain them for them, though Jesus said that for the
outsiders everything was in parables.
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The second reason can be found in the content of the
saying.

As we analyze the content, we find the core of the

content is Messianic.

The whole discussion or debate looms

large in the question: Are you the Christ?

(10:24)

This

question was developed from John 9, where the blind man
recognized Jesus as a prophet.

He did not stop there.

He

went on and believed the Son of man and worshipped him.

A

crescendo is seen: a prophet--the Son of man--the Christ.
The focus of chap.

9 is on the identity of Jesus,

and 10:1-5

stands in the same line of development, which is only
expanded in vss. 7-18, albeit the Jews did not understand
and accept.

Nothing else stands out so conspicuously as the

question of who Jesus is in the context of chaps.

9-10.

The

misunderstanding seems to be based on the understanding of
the Messiahship they cherished.
How is their misunderstanding described in the
narrative?

Is the misunderstanding caused by lack of faith?

They were portrayed as having misunderstood because they
could not abandon their cherished interpretation of
Messiahship, which is discussed below.

It is strong faith

in the wrong belief that caused them to misunderstand.

When

the Spirit will enlighten the heart and correct their
understanding of Messiahship they will see the death and
resurrection of the Messiah as the core of true Messiahship,
which they failed to understand before the actual event
(14:26; 20:22; 20:28).

It appears proper to investigate at
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this juncture :he people's messianic expectations hinted an

The Messianic Expectations
We find Xpurccx; nineteen times in John.1

The

transliteration iisooick; occurs twice and only in John
4:25).

(1:41;

This might testify to the significance of Messianic

debate for John's community.
question:

The writer tried to answer the

Is Jesus the Messiah?

the Hebrew word

He could not avoid using

because of the intensity of the debate.

Our investigation aims to see what the characters thought of
the Messiah.

A number of texts reveal that the people as a

whole expected Messiah to appear (1:20, 25, 41; 10:24).

The

Gospel itself dees not introduce Jesus as the Messiah, but a
number of witnesses were introduced: Andrew

(1:41); Philip

1:45) ; the Samaritan woman (4:29) ; many people
man b o m blind

9:22,

24) .

(7:31) ; the

They gave testimonies for Jesus

as the Messiah.
M. de Jor.ge noted the Jewish expectations about the
Messiah2 and listed four traditions recorded in the Gospel :
’Marx has 7, Matthew has 16, and Luke has 12 times
each.
John is conspicuous in reporting the messianic
expectations shared by the people of his time.
2Cf. M. de Jor.ge, "Jewish Expectations About Che
'Messiah' .According to the Fourth Gospel," MTS 19 (1972-73) :
246-270.
Cr. 247, he states his starting point: "We cannot
use the Jchannine material without taking into account that
the Jews whcse opinion is expressed in the Gospel appear on
a scene set by a Christian evangelist.
They are portrayed
as 'representative Jews' and are obviously introduced in the
Gospel because it was important to compare John's views on
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When Christ ccmes nobody knows his origin.

belief was held by some of the Jerusalemites

(7:26, 27) .

They thought they knew the origin of Jesus, but Jesus
retorted that He came from his Father.
2.

When Christ ccmes will he perform more miracles

than Jesus did?

In the light of this question we can

presume that the Messiah to come will perform miracles.
Jesus did many miracles.

Therefore Jesus satisfied this

expectation.
3. "The Christ is descended from David, and comes
from Bethlehem."1

In this we have two traditions merged.

Since they knew that Jesus was from Galilee and that there
was no tradition about a prophet from Galilee

(or so they

thought), there was a division among them.
4.

The Christ remains forever (12:34).2

By this

Jesus the Christ with Jewish expectations concerning the
Messiah."
On 248, he comments: 'Representative people
(disciples, ordinary people: the crowd, Jewish leaders,
Samaritans) express representative beliefs and raise
representative objections."
’John 7:42.
Matthew and Luke recorded the Davidic
origin of Jesus and also Bethlehem as his birthplace.
In
John, it was not known to the Jews.
Probably Matthew and
Luke were written partly to answer this question, probably
still current in time when the FG was -written.
2W. C. van Unnik, "The Question in John 12:34," NT 3
(1959) : 179, observed, "Though an explicit text in which P s .
88 (89):37 is found with the reading 'the Anointed One' in
stead of 'His seed' is not yet found 'besides John xii 34) ,
it is quite in line with rabbinic exegesis to interpret to
<J7t£p|ia cruxcru by 6 xptaroq.
At any rate this text is far more
suitable as the source for John xii 34 and could more easily
be adopted than any of the others adduced so far."
"It
[this psalm] has been given a messianic interpretation, as
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tradition they rejected the death of the Christ.

De Jonge

is confident that "John wants to make clear that the JewishMessiah-concept is fixed--it is connected wich the
expectation of the Davidic King."1 Jesus did not fit their
expectations.

Therefore,

they rejected Jesus as the

Messiah, who hinted at his coming death.
Schnackenburg emphasized that the objections were
not just literary 'inventions' used solely to carry the
debate a step further, but they also took into account
existing differences of opinion in the Jewish-Christian
debate at the time.2
De Jonge concluded:
The Jewish statements about the Messiah either point to
a complete misunderstanding (vii. 27, 41b-42; xii. 34)
and are therefore ignored (vii. 42b, 42; xii. 34) or
reinterpreted fundamentally (vii. 27); or they represent
an inadequate formulation of belief in Jesus (vii. 31)
which is subsequently implicitly corrected.
Christian
believers may use and do use 'the Christ' as designation
for Jesus (i. 41, cd. vii. 41) - it is the central point
in the debate between Jews and Christians - but this
title needs to be interpreted.
The Gospel interprets it
by the title Son of God, pointing to the unity between
Jesus and the Father who sent him.3
may be seen from the famous Psalm of Solomon 17 (see
before), the New Testament (Act 2:30; Luke 1:51; Act 13:22;
Rev 1:5; 3:14) and rabbinic sources," 178.
’De Jonge,

2 61.

2Rudolf Schnackenburg, "Die Messiasfrage im
Johannesevangelium," in Neutestamentliche Aufsatze.
Festschrift fur Josef Schmid, ed. J. 31inzer (Regensburg: F.
Pustet, 1963), 257-64.
3Ibid., 252.

Emphasis original.
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Whan were the messianic expectations of those who
believed Jesus?

The disciples reported from the beginning

that they had met the Messiah.

They believed the Messiah,

but from their responses and behaviors we can tell that they
accepted a Messiah who betrayed their expectations.
believed,

but they did not understand the way of the

Messiah.

Even those who accepted Jesus as

private expectations and interpretations.

They

Messiah had their
They could not

accept fully the way cf the Messiah.
Concerning their misunderstanding of Messianic
expectation,

John Painter helpfully noted:

The misunderstanding motif in John should be compared
with the Messianic secret in Mark.
In Mark, Jesus
silences those who would confess his Messiahship openly.
It was suggested that this was a device to cover the
fact that Jesus did not claim to be Messiah.
But it is
more likely that this is an indication of Jesus'
rejection of the Messianic role as it was then
understood in Judaism.1
Jesus,

in the FG, seems to be the Christ for Galileans and

Samaritans.,

not for the people of Jerusalem,

worked earnestly for them.

Galilean disciples did not fully

understand his destiny either
believed,

though he

(16:17-33).

Those who

believed on the basis of the witness of John, and

of the miracles or the signs of Jesus.
The purpose of the Gospel is explicitly given in
20:31:

"but these are 'written that you may believe that

Jesus is the Christ

SPCK,

(Messiah!, the Son of God,

and that

'John Painter, John: Witness and Theologian
1975), 9.

(London:
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believing you may have Che life in his name."1

Though the

ultimate goal of John is to lead the readers to accept Jesus
as the Son of God,

the first step is to lead them to accept

him as the Messiah who suffered death and rose from the
dead, contrary to their messianic expectation.
What Jesus said in 10:18 is related to the accounts
of the death and resurrection of Lazarus in John 11.

The

significance of Messiahship--the death and the resurrection-was illustrated by the death and the resurrection of
Lazarus, but they did not catch the implications of the
event of Lazarus'

death and resurrection.

The event of the

death and resurrection of Jesus was needed to correct the
people's expectations and the understanding of Messiahship.
Therefore,

the FG was given as a corrective to the wrong

concept of Messiahship.
In the riddle and its expansion,

the door is

identified with Jesus and the shepherd as well.

The failure

to understand the

expansion of the riddle was not due to the

difficulty of the

imageries used, but due to the fact that

the intention of Jesus in speaking this riddle was not
known.

Jesus hid the meaning of the sayings from their

’Emphasis supplied.
J. Louis Martyn, History and
Theology in the Fourth Gospel. rev. ed. (Nashville: Abingdon
Press, 1979), 91, commented: "It is clear that the issue of
Jesus Messiahship stands at the center of the synagogue church discussion."
He proposed, 102-151, that "the
transition is from a confession of Jesus as the Prophet Messiah like Moses to the confession of Jesus as the Son of
man ."
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sight.

Therefore,

they could not understand what Jesus

meant.

The proclamations in vss. 7-18 astounded the

audience because they were directly opposed to their view of
the door and the shepherd.1

Furthermore,

since the

shepherd imagery is closely related to the Messianic figure,
Jesus' statement relating the death of the shepherd led them
to reject Jesus.

They expected a different Messiah--a

messiah fit to their understanding and expectations.
Johannine riddles were already proverbial for the
Christians, but they remain as riddles in the context of the
Gospel.

The use of the term in 10:6 appears to be based on

16:25.

The Evangelist employed the same term to designate

the riddles of Jesus which they failed to understand.

He

highlighted the aspect of a riddle by using the particular
term.

Here is seen the intention of the Evangelist.

Based

on the use of juxppnaia in 10:24 he could use the term jaxpoipia
in 10:6.

Both chaDters are related by the use of the term.

Since its

use of 16:25 is extended to chap.

10,

there is

justification for finding riddles in other chapters of the
Gospel.

Although their understanding of the term juctpoipioc

and the starting point are far from the one used here, other
1We find a strikingly similar parable about Moses,
attributed to R. Nehemiah, in Ruth Rabbah proem 5: "To whom
can Moses be compared? To a faithful shepherd whose fence
fell down in the twilight.
He arose and repaired it from
three sides, but a breach remained on the fourth side, and
having no time to erect the fence, he stood in the breach
himself.
A lion came, he boldly withstood it; a wolf came
and still he withstood against it."
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scholars have attempted to find additional TUXpomicn in the
FG.1

napoi+ucn which are not explicitly labeled as such are

distributed throughout the Gospel.2
The Characteristics of the Riddles

We have arrived at a point where we need to
enumerate the characteristics of the riddle in John 10:1-5.
1.

People did not understand the riddle.

It is the

misunderstanding or non-understanding as a response that can
signal the presence of a riddle.
2.

This riddle is about Jesus, specifically the

messianic role of Jesus.

So it is Jesus-centered

(i.e., the

Johannine riddles are the riddles of Jesus about himself).
Hence we may call them Christological riddles.
3.

The riddle is expanded upon, but it is not

resolved until the event of the death and resurrection of
Jesus.
4.

In the expansion of the riddle,

shepherd is highlighted,

the death of the

and Jesus' relationship with his

people and the Father is emphasized.
5.

We find dnf]v dt|rnv in 10:1.

This signals the

beginning of the riddle of 10:1-5.
'Kim S. Dewey believed it as proverb and tried to
collect the proverbs from the FG. Scholars who understood
itapotfha as parable tried to collect parables from the FG.
Those who believed as allegory did likewise.
2These other riddles are noted in chapter 4.
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Summary and Conclusion

We have seen that chap.

10 is so closely related to

the episode of chap. 9 that the former is better understood
in the light of the latter.

The proclamation of 10:1-5 was

given as a blinding riddle for the Jews who did not wish to
accept the miracle,

the healed, and the healer.

Major attention was given to the form of 10:1-5.
rejected proverb,

'figure of speech,1 parable,

We

as its genre.

We discussed at length the possibility of allegory,

but

allegory did not fit contextually and in many other aspects.
Some attempts of merging the genres of parable and allegory
into a hybrid proved futile.
riddle for 10:1-5.
of the riddle.

We have accepted the form of

It follows thac 10:7-13 is an expansion

Therefore, we see that Johannine srapouiiai

deviate much from the non-Johannine rapoifuca in the
literature before the FG in their contents,
lengths.

functions,

and

Johannine rcapoinioci can be extremely lengthy and

they always cause misunderstanding,

while other mpoi^iiai are

short and do not cause misunderstanding.
We investigated the reason of misunderstanding.

We

came to see that not only J e s u s ' mode of discourse blinded
them, but also the current messianic expectations hindered
the audience from understanding what Jesus said.
Using the conclusions of chapters 2 and 3 we may
propose a few identifying marks for the non-designated
riddles in the FG:
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1.

They include ambiguous words, or figures.

2.

They cause questions to arise in the mind of the

audience or produce misunderstanding.
3.

These sayings of Jesus emphasize the origin and

destiny of Jesus, and especially Jesus' relationship with
the Father.
4.

The term jcapprpict indicates the presence of a

5.

The riddles are not resolved until after the

riddle.

resurrection.
6.

The sayings can be expanded by means of a

proverb or a parable.
7.

The sayings can be introduced by the dcpr^v dpTiv

formula.
In chapter 4, I identify other riddles in the FG by
applying these identifying marks.
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CHAPTER IV

NON-DESIGNATED RIDDLES IN THE FOURTH GOSPEL

Introduction

In chapters 2 and 3 we outlined the genre of the
Johannine jtapoipia- - it is riddle.

We have found and

discussed three designated riddles.

In this chapter we are

about to read the Gospel to find non-designated riddles; in
other words, riddles which are not explicitly labeled as
such.

I attempt to locate the Johannine riddles, which are

discussed in turn, based on several identifying marks.

A

discussion of their narrative functions in the FG follows.
To be classified as a Johannine napoijha-riddle, a
saying should satisfy most of these conditions,
the last chapter:

according to

(1) they include ambiguous words,-

(2) the

sayings cause the audience to ask questions, or fail to
understand,-1 (3) these sayings about Jesus emphasize his
1For more information on the Johannine
misunderstandings, see Leroy, 49-155; Charles H. Giblin,
"Suggestion, Negative Response, and Positive Action in St
John's Portrayal of Jesus (John 2:1-11; 4:46-54; 7:2-14;
11:1-44)," NTS 26 (1979/80): 197-211; Culpepper, 152-164; D.
A. Carson, "Understanding Misunderstandings," Tvndaie
Bulletin 33 (1932): 91.
The criterion of misunderstanding
makes the list an assured minimum because there are other
Christclogical sayings such as 1:51 and 12:24 which can be
included in this list if without this criterion.
We employ
it because we deal with non-designated rotpotjitai..
169
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origin and destiny, and especially his relationship with the
Father,-1 (4 )
riddle;

the term racppricria indicates the presence of a

(5) the riddles are not resolved until after the

resurrection;

(6) the sayings can be expanded by means of a

proverb or a parable;2 (7) the sayings can be introduced by
the dpfiv dt|af]v formula, but the formula itself is not
necessarily included.3
I first need to make three things clear:
1.

There can be many riddles in the Gospel,

three clear examples were all spoken by Jesus.

Therefore,

only the riddles spoken by Jesus are counted toward the
number of Johannine rcapoipiai.
’The sayings about Jesus include Jesus as the topic
of the sayings.
So we may call them Jesus-centered sayings.
They should include all the sayings Jesus said about
himself, about the relationship between him and the Father,
and him and the believers, and him and the non-believers,
and him and the world, and his mission, identity, and
destiny, therefore Christological.
2Raymond F. Collins, These Things Have Been Written
(Grand Rapids, MI: Wm. B. Eerdmans Publishing Company,
1S90), 128-150, listed 9 proverbs: 21:18; 2:10; 3:8; 4:35,
37; 4 :4 4 ; 5:19-20a; 9:4; 11:9-10.
3Victor Hasler, Amen: Redaktionsqeschichtliche
Untersuchunq zur Einfuhrunqsformel der Herrenworte "Wahrlich
ich sage euch" (Zurich: Gotthelf-Verlag, 1969), 146, listed
25 of the Johannine double &ht|v formula: 1:51; 3:3, 5, 11;
5:19, 24, 25; 6:26, 32, 47, 53; 8:34, 51, 58; 10:1, 7,;
12:24; 13:16, 20, 21, 38; 14:12; 16:20, 23; and 21:18.
It
is highly possible to see the intimate relationship between
these and the misunderstandings.
We can easily see that
many sayings beginning with this formula were misunderstood.
Although we do not see it as an absolute element, but only a
frequent one, we cannot avoid considering this formula in
our effort to locate the Johannine riddles.
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2.

The word Jtapoijiia is always accompanied by the

verbs which denote "speech"; it represents sayings or
utterances.

Therefore, we exclude all action-riddles from

the list, but include only speech-riddles.

Jesus' making of

wine, and washing the feet of the disciples could well be
included in the list, but they are not counted, because they
are not denotable by the Greek term jtapoifua.

napa0oXf| can

well refer to actions, because the word does not dictate the
exclusion of actions.
3.

The riddles can be long or short.

The list of Johaiuiine riddles,

the Christological

sayings of Jesus which apparently caused the audience to
question or to misunderstand is as follows:1 2:19; 3:3;
4:32; 6:32-33, 35, 51, 53; 7:33-34; 7:37b-38; 8:21,
51, 56, 58; 11:11; 12:32;
14:19; 21:18.

31-32,

13:8, 10, 21c, 27b; 13:33, 36b;

This list is an assured minimum.

There might

be others.
Non-Designated Johannine Riddles

The discussion of this part must involve some
subjectivity, though I have laid out the principles.

It is

extremely difficult sometimes to distinguish between riddles
and non-riddles.

Therefore,

the list is vulnerable to

obj ections.
George Johnston, The Spirit-Paraclete in the Gospel
of John (Cambridge: University Press, 1970), 162, 152, found
the sayings of 14:7, 12-14 to be riddles, but they do not
have the marks we summarized.
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John 2:19
Jesus answered:

"'Destroy this temple, and in three

days I will raise it u p . 1"1

The Jews understood this

saying literally according to the context, but not
Christologicaily.
misunderstood.
in Jerusalem.

Thus, John judged that they had

For them,

'temple1 was the material temple

The disciples failed to understand,

too. Only

after the resurrection did they remember and understand the
riddle in the light of Jesus' death (2:22).
thing, but he meant another.

Jesus said one

Jesus did not say 'I am the

real temple,1 which would have offended the Jews more.

The

literal understanding of it caused the audience to stumble.
When the riddle was not understood Christologicaily,
misunderstood in the FG.

it was

It is the riddle of the death of

Jesus, which was resolved only after the death and
resurrection of

Jesus. Several elements indicate that 2:19

is a legitimate Johannine riddle:2 (1) the
temple" is ambiguous;
(3) it is about

use of "this

(2) it causes them to misunderstand;

Jesus, and his death; and (4) the riddle

not solved until after

is

the resurrection.

’in John, the temple imagery is significant.
Jesus
identified himself not only with the temple, but with the
light and the bread [of presence] . Also ctict|vcxd in John 1:14
(Cf. Exod 25:8).
saying.

2Schnackenburg, 1:349, thinks this as an enigmatic
He connects it to a cryptic "mashal."
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John 3:3

Jesus replied to Nicodemus:

"'Truly, truly,

I say to

you, unless one is born anew, he cannot see the kingdom of
G o d . 1"

Nicodemus misunderstood the dual meaning.

three ways of interpreting &vwGev: from above,
beginning,

There are

from the

and from above.1 He understood in his own way,

that is, the literal meaning of 'again', and questioned
Jesus about the meaning.

According to Kelso this riddle

belongs to the genre of logogriph,2 which is based on the
double meaning.

Probably Jewish understanding of spiritual

life was based on blood and flesh,
Jewish parents.
riddle

that is, to be born from

Jesus gave a correction and expanded the

(3:5-8):

"Truly, truly, I say to you, unless one is born of water
and the Spirit, he cannot enter the kingdom of God.
That which is born of the flesh is flesh, and that which
is born of the Spirit is spirit. Do not marvel that I
said to you, 'You must be born anew.1 The wind blows
where it wills, and you hear the sound of it, but you do
not know whence it comes or whither it goes; so it is
with every one who is born of the Spirit."
Here Jesus not only interpreted the word <5vco0ev by "of water
and the Spirit," but expanded the idea of being born of the
Spirit.

Still Nicodemus failed to understand (3:9) .
’Schnackenburg,

Now

1:367.

2James A. Kelso, "Riddle," in ERE 10:765-770,
believed that there are six types of riddles: (1) logogriph
(the double meaning of a word); (2) enigma (obscure
intimation); (3) rebus (a picture of things in words or
syllables) ,- (4) charade (syllable-riddle) ; (5) epigram; and
(6) arithmetical riddle (gematria and nm) . The first two
are relevant for the Johannine riddles.
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Jesus scolded him for his failure and gave him the reason
for the failure

(3:11-12).

Jesus said:

"Truly, truly, I say to you, we speak of what we know,
and bear witness to what we have seen; but you do not
receive our testimony.
If I have told you earthly
things and you do not believe, how can you believe if I
tell you heavenly things?"
Jesus expanded on the theme of heaven, which culminated in
the idea of the lifting up of the Son of man,
death of Jesus.

that is, the

Jesus continued (3:13-15) :

"No one has ascended into heaven but he who descended
from heaven, the Son of man. And as Moses lifted up the
serpent in the wilderness, so must the Son of man be
lifted up, that whoever believes in him may have eternal
lif e ."
Therefore, we see the sayings of 3:3, 5-8 caused misunder
standing on the part of Nicodemus.
speak about Jesus,

Vs. 3 does not seem to

but the event of being born again is

equated with believing in Jesus.1 Though the riddle did
not directly talk about Jesus,
Son of man, even his death.
with being born again.2

it eventually ended with the

To believe Jesus is equated

The parable of wind is employed to

illustrate the nature of the rebirth in the expansion.
’Comparing 3:3; 3:5; and 3:15 we may see that
rebirth is closely related to believing Jesus.
He who is
born again enters the kingdom, and he who believes receives
eternal life.
Therefore rebirth and believing Jesus is
equated in this chapter, when entering the kingdom and
receiving eternal life mean the same thing.
2David Rensberger, Overcoming the World: Politics
and Community in the Gospel of John (Cambridge: The
University Press, 1989), 55: "To be 'born from above,’ then,
or from God, means believing in Jesus, in the full Johannine
sense, and this, as we have seen, is what Nicodemus lacks."
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There is no misunderstanding recorded after vs. 15.

New

birth begins by believing in Jesus who is lifted up.
Therefore,

these sayings are related to the death of Jesus.

The double dcpriv formula is found three times
Jesus gave a riddle to Nicodemus
misunderstood.

Jesus expanded the riddle

Nicodemus failed to understand.

(3:3, 5, 11) .

(3:3) .

He

(3:5-8).

He was scolded and was

given the reason why he could not understand (3:11-12).
Then, Jesus again expanded the riddle and faded out
15) .

(3:13-

The riddle and its expansion are chained together.1
We find these identifying marks:

ambiguous word of double meaning;

(2)

ask questions and to misunderstand;

(1) it includes an

it causes Nicodemus

to

(3) the sayings orient

toward the relationship of a person to Jesus, based on the
death of Jesus;

(4) the riddle is expanded by the use of

figures of speech;

(5) it begins with the &|rnv duqv formula;

and (6) the riddle is not solved until after the
resurrection.
John 4:32
When the disciples asked Jesus to eat, he answered
(4:32):

"I have food to eat of which you do not know."2

This saying is a riddle when abstracted from the context.
1Kelso, "Riddle," 10:766, sees the conversation of
Jesus with Nicodemus to be an example
of an enigmatic
discourse, which is a type of riddle.
2Schnackenburg,
eat" is a metaphor.

1:445, views that "to have food to
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He teased the disciples'
puzzled.

imagination to guess.

They were

They thought someone brought food for him.

Now

Jesus expanded it (4:34-38) :
"My food is to do the will of him who sent me, and to
accomplish his work.
Do you not say, 'There are yet
four months, then comes the harvest1? I tell you, lift
up your eyes, and see how the fields are already white
for harvest.
He who reaps receives wages, and gathers
fruit for eternal life, so that sower and reaper may
rejoice together.
For here the saying holds true, 'One
sows and another reaps.1 I sent you to reap that for
which you did not labor; others have labored, and you
have entered into their labor."
Here the riddle of food was explained as doing the will of
God.1

This riddle brings up the Christological mission and

compares it with food.

This work is compared to the

harvesting and gathering of food.

For a physical harvest

they had to wait four months, but the spiritual harvest was
now.
The coming of the Samaritans was described as the
time of harvest.

Chap. 4:37 seems to be a popular proverb,

that is, a genuine Jtccpoipia in the Greek sense:
another reaps."

"One sows and

There was a misunderstanding, and the

riddle was expanded.

The coming of the Samaritans explained

the expansion of the riddle.

A proverb was employed for a

contrast in the expansion.
The following marks are found:
ambiguous word;

(1) it includes an

(2) it causes the disciples to question;

the riddle is about Jesus' mission;

(3)

(4) it is expanded by

interestingly, the food motif is connected to the
death motif of the Messiah in 6:55.
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the use of a proverb; and

(5) the riddle is resolved by the

coming of the Samaritans, but the deeper meaning is not
known until after the resurrection.
John 6:32-33, 35, 51, 53
Jesus said to the crowd (6:32-33):
"Truly, truly, I say to you, it was not Moses who gave
you the bread from heaven; my Father gives you the true
u x t±dCL j_ x util h e c t v e i i .
r u x ' Llie ul e a u o x G o o . x a L iid L w u x u l i
comes down from heaven, and gives life to the world."1
Not knowing what Jesus meant by the bread of God,
Jesus to give this bread always.

they asked

Jesus identified himself

with this bread and amplified the meaning of having the
bread

(6 :35-40) :

"I am the bread of life; he who comes to me shall not
hunger, and he who believes in me shall never thirst.
But I said to you that you have seen me and yet do not
believe.
All that the Father gives me willcome to me;
and him who comes to me I will not cast out.
For I have
come down from heaven, not to do my own will, but the
will of him who sent me; and this is the will of him who
sent me, that I should lose nothing of all that he has
given me, but raise it up at the last day.
For this is
the will of my Father, that every one who sees the Son
and believes in him should have eternal life; and I will
raise him up at the last day."2

In the light of vs. 41 it is clear that the cause of
misunderstanding, which led them to their murmuring, was the
bold-faced parts in the above quotation.
up in this way:
heaven.'"

Vs. 41 picked it

"'I am the bread which came down from

Therefore,

the difficulty is based on the

'Emphasis supplied.
2Emphasis supplied.
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combination of vss. 33 and 35.
together with vs. 32.
origin of Jesus.

Vs. 33 should be understood

Their misunderstanding was about the

They were right when they said that Jesus

came from Nazareth, but Jesus seemed to deny it.

The

statement Jesus made of his own origin became a riddle.
long string of sayings is given in 6:43-51.

A

Vs. 51 needs

attention:
"I am the living bread which came down from heaven; if
any one eats ofthis bread, he will live for ever; and
the bread which I shall give for the life of the world
is my flesh."
In the response the Jews picked up vs. 51 by the question
(6:52) : "'How can this man give us his flesh to eat?'"

Now

Jesus expanded the riddle, and he said (6:53-58):
"Truly, truly,
I say to you, unless you eat the flesh of
the Son of man
and drink his blood, you have no life in
you; he who eats my flesh and drinks my blood has
eternal life, and I will raise him up at the last day.
For my flesh is food indeed, and my blood is drink
indeed.
He who eats my flesh and drinks my blood abides
in me, and I in him. As the living Father sent me, and
I live because of the Father, so he who eats me will
live because of me. This is the bread which came down
from heaven, not such as the fathers ate and died; he
who eats this bread will live for ever."
The riddle was taken up again, and he indicated that eternal
life means resurrection life.
described as abiding in him.

The eternal life was also
A distinction was then made

between the food the fathers had eaten and that the
believers were to eat.
again.

The disciples could not understand

They labeled it a "hard saying (XkXtpo<; £cnv 6 Xcr/oq

ourcx;) " (6:60b) .

Many disciples drew back and no longer went
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about with Jesus.

For them it remained as a riddle.

This

riddle was intended by Jesus.
We see at least four riddles

(6:32-33,

35, 51, 53).

All of them are closely chained showing how the Johannine
riddles develop.
We find the following marks:
ambiguous words;

(1) the riddles include

(2) they cause the audience to ask

questions, or fail to understand;
Jesus are related to Jesus' death;

(3) these sayings about
(4) the sayings are

expanded by the use of an example of the fathers;
sayings are introduced by the &irnv dqrnv formula;

(5) the

(6) the

riddles are not resolved until after the resurrection.
John 7 :33-341
Jesus told the temple police (7:33-34) : "'I shall be
with you a little longer,

and then I go to him who sent me;

you will seek me and you will not find me; where I am you
cannot come. 1,1

This saying puzzled them.

Suddenly the

temple police faded out and the Jewish leaders faded in and
they murmured.
Jesus.

They were totally lost to the saying of

It remained a riddle for ever for them.

It has an

echo of 16:16, and belongs to the departure riddle and
conceals the death of Jesus.

It is clearly a Johannine

riddle .
’Godfrey C. Nicholson, Death as Departure: The
Johannine Descent-Ascent Schema (Chico, CA: Scholars Press,
1983), 35, saw this to be a departure riddle.
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Following marks are found:
ambiguous word;

(2) it causes the audience to ask questions

and fail to understand;
death;

(1) it includes an

(3) the riddle is about Jesus'

(4) the riddle is not resolved until after the

resurrection.
John 7:37b-38
Jesus proclaimed on the last day of the feast of
Tabernacles:
drink.

"'If any one thirst,

let him come to me and

He who believes in me, as the scripture has said,

"Out of his heart shall flow rivers of living w a ter."1"
aside reveals that it was not understood.

The

It was about the

Spirit who will be given on the basis of the death of Jesus.
The narrator connects this to Jesus' glory.

It is also a

Johannine riddle.
These are the marks we find for this saying:
includes an ambiguous word;
fail to understand;

(1) it

(2) it causes the audience to

(3) this saying about Jesus is related

to the death of Jesus;

(4) the riddle is not solved until

after the resurrection.
John 8 :2l’
Jesus told the Pharisees

(8:21):

"'I go away, and

you will seek me and die in your sin; where I am going, you
cannot come.’"

This saying echoes 7:33,

occasion they drew close to the truth.
’Nicholson,

34.

On this

They thought of his

35, saw this to be a departure riddle.
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death,

even his suicide.

riddle with a variation.
this

It also belongs to the departure
Jesus gave the reason why he said

(8 :23-24) :
"You are from below, I am from above; you are of this
world, I am not of this world.
I told you that you
would die in your sins, for you will die in your sins
unless you believe that I am he."
The departure riddle is closely related to the

secret of Jesus' origin.

When they asked Jesus who he was,

he answered (8:25-26) :
"Even what I have told you from the beginning.
I have
much to say about you and much to judge; but he who sent
me is true, and I declare to the world what I have heard
from hi m ."
Jesus mentioned the origin of his teaching, but they could
not connect his origin with the Father.

This saying

clusters to the riddle of Jesus' origin.
Jesus described his going away in different language
(8 :28) :
"When you have lifted up the Son of man, then you will
know that I am he, and that I do nothing on my own
authority but speak thus as the Father taught me.
And
he who sent me is with me; he has not left me alone, for
I always do what is pleasing to him."
When Jesus said this, many believed him

(8:30).

When we

carefully examine the following conversation, we are
surprised to see that they did not really believe him.
The fact that they will know that "I am he" after
the lifting up of Jesus,

indicates that the real

identification of Jesus will be possible only after the
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death and resurrection of Jesus.

That is to say,

the death

is the clue to unlock all the riddles they were facing.
These marks were found:
word of going away;

(2) it causes the audience to ask

questions and to misunderstand;
Jesus' death; and

(1) it includes an ambiguous

(3) the riddle is about

(4) the riddle is not solved until after

the resurrection.
John 8:31-32,

51, 56, 58

Jesus told the people who believed in him

(8:31-32):

"'If you continue in my word, you are truly my disciples,
and you will know the truth, and the truth will make you
free.1"

They were offended and could not understand that

they were not free because they knew they were not slaves to
anyone.

Jesus' words clashed with their perception.

Jesus

explained the meaning of being slaves and expanded the
riddle

(8:34-38) :

"Truly, truly, I say to you, every one who commits sin
is a slave to sin.
The slave does not continue in the
house for ever; the son continues for ever.
So if the
Son makes you free, you will be free indeed.
I know
that you are descendants of Abraham; yet you seek to
kill me, because my word finds no place in you.
I speak
of what I have seen with my Father, and you do what you
have heard from your father."
The listeners tried to affirm their Abrahamic origin,
Jesus denied it.
father, God.
the Devil

Now they asserted that they had one

Jesus denied it, telling them their father is

(8:44) .

Jesus answered

but

They accused Jesus of demon-possession.

(8:51) : "'Truly,

truly,

I say to you,

if any
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cne keeps my word,
reply Jesus said

he will never see death. '"

Again in his

(8:56): "'Your father Abraham rejoiced that

he was to see my day; he saw it and was glad.'"
objected again.

Jesus said (8:58) : "'Truly, truly,

you, before Abraham was,

I am.1"

him so they tried to stone him.
seen here.
him.

They
I say to

They could not understand
The intention of Jesus is

He drove the minds of these people away from

The riddles are 8:31-32, 51, 56, 58.

Though they do

not speak about death, they caused an attempt on his life.
Therefore,

it is indirectly connected to the death of Jesus.

These marks were found:
words;

(1) they include ambiguous

(2) they caused the audience to ask questions and

fail to understand;

(3) the sayings caused the people to

attempt to kill Jesus;

(4) the riddle of 31-32 is expanded

in 34-38 by the use of a proverb in v s . 35;
of 51, 56, 58 are introduced by the

(5) the riddles

(tyifiv formula; and

(6) the riddles are not solved until after the resurrection.
John 11:11
Jesus commented on the illness of Lazarus:

"'This

illness is not unto death; it is for the glory of God, so
that the Sen of God may be glorified by means of

it.This

only can be understood fully in the light of the

two

resurrections,

Lazarus' and Jesus'.

Jesus' tarrying for two

days also suggests some intention to conceal.
Jesus said

(11:11): "'Our friend Lazarus

asleep, but I go to awake him out of sleep.'"

has fallen

The disciples
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misunderstood this.

Jesus explicitly said

"'Lazarus is d e a d . W h e n
to him, Thomas said
die with him.1"

(11:14):

Jesus said that they were going

(11:16) : "'Let us also go, that we may

Apparently the riddle of sleep was

resolved; nevertheless, why Jesus compared death to sleep
remained unknown.

Therefore,

it is a riddle.

The use of

the word Ttapprnria in 11:14 echoes 16:25 and 10:24.

It is

difficult to exclude this from the Johannine riddle, due to
this echo.

This proleptically alluded to the death and

resurrection of Jesus, and the intention of Jesus to use an
euphemism for the word 'death1 reveals the nature of riddle.
The following marks were found:
includes an ambiguous word;

(2) it causes the disciples to

ask questions and to misunderstand;
present;

(1) the riddle

(3) the term rcccppricriq is

(4) the saying is indirectly related to the death

of Jesus;

(5) the riddle is resolved by Lazarus'

resurrection but its deeper significance was not known until
after the resurrection; and (6) the riddle is put in
opposition to the term JcappTpiq.

John 12:32
Jesus said to the Greeks and his disciples

(12:23-

26) :
"The hour has come for the Son of man to be glorified.
Truly, truly, I say to you, unless a grain of wheat
falls into the earth and dies, it remains alone; but if
it dies, it bears much fruit.
He who loves his life
loses it and he who hates his life in this world will
keep it for eternal life.
If any man serves me, he must
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follow me; and where I am, there shall my servant be
also; if any one serves me, the Father will honor him."
One might think that four separate sayings are put together
in vss. 23-26.

Since they, however, are subtly connected

together it is best not to look at them separately.

The

main idea is that the Son of man was to be glorified.

Vs.

24 gives a proverbial saying in order to indicate the way to
glory.

The glory is related to much fruit.

Vs. 25 takes up

the death of the grain and connects it with the death of a
man.

Vs. 26 admonishes the followers to do likewise.

Therefore,

we accept this saying as self-contained.

This saying contains references to J esus' death in
various expressions: glory, the death of a grain of wheat,
and losing one's life.
"This voice has
is the judgment
this world be
the earth, will

Jesus again answered

come for
of this
cast out;
draw all

(12:31-32):

your sake, not for mine.
Now
world, now shall the ruler of
and I, when I am lifted up from
men to myself."

The audience noticed that he meant death, but they could not
correlate the death with the Messiah.

By the aside in 12:33

the readers could know that this indicated Jesus'

death.

Suddenly the crowd appeared in the scene and they answered
him

(12:34) : "'We

remains for ever.
be lifted up?

have heard from the law that the Christ
How can you say that the Son of man must

Who is this Son of man?!"

They understood in

their own way, so they failed to understand Jesus and the
death of the Messiah.
marks:

Vs. 32 as a riddle has the following

(1) it includes an ambiguous word;

(2) it caused the
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audience to fail to understand;

(3) it is about Jesus'

death; and (4) it is not resolved until after the
resurrection.
John 13:8, 10, 21c, 27b
When Jesus said (13:8):

"'If I do not wash you, you

have no part in m e , P e t e r did not understand Jesus, and
asked him to wash his head and hands.
the meaning of this washing.

Peter did not catch

We may know that this washing

was symbolic by the following saying (13:10):

"'He who has

bathed does not need to wash, except for his feet,

but he is

clean all over; and you are clean, but not every one of
y o u . 1"

The aside in vs. 11 reveals what this washing

symbolizes and also that the washing is closely related to
the betrayal of Judas.
Jesus said

(13:21c): "'Truly, truly,

one of you will betray me.'"

'One of you'

I say to you,

is hidden.

death of Jesus was not expected by the disciples.

They did

not know that Judas was the one who would betray him.
after Jesus gave the choice morsel,
it.

They did not suspect Judas.1

The

Even

they did not understand
This remained a riddle

until the arrest of Jesus, when Judas appeared with the
police.

Jesus said to Judas

(13:27b): "’What you are going

Probably the reason the narrator kept telling of
Judas' identity throughout the narrative is because the
disciples were perfectly deceived by Judas.
But the
narrator informs the readers that Jesus knew it from the
beginning.
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to do, do quickly.'"

The "what" is hidden.

meal understood the meaning.
until the arrest of Jesus.

No one at the

This also remained as a riddle
Both of these words have to do

with the death of Jesus.
These verses share the following marks as riddles:
(1) they are ambiguous;

(2) they caused the disciples to ask

questions and fail to discern what was going on;

(3) the

sayings are about Jesus and

hisdeath;

(4) the riddle of

13:21c is introduced by the

dtnqv dtfrnv formula; and (5)

the

riddles are not resolved until after the arrest and
resurrection.
John 13 :33,1 36b2
Jesus said to his disciples

(13:33-35) :

"Little children,
yet a little while I am with you. You
will seek me; and
as I said to the Jews so now Isay to
you, 'Where I am going you cannot come.1 A new
commandment I give to you, that you love one another;
even as I have loved you, that you also love one
another.
By this
all men will know that you are
my
disciples, if you have love for one another."3
Peter picked up the he=>d of

this saying, which is the

recurring departure riddle,

and he asked (13:36) :"'Lord,

where are you going?'"

Jesus answered:

"'Where I am going

you cannot follow me now; but you shall follow afterward.
This is a personal application of the riddle to Peter.
'Nicholson, 35, saw this to be a departure riddle.
zGeorge Johnston,

162, saw this to be a riddle.

3Emphasis supplied.
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Peter asked him again,

"'Lord, why cannot I follow you now?

I will lay down my life for you.1"
you lay down your life for me?
the cock will not crow,

Jesus answered:

Truly,

truly,

"'Will

I say to you,

till you have denied me three

times.'"
Vs. 13:33 is a departure riddle, developed in 3 6b as
such for Peter, triggering Peter's questions.

The

prediction of Peter's denial was resolved when Peter denied
Jesus.

The riddle of 13:36b is echoed again in 21:18.

the light of the fact that 16:16 is a riddle,
vs. 33 is a variation of it.

In

this riddle of

Although we cannot find other

features of a riddle, we can safely include this in the
list.
These are the marks we found:

(1) the riddles are

ambiguous;

(2) the riddle of v s . 3 3 caused Peter to ask

questions,

fail to understand;

Jesus'

death; and

(3) the sayings are about

(4) the riddle of 3 6b is introduced by the

dt|xnv formula.
John 14:19
Jesus said (14:19): "'Yet a little while,

and the

world will see me no more, but you will see me; because I
live; you will live a l so.1"
riddle.

This is another departure

This saying is picked up by the other Judas

(14:22) : "'Lord, how is it that you will manifest yourself
to us, and not to the world?1"

We do not need to enumerate

the features since it is a variation of 16:16.
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John

21:18

Jesus said to Peter (21:18):
"Truly, truly, I say to you, when you were young, you
girded yourself and walked where you would; but when you
are old, you will stretch out your hands, and another
will gird you and carry you where you do not wish to
g o ."
The aside in 21:19 reveals that it is a riddle,
understood,

it was not

and here the death is explicitly connected to

the notion of glorifying God.

Though it does not speak

about Jesus, since Peter's death is based on the glory of
Christ--his death,

it is connected indirectly to J e s u s ’

death.

though it is not a riddle about Jesus,

Therefore,

since it alludes to the Christological riddle of death,
can be part of the list:
words;

it

(1) the riddle includes ambiguous

(2) it caused the audience to ask questions or fail

to understand;

(3) the saying is about following the

footsteps of Jesus--that is, to follow his death;

(4) the

saying is introduced by the dqxTiv <3qiiTV formula; and (5) the
riddle was not resolved until long after the resurrection.
We need to summarize the observations thus far made.
The riddles were not explained, rather they were expanded.
When they were expanded they were misunderstood again.
Jesus did not intend to explain the riddles.

They remained

as riddles until the time of death and resurrection.

All of

them remained as such because unless the core of the
riddles,

that is, the death and the resurrection of Jesus

was made manifest,

all other subsidiaries could not be made
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clear.

The lengths of the riddles are varying.

very short; others are quite long.

Some are

Some short riddles were

based on certain Greek words:1 uncpov, uvyoo, &vto0ev.

Some

are apparent riddles without considering the context.

Most

of these riddles cluster around the grand riddle of the
death of Jesus.

Thus, the death of Messiah was hidden from

the eyes of the characters in the FG.
The Functions of the Johannine Riddles

We have seen thus far that the Johannine riddles
caused failure to understand due to the difficulty of
certain sayings, and they caused the audience to ask
questions,

or caused them to misunderstand.

Unfortunately,

the distinction between the riddles and misunderstandings is
not made clear in recent scholarship.2
’For the double m e a n i n g words, see 0. Cullmann, "Der
johanneische Gebrauch doppeldeutiger Ausdrucke als Schussel
zum Verstandnis des vierten Evangeliums," Theolocrische
Zeitschrift 4 (194 8): 364-65; and idem, Early Christian
Worship (London: SCM Press, 1953), 50-56. See, Wead, 31-46.
2Carson, 11Understanding Misunderstandings," 65,
comments: "But against Leroy, Brown insists that these
misunderstandings are the Johannine equivalent of parabolic
language in the synoptic gospels, reflecting the world's
inability to perceive the truth.
They are therefore not a
Johannine peculiarity; and it is quite unhelpful to consider
them as 'riddles1 ." Both Leroy and Brown seem to deviate
from the Johannine data, in the fact that Leroy thinks that
misunderstandings are riddles, and in the fact that B r o w n
believes that parabolic language of the Synoptics is
equivalent to the Johannine misunderstandings. Because
there are a number of parabolic speeches in John, which are
not closely related to the misunderstandings, we should view
the Johannine riddles and Johannine parables discriminately.
Carson, 78-79, registers three qualifications to Brown's
idea: (1) Although many synoptic parables are suitably
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The combination of riddle and misunderstanding
offers a vantage point for the readers of the Gospel.
Therefore,

the Johannine riddles function effectively as a

literary device in the narrative context.
Painter saw the root of the misunderstanding motif
in the situation of the earthly Jesus, believing that it was
dramatically developed.1

He thus regarded the misunder

standings as a very important feature in the FG.

If they

are so, then the riddles which caused the misunderstandings
must also be given special emphasis.

The significance of

the presence of the riddles in the FG should not be
minimized.

Though the Johannine misunderstanding is a

recurring motif,

the real focus is on the riddles because

only riddles received such labels.

The significance of

riddles is emphasized above the misunderstandings.
messages about the Messiah reside in the riddles,

The
not in the

misunderstandings.
Jesus is portrayed as having employed riddles not
only for the unbelievers, but for the believers as well.
The misunderstandings caused by the riddles show that people
analogous to Johannine misunderstandings insofar as the
theme of misunderstanding itself is concerned, they are
formally rather unlike most instances of misunderstandings
in John.
(2) There are synoptic analogues to Johannine
misunderstandings beyond the parables suggested by Brown.
(3) We should not overlook the fact that John records so
many misunderstandings, and such diverse forms of them, and
should ask what this might signify.
'Painter, 82.
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did not understand Jesus and his mission until after the
resurrection.

All these riddles remained mysteries,

kept unsolved,

until a certain time, mostly the time of

Jesus' death and resurrection.1 Therefore,

or are

it is clear

that Johannine riddles are particularly related to the
Johannine 5oJ;ct (glory) , that is, the death and resurrection
of J^ouS, the Messiah, and the Son of God.

The riddles not

only repelled those who could not believe him but also those
who tried to believe and understand him based on their
traditional expectations.2
As R . Alan Culpepper has indicated,
commentary'

'implicit

is valid only for the readers of the Gospel, but

not for the characters in it.3

Even the belief in and the

confession of -Tesus on the part of the characters did not
make everything known and understood

(11:27, 39) .

The riddles also reveal another aspect.
and signs

3y words

(with a few exceptions) , Jesus could not make

himself known to the Jews and the disciples as the Son of
God, but only by his death and resurrection.

The riddles

are Christological not only because they speak about Jesus,
^ullmann, Earlv Christian Worship, 48: "In the
course of his narrative, therefore, the writer is constantly
impressing on his reader that those who have seen all these
events have grasped their true meaning only after Jesus'
death and resurrection."
2For a condemnation of inadequate belief, see John
2:23-25 .
3Culpepper,

164.
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but also because they are spoken by him.

At the same time,

they are eschatological due to the fact that they culminate
in the death and resurrection of Jesus.
The relationship between this Johannine term and its
features and the Synoptic rcapaPoX.f| calls for attention.
Since the Johannine rcapoipia is definitely defined as riddle,
its detachment from the Synoptic rcapaPoX.fi is clearly laid
bare.

Nevertheless, a question can be raised: Does the

Greek term rcapaPoX.fi used in the Synoptics connote anything
of riddle?
A number of scholars have noticed the mysterious
nature of Synoptic parables because the parables sometimes
were not properly understood and, as a result, required
interpretation.1
b&Q,

Since rcapaPoX.fi translates the Hebrew word

which has a broad range of meanings comprising even

'riddle,1 we cannot completely exclude the meaning of riddle
from it.

Therefore, we answer positively to the first

question.
We have another question to deal with: What is the
Hebrew word for the Johannine rcapoipia?
raising this question until now.
made toward the answer.

Some suggestions can be

It has been a scholarly consensus

that rcapoifiia translates btia in the FG.2
1Cf. Mark 4:12,

I have delayed

I believe,

however,

13 and its parallels.

2C f . Schnackenburg, J o h n . 3:161: S©D is the
underlying Hebrew word.
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it is not btin but nTTi which is behind n apoipia in the FG, for
the following reasons, which combine with the reasons why
the term 7tapoipia was chosen:
1.

John seems to have purposely avoided using

7tapa3oA.f| because it was used in the Synoptics in a different

sense, and John's use of rapoipia is limited to the meaning
of riddle.
2.

Since the Synoptics employed only 7capa(k>Xm-D’b&D

John tried to revive the use of the other term rcpofft.fpa'can'"Ti by the use of rapoipiai.

Ke wanted to emphasize another

important feature of Jesus' teaching,1 so to have balance
between the two.
riddles.

He had to emphasize Jesus'

teaching in

He taught his identity, mission, death, and his

relationship with the Father in riddles.
3.

John probably developed the idea of riddle

dormant in the Synoptic rotpa0oXf| and made it a distinct
category for his Gospel.
’John probably knew the Synoptic use of rapaPoXfi.
Ps
78:2 (MT) reads: "I will open my mouth in a parable
; I
will utter dark sayings (miT!) from of old."
Matthew quoted
it thus: "I will open my mouth in parables, I will utter
what has been hidden since the foundation of the world."
His quotation does not follow Masoretic text.
We find in
LXX Ps 77:2 thus: "’Avoi^w £v 7tapa{iokax<; to oropa p o u , (bQevEouca
TcpoSXfmaTa dot' dcrrfic." We read in Matt 13:35b: "’Avoi^tD £v
rapafJoXcnq to crcopa pou, £peuEouca xxicpmmeva faro 1caTaB0 A.fic
fKcxnxoul ." The second half of the Matthean quotation does
not follow the LXX.
The LXX seems to reflect more of the
Masoretic nvrT!.
it is awkward to see rvrvn deprived of its
connotation of wisdom forms, because the hidden things no
more indicate the forms, but rather the contents.
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4.

Because there is a case in the LXX where mT! is

cranslated by 7iapomia (Sir 3:8)

it is plausible to conclude

the Synoptics reflected Q’b&D, 1 while the Johannine Gospel
has in the background rm’n.

Jesus taught concerning the

kingdom £v jaxpa0okaiq, but his origin,
were announced tv rcapoifiicaq.

destiny, and mission

The Synoptic parables give

insights to the what and how of the Kingdom of God, while
the Johannine riddles focus more on who Jesus is and what
his mission was.
We may ask still another question: Why did John use
jcapoHiia instead of rep6pXr|ia or aiviYpa?

napoinaa has no

affinity with them, except a few cases in the LXX, where it
is used together with them in genitive construction.
Nevertheless,

its meaning there is not so clear because

examples were not given, as they are in the FG.

It is

significant to observe the fact that what the characters of
the FG failed to understood
should have known (proverb).

(riddle)

was what everybody

Therefore,

it is likely that

John wanted to maintain the tension between what should be
known and their failure to know it, by using the term
nxxpomia instead of 7rp6pXr|ia or odvtyiia.
1I exclude by no means some riddle-like parables
from the Synoptics, but the narrowing has developed in the
FG.
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Summary and Conclusion

We extracted from the FG an assured minimum of
Jesus'

riddles:

2:19;

34; 7:3 7b-38; 8:21,

3:3; 4:32; 6:32-33,

31-32,

10, 21c, 27b; 13:33,

35, 51, 53; 7:33-

51, 56, 58 ; 11:11; 12:32; 13:8,

36b; 14:19; 21:18.

In the discussions,

identifying marks for riddles are listed.

We came to

realize that these riddles culminate in the riddle of the
death of Jesus.
In the discussion concerning the function of
Johannine riddles, we have noticed that they are closely
related to the misunderstandings,
riddles,

but more weight is on the

rather than the misunderstandings.
Jesus was misunderstood theologically by the

characters of John.

No explanation, no hint, no

illustration could help the people who were in contact with
Jesus to understand.

Therefore, his origin, his identity,

his mission, his death and other aspects of his life and
mission were not understood.

The people did not understand

the revelation from God in the form of a riddle.
a riddle to them.

Jesus was

It also shows that they were not able to

be enlightened by the words and signs of Jesus.

Only by his

death and resurrection did they come to the correct
understanding of the mission and identity of Jesus Christ.
The Johannie term jcapotnia seems to have been used to
avoid the confusion which might be caused by the use of the
Synoptic term jnzpocpokfi because the Johannine term designates
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some sayings quite different from the sayings labeled by
7tapaPoA,f| in the Synoptics.
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SUMMARY AND CONCLUSION

This dissertation dealt
Johannine 7tapoip.icc.

with the

The term is found in

the FG: 10:1-6 and 16:4b-33.

question of the
two

passages ofthe

The purpose was to see what is

referred to by this term, to identify the form of Ttapoifha,
and what function it performs.
In chapter

1, the usage of the Greek term itapoipia in

the literature before the FG was investigated. The
examination of existing dictionary articles and other modern
authorities,

including monographs on the topic of proverbs,

produced a conclusion than they do not provide reliable
results to begin our study.

The definitions by the Greek

authors or rhetoricians were discussed.
give a unified view,

Since they did not

it was necessary to embark on a

philological investigation of napomxa in the Greek
literature, which demanded a searching for the word using
TLG on CDROM for a complete collection of Ttapoipiai before the
time of the FG.

As a foundational study for the Johannine

rcapoijha, I extracted 199 Jtapoipica from the Greek literature
to see how the term was really used.
It was discovered that they not only refer to
proverbs and popular sayings, but also to maxims and
idiomatic expressions.

The Greek authors gave a number of
198
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definitions which later were fully developed to be more
inclusive.

The authors of later literature annexed

additional meanings and other literary features to the term.
It is clear that the notion of riddle was not included in
the meaning of jrapoi+iia before the LXX.
always short

napoipiai are nearly

and never more than 17 words.

of 199 have more than

Only seven cut

ten words.

The use of napouua found in Hellenistic Judaism was
also examined.

The notion that 7axpa0oA.fi and Ttapoipia are

interchangeable for the translation of the Hebrew term
proved wrong.

napoifria translates rrrn in Sir 8:3.

3ased on

this case we could see a connecting link between these two
words, which denote two different things.

As a result the

definition "riddle" could be added to the Greek term

jaxpoipia.
Philo did not deviate from the normal use of the
Greek term, except once when he replaced txivayjia (along with
others; with

7tapox|iia.We could conclude

semantics or

the term

Gospel.

that the shift in

is minimal before the

time of John's

riapoip.ia in the Classical literature before John

remained in the area of proverb, maxim,
Nevertheless,

and idiom.

the LXX extended its meaning toward the riddle

in Sir 8:8.
Chapter 2 discussed John 16:4b-33.

Reading the

passage we noticed that the saying of 16:25 was occasioned
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by questions from the disciples.

These questions were

raised due to difficult sayings of Jesus.
The complexity and ambiguity of xauxa and ev rcapoip.iai<;
in 16:25 was emphasized,

and they were discussed in detail

to define what was referred to by the former and what was
the meaning of the latter.

Tcrura played an important role

for defining the content of what was spoken £v 7capoifhat<;-

It

was concluded that tonka could not refer to all that Jesus
said,

neither could it refer to the whole of the Last

Discourse because the use of tauta in John deters this
application.

So we limited its reference to John 16:5-24.

The analysis of the contents of the section referred
to by tcruta does not show that all the sayings are rcapoipiai,
but only some parts are rapoinuxi.

We found two short Ttapotfncn

which were difficult to understand:

16:5a

[10bj, 16.

The

legitimate translation of the word raxpoifna in our context
was determined to be "riddle" in the sense of a difficult
saying, with the support of many scholars and the content
and context which the section carries.

We thus concluded

that 7azpoqxiai are riddles.
Riddles were never explained in John 16; rather they
were expanded.

The response of the disciples in 16:29

showed that Jesus did not explain the riddle, but he did not
use a joxpoi^ia (riddle) anymore.
In light of chapter 1 it is clear that the use of
ftapoipia in the Greek literature has no parallel to the
Johannine use of it in 16:4b-33 because the Classical and
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the Hellenistic use of napoifua was made to refer to popular
sayings, maxims,

and idiomatic expressions.

Furthermore,

never employed Tcapotpicc in the sense of "riddle."

it

The

semantic development which started in the LXX of Sirach was
completed in John 16:25.
In chapter 3, we saw that John 10 is so closely
related to the episode of chap. 9, that the former is better
understood in the light of the latter.

The napoifha of 10:1-

5 was given as a proclamation of Jesus to the Jews who did
not wish to accept the miracle,

the healed, and the healer--

the miracle-worker, and as a result the proclamation was a
blinding riddle.
Primary attention was given to the genre of 10:1-5.
We rejected proverb,

'figure of speech,1 and parable as its

genre, and discussed at length the possibility of allegory.
Allegory did not fit contextually and in many other aspects.
Some attempts at merging the genres of parable and allegory
into a hybrid proved futile.
riddle for 10:1-5.

We have accepted the genre of

Since this was not explained in the

following verses, but rather expanded,
riddle.

it remained as a

The riddle found in chap. 10 is long.

This is a

wide deviation because the longest 7tapoipia in the first
chapter is seventeen words.

The Johannine Ttapoipia is

different from other 7tapoip.ica before the FG.
We investigated the point of misunderstanding,
contents of it, and the reasons behind it.

the

We came to see
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that the current messianic expectations hindered the
audience from understanding what Jesus said.

The death of

the Messiah was something unthinkable for the people in the
FG.
The Johannine riddles were employed by Jesus to
obscure his meaning and to induce questions from them.

This

was intended to bring home their inability to grasp the
revelation and would lead them to the fullness of
understanding which was yet to come.
In chapter 4, the above characteristics were applied
to the whole FG in order to find other Johannine riddles
which are not explicitly so labeled.

The following is the

list of the Johannine riddles we made from the reading of
the Gospel: 2:19; 3:3; 4:32; 6:32-33, 35, 51, 53; 7:33-34;
7:3 7b-3 8 ; 8:21,

31-32,

21c, 27b; 13:33,

51, 56, 58; 11:11; 12:32; 13:8, 10,

36b; 14:19; 21:18.

We came to realize that

these riddles culminate in the riddle of the death of J e s u s .
The Johannine riddles were intended to show that the
people did not understand the revelation from God.
was a riddle to them.

Jesus

The riddles also indicate that Jesus

was not able to enlighten their minds, except by his death
and resurrection.

The riddles are Christological not only

because they speak about Jesus, but also because they are
spoken by him.

They are eschatological due to the fact that

their core is the death of Jesus and they are only resolved
by his resurrection.
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In short, the use of Tcccpoifiia in the FG deviates from
its use in other Greek literature.

The Johannine use can

find its legitimacy only in Sir 8:8, 39:3, and Philo.

The

term raxoouua in 16:25 refer to the two riddles of 16:5a
[10b] , 16, which are expanded in 16:20-24.

The Ttapoipia of

10:1-5 is a riddle as well, and it is expanded in 10:7-18.
These three riddles are Cnristological.
focused on the death of Jesus.

They are especially

By applying some

characteristics common among these riddles, we could locate
a number of riddles in the FG.

The role of the riddles in

the narrative are so important that they might supercede the
functions of the misunderstandings.
The Johannine Ttapoipia is definitely defined as
riddle,

its detachment from the Synoptic rapcxPoA/n is clearly

laid bare.
the FG.

It is not

but mTi which is behind Jtapoijiict in

Concerning the question why did John use rcapoipaa

instead of 7tp6PA.r|ia or aivvflia,

we may answer: it is likely

that John wanted to maintain the tension between what should
be known and the failure to know it, by using the term

7tapoip.ia instead of rcpopArna or cciviTjia.
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